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ABSTRACT 
Anisotropy of magnetic susce:ptibility (AivJS) has become a widely 
accepted method of fabric analysis in rocks, especially those 
which have been deformed tectonically. The use of anisotropy of 
complex magnetic suscepti bi 1 i ty (ACf"lS) is a new potential method 
of fabric analysis in which the imaginary, or out of phase A.C. 
component of an induction coil used for the measurement of 
magnetic susceptibility is used to delineate rock fabric. Complex 
magnetic susceptibility is a function of of electrical 
conductivity, thus making it potentially useful in the analysis 
of highly conductive sulphide-rich rocks, some of which are not ' 
suitable for AMS analysis. 
Preliminary measurements were performed on highly conductive 
l ~inum test specimens of differing shapes to determine the 
relationship between grain shape anisotropy and ACI"lS. A 
relationship was found in which shape anisotropy and resistive 
ACf"lS fabrics were of the same sense, but there was no 
quantitative correlation. Pure and simple shear deformation 
exper-iments performed on plasticene containing numerous small 
aluminum disks exhibited a correlation between ACMS fabric 
anisotropies and strain in most cases, as the ACMS fabr-ics were 
controlled by the distribution of the disks, which became well-
aligned as flattening proceeded. Although t.here was no 
quantitative relationship between strain and ACMS, they tended to 
increase together. 
Triaxial deformation studies on loose pyrrhotite aggregates and 
pyrrhotite plus talc mixtures were performed at confining 
pressures of 150 MPa. The ACMS fabrics developed in these 
specimens were compared to Af"JS fabrics and strain analysis data 
to determine if the ACMS fabrics change as a function of strain. 
As e f~ te  oblate resistive ACMS fabr-ics developed dur-ing these 
pure shear deformations. The pyrrhotite aggregates exhibited a 
complex relationship in which ACMS increased with strain, at 
least up to a critical strain value, after which ACMS appeared to 
decrease. The pyrrhotite plus talc mixtures exhibited an 
unmistakable inct·ease in ACMS with increased strain probably 
influenced by the presence of the talc matrix. The ACI"lS fabrics 
developed in.these experiments were undoubtedly tKe e ~lt of 
grain alignment and distribution within the aggregates, with 
insignificant contributions from crystallographic resistive 
anisotropy. 
Measurements performed on specimens of massive pyrrhotite 
revealed ACMS fabrics compl8tely diffr:r-ent fr-om those observed in 
the loose pytThoti te aggregates, with ambiguous relationships 
between str a i n and ACivJS. This is because the massive specimens 
behave electrically as a single grain and anisotropy is almost 
exclusively ct·ystallographically controlled. Thus the ACI"lS 
properties of single minerals must be understood before ACMS 
fabrics in massive sulphides can be interpreted. 
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1. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AND MINERALS AND THEIR 
APPLICATION TO ANISOTROPY OF COMPLEX MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY 
1.1. nt~ u ti n 
The ele t~i l ~ e~tie  OT ~  and mine~ l  have been 
studied extensively, especially ~ applications ~ele nt to 
geophysical ~ e tin  These ~ e~tie  ~e umm ~i e  in the 
~  OT such ut ~  as elle~ and ~i ne t <1966>, Shankland 
( 1975), Shuey <1975), elle~ ( 1982), and ~ men  ( 1982). 
~i u  types OT ele t~i l ni t~  have been studied by 
i~i ~  and u~ mi <1958), ~ e and ~ n e <1968), ~~  and 
~ e <1981), and ~ nti~  et al. (1984). They studied the 
ni t~  OT individual mine~ l  ~ e iment ~  ~  ~ 
application to geophysical e l ~ ti n and e ~t u e ~e i ti n  
ite~ tu~e utilizing the ele t~i l ~ e~tie  OT ~  to 
analyse t~ in is quite limited, e e~  some ~  has been done 
by such ut ~  as Hill <1972), Nowina and t~ n  (1982), and 
Hawton and ~~ ile (1989). This is the main inte~e t OT this 
study, as ele t~i l ni t~  using the technique aT 
ni t~  OT complex magnetic susceptibility, will be used to 
attempt analysis OT t~ in in e e~iment ll  e ~me  sulphide 
~e te  as well as in sulphide-dch, n tu~ ll  e ~me  ·. 
l.· 
specimens. 
The ele t~i l ~ e~tie  OT individual mine~ l  within a 
~  have an im ~t nt e ~in  upon the bulk ~ e~tie  OT that 
l""ock. This is especially im ~t nt when highly conductive 
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1.2. How Minerals Conduct Electricity 
There are three ways in which minerals can conduct 
electricity. These are, metallic conduction, electronic 
semiconduction, and electrolytic conduction <Keller, 1982; Keller 
and Frischnecht, 1966). Each has a i~~e ent mechanism and 
magnitude ~ conduction. 
1. 2. 1. l"letall ic conduction 
Metallic conduction occurs in the native elements such as 
gold, silver, platinum, and graphite. It also occurs in a small 
n ~ e  OT rare minerals such as ulmanite <NiSbS) and 
breithauptite <NiSb). The table ~ ~i u e 1.1 gives the zero 
Trequency resistivity OT a numbet· OT minerals quoted Tram Keller 
(1982). Note that conductors have resistivity values in the 10-e 
n-m range. 
Conduction in metals is achieved through the Tree movement 
OT electrons through the crystal lattice upon application ~ an 
electric Tield. ~ metals had perTect atomic structure, they 
would have essentially zero resistivity. In nature, no metal is 
pet·Tect, thus the natural lattice imperfuction such as vacancies, 
impurities, and dislocations impede current somewhat. The 
resistivity <P) OT a metal is related to the Tield applied <E) 
and current density (j) in the Tollowing way: 
















ar-senopyr· i te 
miller-ite 
ar-sen i. des and tell ur-i des 
magnetite 
water-
2.0 x lo-s 
9.8 x lo-s 
1. 5 X 10--a 
36-100 x 10-s par-allel cvg. 
28-9900 X lQ-6 pet.-pendiculat'" cvg. 
1. 2-30 x 'w-s 
2.5 X 10-s 
9.0 x lo-s 
19 X 10-s 
2-160 X lQ-6 
150-9000 X lQ-6 
1. 2-600 X lQ-3 
2, 7 X 10-3 - 1. 2 X 1 ()4 
6.8 X lQ-6 - 9 X 10-2 
1-11 X 10 -e. 
20-300 x w-6 
2-4 X 10-7 
in 10-6 r-ange 
52 x w-6 
0.24-80 
Figur-e 1.1. Electr-ical r-esistivities at zer-o fr-equencies for- a 
number- of conductor-s and semiconductor-s quoted fr·om 
f<eller- <1982) . 
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Resistivity also is ~el te  to ~e i t n e  
R = fJ 1/A 
e~e 1 is the length ~ the n u t ~ 'and A is its ~
sectional ~e  The in e~ e ~ ~e i ti it  is conductivity ~  
p = ~ 
This is a te~m which is used ~~e uentl  and inte~ n e l  with 
~e i ti it  
The complex magnetic susceptibility technique used in this 
study utilizes resistive ni t~  to ~e ni e ~  t~u tu~e  
e e~  ~e i t n e  obtained using this method may be i~~e~ent 
~~ m those at e~  ~~e uen  as lte~n tin  u ~ent in an 
induction coil is used. Resistance ~ the specimen is ~el te  to 
the complex susceptibility <K">, and will be discussed in a l te~ 
section ~ this te~  
1.2.2. le t~ ni  semiconduction 
This method OT conduction in mine~ l  also ~e ult  ~ m the 
motion ~ ele t~ n  t ~ u  a m te~i l  e e~  much m ~e ene~  
is required to move electrons ~ m one atom to another than in 
5 
metals. The diagram ~ ~i u e 1.2 ~ m Kip <1969) illustrates the 
energy band diagrams ~  crystalline solids derived ~ m the 
quantum mechanical model. The i~~e en e between metallic 
conduction and semiconduction is the i~~e en e in energy between 
the ~ille  and empty levels. Note that in a metal, there is no 
energy gap between the ~ille  and empty levels, resulting in 
greater conductivity. 
The electrical properties ~ semiconductors are a ~un ti n 
~ impurities and lattice im e ~e ti n  These result in the 
presence ~ conduction electrons and holes, which are electronic 
e~e t  as well as substitutions, which are atomic e~e t  
Schottky and Frenckel e~e t  can also have an e~ e t on 
conduction <Shuey, 1975). 
Minerals can exhibit intrinsic or extrinsic semiconduction. 
Intr·insic semiconductors contain equal mumbers ~ holes and 
electrons. Electrons move to higher energy levels, leaving holes 
behind in the valence band. Impurities or vacancies add electrons 
or accept electrons, resulting in extrinsic semiconduction, or n-
and p-type semiconduction. The band diagram ~ ~i u e 1.3 
illustrates how impurities can change the band structure ~ 
semiconductors. The energy gap between the valence and conduction 
bands in a semiconducting mineral e~ine  its conductivity. As 
stated previously, this gap is much larger in semiconductors than 
in conductors. 
A stoichiometric compound lacking in impurities would be an 

















Fig. 7.11 Energy-band diagrams for crystalline 
solids. (a) In a metal there are empty allowed 
states adjacent to filled states; (b) in an insula-
tor the highest filled band is completely filled 
and other allowed states are separated by a 
wideforbidden energy gap; (c) in a semicon-
ductor the highest filled band is completely 
filled but the forbidden gap is narrow enough 
to allow thermal excitation to bring some elec-
trons into the upper levels above the gap. 
i u~e 1.2. These i ~ m  illu t~ te the i~~e~en e  in ene~  
~e ui~e  to ~ u e ele t~ n ~l  in (a) n u t ~  
<b> in ul t ~  and (c) emi n u t ~  le t~ l ti  
n u t ~  ~~~e~~e  to in the text ~e in ~ t 
in ul t ~  <Kip, 1969) 
Fig. 7.13 Energy-band dia-
gram of ann-type 
semiconductor. 
Fig. 7.14 Energy-band dia-




Figure 1.3. Extrinsic semiconductors require less energy to 
conduct due to the presence of acceptor or donor 
energy levels which are illustrated in the above band 
diagrams ~ m Kip <1969). 
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non-stoichiometYic compound, such as pyYYhotite e ~  which 
has a similaY cyystal stYuctuYe to tYoilite, should be an 
extYinsic semiconductoY since it has a e~i ien  ~ iYan, 
yesulting in vacancies. ImpuYity atoms in high enough 
concentyations could also cantYibute to extYinsic semiconduction 
in these and othey mineYals. Such impudty-band conduction is 
used by Sakkopalous et al. (1984) to help explain the 
conductivity pyopeYties ~ a natuYal pyYYhotite. ImpuYity band 
~ m ti n occuys in synthetic n- and p- geYmanium at 101= 
impuYity atoms/cm3 , which they also assume is tYue ~  
pyYYhotite, which can contain i ni~i nt amounts ~ Ni, Co, and 
Cu. X-Yay ~lu e en e analyses weye obtained ~ m pyYYhotite 
used in this study, and showed that these elements weYe pYesent. 
Semiconduction is a theYmally activated pYocess, in which 
conduction incyeases as the Yesult ~ tempeYatuYe incYease. This 
is.the opposite to what occuys in metallic canductoys. This 
tempeYatuYe dependence is illustYated in the equation: 
ITt.= ITo' exp (-£o'/2kT) +!To" exp (-Eo"/2kT) 
~ m PaYkhomenko (1967>, wheYe ITo' and !To" aye the intYinsic and 
extYinsic conductivities Yespectively, and Eo is the activation 
eneYgy, which is d i f~e ent faY each m i neY a l. k is So 1 tzmann' s 
constant and T is absolute tempeyatuYe. 
ElectYonic semiconduction is the most impoYtant means of 
conduction ~  the puyposes ~ this study. This is due to the 
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fact that most sulphide minerals, including pyrrhotite, which are 
conductive enough to be measured using the anisotropy ~ complex 
magnetic susceptibility technique, are semiconducting minerals. 
Semiconductihg minerals have widely varying resistivity values, 
~ llin  in the range ~ 103 to to-e n-m <Shuey, 1975>. Note that 
only the lowest resistivity minerals can be detected using the 
anisotropy ~ complex magnetic suscepti'bility technique. 
The resistivities ~ semiconducting minerals are in~luen e  
greatly by a number ~ ~ t  which tend to impede current. 
Lattice scattering, which is the result ~ thermally activated 
processes, is most important at high temperature. At low 
temperatures, such as room temperature, defect scattering is most 
prominent. Dislocations, stacking ~ ult  and twin planes can 
impede current if they are extremely abundant. Note, however, 
that "tight" grain boundaries have a minimal e~~e t upon 
resistivity (Shuey, 1975). 
Such ~e tu e  as microcracks and mineral replacement zones 
can have a major e~fe t on conduction, as they can break the 
continuity ~ a conducting material. The loose pyrrhotite 
aggregates used in this study contain many gaps in continuity 
between and within grains as shown in ~i u e 1.4. This would 
suggest that these specimens should be much more resistive than 
massive specimens. This is indeed the case and can be seen in the 
differences in bulk conductive complex magnetic susceptibility 
values for the loose aggregates in appendix A, and ~  the 
mas:3ive specimens in appendix D. For example, the most conductive 
Figur-e 1. 4. Note the gaps between gr-ains as we 11 as the fr-actut·es 
within the gt·ains which r-educe electr-onic conduction. 
',. 
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loose aggt"egate, P019, has a conductive K" o-f 7.5606 X w-a 
SI/mass while a typical massive specimen such as SB04 has a 
conductive K" o-f 0.68734 SI/mass. 
1.2.3. Electt"olytic conduction 
The thit"d and most common geological means o-F conduction is 
called electt"ol ytic conduction. This is what occut"s in silicates, 
cat"bonates, and most othet" minet"als. These at"e genet"ally ionic 
matet"ials, in which metal ions give up theit" valence electt"ons to 
complete the outet" shells o-f adjacent anions. 
Electt"ic -fields at"e genet"ally not o-f high enough enet"gy to 
libet"ate these electt"ons, thus e-F-fectively making these matet"ials 
non-conductot"s. The band diagt"am -fat" non-conductot"s is 
illustt"ated in -Figut"e 1.2 -fat" compal'"ison with metals and 
semiconductot"s. 
Not sut"pt"isingly, electt"olytic solids at"e highly t"esistive, 
with values genet"ally highet" than 103 n-m <Shuey, 1975). Any 
conduction in these matet"ials is the l'"esult o-f ct"ystal de-fects, 
especially Schottky and Ft"enckel de-Fects. Resistivity is 
invet"sely pt"opot"tional to the mobility o-f these ions, which in 
tut"n is a -function o-f the t"elative sizes o-f the moving ions and 
·--, 
the intet"stices o-F the ct"ystal lattice. 
Solid electt"olytes exhibit intt"insic and extt"insic behavioul'", 
but it is dif-fet"ent -ft"om that o-f semiconductot"s. Low tempet"atut"e 
conduction is extt"insic Ol'" stt"uctut"e sensitive, and is due to 
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weakly bonded im u~itie  and deTects. High tem e~ tu~e conduction 
is int~in i  ~e ultin  f~ m the movement of ions f~ m t ei~ 
~e ul ~ lattice positions as a ~e ult of t e~m l i ~ ti n  As 
in emi n u t ~  conductivity in ele t~ l te  in ~e e  with 
tem e~ tu~e  
Unlike semiconducting and conducting mine~ l  solid 
ele t~ l te  exhibit a f~e uen  dependence upon conductivity 
when AC u~~ent  ~e applied. i u~e 1.5 shows that as f~e uen  
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Figuye 1.5. This diagYam shows how conductivity (dotted line> 
incYeases with +Yequency in a solid electYolyte. 
<KelleY and FYischnecht, 1966) 
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1.3. Conductivity in Natural Silicate Rocks 
Dry silicate rocks en~ ll  have extremely low 
conductivities, as they are dominated by electrolytically 
conducting minerals, mostly silicates and carbonates. These 
minerals usually have much lower conductivities than water. As a 
result, rocks which contain i ni~i nt quantities ~ pore water 
have conductivities governed by pore water content. 
Most studies ~ the electrical properties ~ rocks have been 
done on such rocks (eg Brace and Orange, 1968; Drury and 
Hyndman, 1979; Morrow and Brace, 1981; Worthington, 1981). 
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1.4. Role OT Pore Water 
As previously mentioned, most rocks conduct almost solely by 
pore water conduction <Brace and Orange, 1968). The conductivity 
OT these waters is in turn a Tunction OT salinity. Saline 
solutions have higher conductivities since they conduct by the 
motion OT dissolved ions (electrolytic 'conduction). Keller (1982) 
shows that there is a relationship between resistivity and NaCl 
concentration as shown in Tigure 1.6. Temperature also aTTects 
the conductivity OT pore Tluids, having a positive correlation. 
The theoretical conductivity OT a rock containing water can 
be calculated using Archie's law <Archie, 1942) which states: 
where Pt. is total resistivity, jO..., is the resistivity OT the 
~ 
pore water, a and mare constants, and 0 is the porosity 
Traction. Sedimentary rocks are generally much more porous than 
iqneous and metamorphic rocks, however, all generally have 
electrical properties which are controlled by water, especially 
whcm saturated <Parkhomenko, 1982). ConTining pressure is another 
variable which must be considered to understand pore water 
conduction in rocks. Fully saturated rocks tend to experience an 
increase in resistivity as a Tunction OT conTining pressure, but 
the opposite is true OT partially saturated rocks. 
Rocks having signiTicant conductivity on their own are not 
E 
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SALINITY, ~m lite  
FIGURE 20. Relationship between resistivity and concentration for various salt so-
lutions at a temperature of l8°C. 
Figure 1.6. Nate haw resistivity a-F saline waters decreases as 
a -Function a-F increased salinity. This is due to the 
motion a-F dissolved ions. <Keller, 1982) 
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a++ected by pare waters. The Nahant gabbro analysed by Brace and 
Orange (1968>, had abnormally law resistivity a+ 73-93 o-m, with 
little di++erence between dry and water-saturated specimens. This 
specimen was iran-rich and probably derived much a+ its 
conductivity +ram magnetite or a sulphide. The high conductivity 
a+ specimens measured during this study ensured that there was no 
e++ect due to water. In any case, water is nat conductive enough 
to be detected in the complex magnetic susceptibility measurement 
unit. 
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1.5. Electrical Anisotropy 
1.5.1. Role ~ minerals 
Many minerals are anisotropic in their electrical response. 
The electrical anisotropy ~ a mineral is dependent on 
crystallography. For example, Krontiras et al. (1984) observed 
resistivity values parallel to the c-axis ~ pyrrhotite to be 
approximately 10% higher than perpendicular to the c-axis. Shuey 
(1975> suggests that electrical anisotropy may be related to 
optical anisotropy, however, Parkhomenko <1967) and Nowina and 
Strangway (1982) state that not enough is known about electrical 
anisotropy to make such a conclusion. It is clear, however, that 
minerals which are not ~ the isometric crystal class are likely 
to exhibit crystallographically controlled electrical anisotropy. 
This is similar to what is observed in the study ~ magnetic 
anisotropy <eg Borradaile et al., 1987). ni t ~ 
resistivity or conductivity is usually quoted parallel and 
perpendicular to the c-crystallographic axis in uniaxial 
minerals. The ratio ~ parallel resistivity to perpendicular 
resistivity is close to 1.00 ~  most minerals, but layered 
structures such as graphite and molybdenite can have anisotropy 
values in the range ~ 1000 <Shuey, 1975). Minerals such as 
hornblende, riebeckite, beryl, and quartz have ~ i l  high 
anisotropy values, but, since they are not semiconductors, they 
will not be measurable with the complex magnetic susceptibility 
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measur-ement coil. 
Isometr-ic miner-als such as magnetite ar-e electr-ically 
isotr-opic, thus electr-ical anisotr-opy OT r-ocks containing it will 
be influenced by gr-ain shapes. However-, this is also dependent 
upon the distr-ibution of gr-ains. A specimen OT massive magnetite 
may show ver-y little anisotr-opy iT all gr-ain contacts ar-e tight. 
In eTTect, the r-ock may behave as a sirigle gr-ain OT magnetite. 
Shuey (1975) states that tight gr-ain boundar-ies gener-ally have a 
minimal eTTect on the mobility OT char-ge car-r-ier-s. This Tact may 
have major- implications TOI"" the measur-ement OT anisotr-opy OT 
complex magnetic susceptibility in massive sulphides, as gr-ain 
shape contr-olled anisotr-opy may not exist. Specimens containing 
J 
disseminated conducting mater-ials will not have this pr-oblem, and 
gr-ain shapes could have a bear-ing on anisotr-opy. IT the gr-ains 
have small cr-oss-sectional ar-eas, bulk conductivity might become 
too small to measur-e. Str-atiTied sulphides will also show str-ong 
anisotr-opy because OT gr-ain contacts in one dir-ection but not 
another-. 
1.5.2. Bulk r-ock anisotr-opy 
Electr-ical anisotr-opy OT r-ocks has been studied extensively, 
with the gr-eatest emphasis having been placed on anisotr-opy due 
to por-e water- and sedimentar-y Tabr-ics. Since many r-ocks conduct 
lar-gely due to the eTTects OT por-e water-, this inTluences their-
anisotr-opy OT r-esistivity. For- example, when cur-r-ent is passed 
. r  
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through sedimentary rocks, resistivity is lowest parallel to the 
bedding planes <Keller, 1982). This is because pores tend to 
become joined together in this direction, enhancing conduction. 
Also, coating OT anisotropically shaped grains and Tilling OT 
Tractures by water will produce anisotropies <Tuck and Stacey, 
1978; Nowina and Strangway, 1982). 
Ignoring pore water, the habit OT ·a mineral is as important 
as its quantity in determining bulk resistivity. In dielectric-
type rocks, the resistivity can be inTluenced greatly by the 
nature OT boundaries between materials OT diTTering dielectric 
constant <Nowina and Strangway, <1982). In these rocks, 
electrical anisotropy is inTluenced completely by grain shapes 
when current is passed through them. Lowest resistivity is 
parallel to lineations and highest resistivity perpendicular to 
foliation. 
The presence OT semiconducting minerals will have a proTound 
effect on resistivity and dielectric constants, especially iT 
grains are int~ nne te  This allows current loops to be set up 
when conventional resistivity measurement techniques are used, 
producing minimum resistivity parallel to the direction of 
interconnectivity. It should now be noted, that when an induction 
technique OT resistance me u eml~nt <see Meaden, 1965) such as 
the complex magnetic susceptibility method is used, that current 
loops are not set up. Instead, resistance is measured through a 
cross-section. With.this value being proportional to length over 
crass-sectional area OT the conductive medium <R =f'l/A), the 
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gYeatest yesistances will be measuYed acYass sections with less 
cYass-sectianal aYea, fay example, the diYectian ~ 
inteycannecti vi ty ~ gYains .• Thus this method obtains Yesul ts 
which aye the inveYse ~ conventional Yesistivity measuyements. 
See +i guye 1. 7. 
1.5.3. ElectYical anisatyapy ~ tectan1cally stYained Yacks 
ElectYical anisatyapy ~ tectonically stYained yacks and 
metamaYphic Yacks has nat been studied extensively. HaweveY, 
dielectYic anisatyapy has been used to analyse the ~ i  ~ 
Yacks by a numbeY ~ YeseaYcheYs such as Stacey (1961), Tuck and 
Stacey (1978), Nowina and StYangway (1982), and Hawtan and 
8aYYadai le ( 1989). All ~ n . .md a caYYelatian between Yack 
anisatYapy and electYical anisatyapy, with the minimum, 
inteymediate, and maximum dielectYic yespanses being paYallel to 
the yespective axes ~ the stYain ellipsoid in mast cases. One ~ 
the mast inteYesting chaYacteYistics ~ dielctYic anisatYapies is 
that they tend to be much moYe anisotyopic than magnetic 
susceptibility anisotYapies <Nawina and StYangway, 1982). 
DielectYic measuYements have some majoy dYawbacks, the mast 
impaYtant being the ~ t that the ~ i  axes ~ a Yack must be 
known pYiOY to measuYement in oYdeY fOy the dielectYic anisotYapy 
to be deteYmined. It is passible,that the pYincipal diYections ~ 
dielectyic anisotyapy may not coincide with the pYincipal stYain 
diYections. Also, watey has a majoY e~~e t on Yesults. WateY 
~  
~~ 
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Figure 1.7. (a) Resistivity Tabrics versus (b) resistive ACMS 
Tabrics. These are the inverse OT each other due to 
difT8ring measurement techniques. 
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coatings on gr-ains could enhance dielectr-ic measur-ement-!3 o-f 
~ i  but only i-f ther-e are no water---filled inhomogeneities 
unrelated to the tectonic -fabric, such as -fractur-es. 
The anisotropy ~ complex magnetic susceptibility 
measur-ement coil, which will be discussed in the next section, 
has an advantage over- the dielectric method, in that it allows 
the principal susceptibility axes to be determined independently, 
much in the same way that the anisotropy o-f magnetic 
susceptibility axes are calculated. There is one major- drawback 
to the complex susceptibility technique ~ -fabric analysis 
r-elative to the dielectric method. The problem is that its low 
sensitivity r-estricts its use to r-ocks containing signi-ficant 
amotJ.nts o-f highly conductive minerals such as sulphides. 
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1.6. Anisotr-opy of Complex lvlaqnetic Susceptibility <ACI"IS) 
Anisotr-opy o-f complex magnetic susceptibility <ACMS) can be 
de-fined as the out o-f phase, or- imaginar-y, component o-f magnetic 
susceptibility as measur-ed by a magnetic susceptibility 
measur-ment co i 1 . 
Magnetic susceptibility (K) is made up o-f the r-eal 
(disper-sive) par-t <K'), and the imaginar-y (absor-ptive) par-t O<"). 
They ar-e r-elated as -follows: 
K = I<' + iK" 
K" is the complex magnetic susceptibility. 
The ACMS measur-ement unit consists o-f an induction coil 
linked to the ser-ial por-t o-f an IBM per-sonal computer- which 
calculates and displays the K" values. The coil is similar- to 
that used in the Sapphir-e Instt-uments SI-2 anisotr-opy o-f magnetic 
susceptibility <AMS> measur-ement unit. Oper-ation o-f each o-f these 
coils is outlined below, since each was utilized in this study. 
1 • 6. 1 • AMS measur-ement 
In conventional magnetic susceptibility measur-ement, the 
-following r-elationships ar-e used (Kittel, 1966>: 
L = ( 1 + 41TK' ) Lo 
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This equation can be ~e ~itten to ete~mine K': 
K' = CF (L/Lo - 1) 
e~e Lo is the inductance ~ the empty coil, and L is the 
inductance when a sample is ~e ent within the coil. CF is a 
li ~ ti n ~ t ~ which takes into account the ~~ ti n ~ 
volume ~ the coil occupied by the sample and the position ~ the 
sample in the coil. The position ~ the sample is li ~ te  by 
using a Mn02 sample ~ the same volume, which has a known 
magnetic susceptibility ~ 3.29 X 10-4 SI/volume. li ~ ti n can 
also be done in mass units ~ ~ cases when volume can not be 
ete~mine  This is also done using a MnOz t n ~  
The method ~ me u~ement involves taking t ~ee empty coil 
me u~ement  lte~n tin  with two me u~ement  ~ the specimen in 
the coil. The most ~ ti l me u~ement time, in ~ ~ tin  a 
minimum ~ ele t~i l "noise" ~ ele t~i l inte~ fe~en e  has been 
~ un  to be 2.8 seconds in most cases. ~  (1988) gives an 
account ~ the ~ mete~  which ~e t the u~  and ~e i i n 
~ AMS me u~ement  The above ~ e u~e is ~e e te  in twelve 
i~~e~ent ~ient ti n  in ~ e~ to ete~mine the AM8 ten ~  
Since all AMS me u~ement  in this study e~e e~~ ~me  on 
~~ tite  which has a ~el ti el  high magnetic susceptibility 
~ ~ im tel  1.5 SI/volume ~mi el  1982>, the ~e i i n 
~ ellipsoid ete~min ti n was ene~ ll  e~  high as the data ~ 
appendix 8 illustr-ates. t n ~  deviations wr3Ye ene~ ll  less 
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than 1/, o-f the values calculated -for the pr·incipal axes o-f tile 
Alv!S ellipsoid. 
1 . 6. 2 . · ACI"lS measurement 
The calculation o-f complex magnetic susceptibility is 
somewhat i f fe~ ent f~ m magnetic susceptibility calculation. Coil 
r·esistances rather than inductances a1··e utilized to calculate 
ACMS. The relationship <Kittel, 1966): 
R = 41TW K"Lo + Ro 
is used. In terms o-f f<" it can· be rewritten as: 
K" = CF<R- Ro!I4?TwLo 
e~ e Ro is the e-f-fective coil resistance with only air in the 
coil, R is the e-f-fective coil resistance with the sample in the 
co i 1 , W is -frequency, and Lo is the inductance o-f air within the 
empty coi 1. The tetrm K" is dimensionless, as w Lo is inductive 
impedance in ohms, cancelling out resistance, \AJhich is also in 
ohms. The concept o-F the cal ibr·ation -factor is the same as -for· 
AlviS measurement, except that it is not yet known ho\AJ to cal ib1··ate 
a t n ~  specimen. The units o-F ACivJs used in this study are 
8 I I volume and 8 I I mass, the same units used in AlviS measur-ement. 
Tile method o-f measurement is similar to that -for AlviS, with 
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two exceptions. F i r·st, only two empty co i l measw·ements are taken 
et~ reading, and second, the specimens are only measured i n s i x 
d i fferent orientations to ~f i ne the ACI'1S e 11 ipso i d. 
It can be seen from the equations used to calculate complex 
magnetic susceptibi 1 i ty <Cf"JS) that K" is a function of coil 
resistance. Specimen resistance and coil resistance are much 
di-fferent from one another, as coil resistances are modified by 
eddy currents generated in the specimen being measur·ed, and 
specimen resistances are intrinsic to the specimen material. Thus 
the highest coil resistances and therefore highest K" values are 
produced when the most highly conductive materials at··e present 
within the coil. Thus specimen resistance is inversely 
proportional to K", as the most conductive materials have the 
lowest resistances (Mike Stupavsky, personal communication). 
The K" values, since they are proportional to conductivity, 
tended to produce ACMS ten t~  which were of inverse symmetry to 
the strain and specimen shape tensors calculated in expet·iments 
pe.rformed to test the viability of ACMS measurement. In the 
following chapters, which outline the results of these 
e e iment ~ ACMS tensor data was inverted so that all fabrics 
could be of the same symmetry sense. This was possible since 
resistivity is the reciprocal of conductivity and the inverted 
fabrics can be termed .t'"esistive ACI"lS -fabdcs. Figut'"e 1.8 
illustt'"ates t'"aw conductive ACMS data and how it is converted to 
t'"esistive ACMS. Note that the data found in the appendices has 
not been conver-ted, as it is the t'"aw data. 
This is the r-aw conductive ACI'4S data f ~ PL 43: 
K"rnin = 1.1130 X l0-3 
K"int. = 2.4576 X l0-3 
!<",.,... ... ,. = 6.5:-<;Bc;:> X 10-3 
This obtains the -following values -for- anisotr-opy ~t  
P' =-, 5.8943 
T = -0. 1053 
When this data is inver-ted to obtain e i ti ~ ACMS, F" remains 
unchanged, but T becomes inverted to obtain: 
T = 0.1053 
Figw-e 1.8. This is an illustration o-f how r-esistive ACf"lS data 
was obtained. 
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2. INITIAL TESTING OF THE ACI"IS COIL 
2.1. Aluminum Test Specimens 
2.1.1. Materials, procedure, and theory ~ experiment 
A number ~ aluminum test specimens ~ varying shape were 
machined ~  the initial testing ~ the ACMS coil. The specimens 
used included ~ u  aluminum disks ~ equal diameter and i~~e n  
thickness, three rods ~ i~~ in  diameter and equal length, and 
a 1 em diameter sphere. The dimensions and masses ~ each 
specimen are 1 isted in the table ~ Hgure 2.1. The ACI"lS ~  each 
specimen was measured using the procedure outlined in chapter 1. 
Aluminum was chosen ~  this test, as it is a highly conductive 
metal which is electrically isotropic because ~ its ~ e ente e  
cubic structure. These specimens were used to test the theory 
that the shape ~ a crystallographically isotropic conductor is 
!""elated to the anisotropy o-f complex magnetic susceptibility. 
Theo!""etically, oblate-shaped conductors should exhibit oblate 
resistive ACMS and prolate-shaped conductors should exhibit 
prolate resistive ACMS. 
The electrical resistance o-f an electrically isotropic 
conductor is inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area 
~ m the equation: 
R = /) 1/A 
Disks 
Diameter- <em) Thickness <em) f"lass (g) 
A. 1.96 1.49 10.86 
8. 1.96 0.80 5.85 
c. 1.96 0.505 3.67 
D. 1.96 0.21 1.49 
Spher-e 
Diameter- <em) Mass_illl_ 
E. 1.01 1.48 
Rods 
Diameter- <em) Length (em) Mass (g) 
F. 0.325 2.98 0.63 
G. 0.235 3.05 0.37 
H. 0.16 3.07 0.16 
Figur-e 2.1. The dimensions and masses ~ the aluminum test 
specimens ar-e 1 isted above. The dimensions e~ e used 
to calculate the anisot1ropy data -fov- ~i u e 2. 4a. 
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previously introduced in chapter 1. As a result, the direction o+ 
lowest resistance will pass through the cross-section o+ greatest 
area. This means that in disks, m~n is perpendicular to the 
diameter, and for rods, m~n should be perpendicular to length. 
Also, for disks, ~~ and Rint should be about equal, while +or 
rods, ~nt and m~n should be about equal. These relationships 
correspond to oblate and prolate uniaxfal syfMletry respectively. 
The numbers obtained in ACMS measurements are not true 
resistancns as noted in chapter one, but complex magnetic 
susceptibilities (K"). Since K" and Rare proportional +or any 
single specimen, the same relationships apply to resistive 
complex magnetic susceptibilities as to resistances. 
2.1.2. Test result§ 
In order to compare ACMS test data to specimen shapes, data 
was plotted on two Jelinek-Hrouda diagrams. These diagrams are 
very use+ul for illustrating the shape <T> and degree of 
anisotropy (P') of fabric ellipsoids in rocks, whether they are 
for strain or magnetic susceptibility anisotropy. They are 
especially useful when anisotropies are low, as is o+ten the case 
for magnetit +abrics. 
The Jelinek-Hrouda diagram is an altet·native to the widely 
used Flinn diagram <Flinn, 1965). Each is illustrated in +igure 
2.2. The Jelinek-Hrouda diagram has the advantage of illustrating 
















Figure 2.2. This diagram shows (a) a Flinn diagram and (b) a 
Jelinek-Hrouda diagram ~  comparison. The ~iel  
~ constriction and ~l ttenin  ~  each diagram are 
illustrated. Nate that the shape <T> and degree ~ 
anisotropy <P') are independent ~ each ather in the 
Jelinek-Hrauda plat. This is its main advantage. 
<Diagrams ~ m Ramsay and Huber (1983) and Spark 
(1990).) 
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symmetry. These parameters are much more diTTicult to quantiTy 
using the Flinn diagram (see Borradaile, 1988). Jelinek-Hrouda 
<P'-T) diagrams will be used extensively in data presentation 
throughout this paper. 
The parameters P' and T were deTined by Jelinek (1981) as: 
P' = exp [J2((a- k) 2 + (b 'k) 2 + (c 
T = 2C<b- c)/(a- c)- 1J 
where a, b, and c are the natural logarithms OT the maximum, 
intermediate, and minimum Tabric parameters, and k is the natural 
logarithm OT the mean OT these Tabric parameters. 
The P'-T diagram is generally used Tor magnetic suscepti-
bility data, but can be applied to strain, ACM8, or specimen 
shape data. Larger P' values represent ellipsoids which are more 
eccentric in shape. T values greater than 0 indicate that a 
Tabric has a dominantly oblate or 8-type <Flinn, 1958) Tabric, 
with T = 1 being a uniaxial 8-type Tabric. T values less than 0 
represent prolate or L-type Tabric. When T = -1, a uniaxial L-
type Tabric exists. Figure 2.2 illustrates how ellipsoids OT 
diTTerent symmetry are represented on the Flinn and Jelinek-
Hrouda diagrams. 
The shape anisotropy data TOr the aluminum test specimens 
were calculated and plotted on the P'-T diagram OT Tigure 2.3a. 
This data can be compared to that calculated TOr ACM8 data Tor 
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Figure 2.3. The above diagrams illustrate (a) the shape anisa-
trapies of the aluminum test specimens versus (b) 
their corresponding ACMS anisatrapies. Nate that 
there are similar, though nan-quantitative 
distributions in each case. 
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the same specimens illustratE3d in -figure 2.3b. Note that the 
disks are per-fectly oblate in shape and the rods are per-fectly 
prolate. The diagrams show that the disks A-D show a simi lat· 
trend in each diagr-am, as do the rods F-H. The sphere E, produced 
a nearly isotropic ~  e n~e  corresponding quite well to its 
isotropic shape. 
The diagrams show clearly that shape P' values are much 
higher than those for ACMS. However, there is definitely a 
general, although not quanti-fiable relationship between specimen 
shape and resistive ACMS. The imper-fect relation3hip between the 
shape and ACMS data can be attributed to such -factors as 
impurities and crystal de-fects within the aluminum, the latter 
possibly related to the machining process. Rods were composed o-f 
welding rod which is somewhat impure. This may account fOr the 
less than expected -fabric di-f-ference between specimens F and G. 
The success o-f this experiment justi-fies further study to 
determine i-f ACMS -fabrics have a relationship to progressive 
defOrmation and the development o-f preferred orientations o-f 
conductive grains. 
2. 2. Use o-f rvleta l e~ e  to Study the Re l at i onsh i D Between 
Conductive ACfvJS and n u ti~ 
Four- 1 em diameter- spher-es o-f equal volume CO. 524 cm3 ) we1re 
mach 1 ned and measur-ed in the ACf"lS co i l to de ter-m i ne if ther-e is a 
quanti-fiable r-elationship between conductivity and ~  camp lex 
susceptibility. The -fou1r metals chosen 'wer-e ir-on ( l ~  car-bon 
steel), lead, aluminum, and copper-. Bulk f<" values for- each 
specimen wer-e calculated -fr-om numet-ous ACf"IS measw-ements on each 
specimen. As expected, each specimen had an appr-oximately 
isotr-opic r-esponse. The table o-f -figur-e 2.4 lists impor-tant data 
r-egar-ding the conduction pr-oper-ties of the specimens. It 
ill ~t te  that ther-e is obviously no r-elationship between the 
theor-etical conductivities and the conductive complex 
susceptibilities. This is not what one might expect, fi~ tl  
because K" should be a -function o-f the r-esistance o-f the 
specimens, si nee CMS is calculated -fr-om the -Fm-mula: 
f<" = CF<R - R0 )/4?TWlo 
as uu and Lo ar-e essentially constant for- any measur-ement. 
Secondly, the r-esistivity o-f metallic matedals at hic;Jtl f~ e uen  
should not ~ a -function of r-esistivity. The -fr-equency at which 
ACI"!S me ~ement  ar-e made is in the vicini t y o-f 114 kHz • 
Since this is an induction r-esistance measur-ement method. 
the high fr-equency is the p1roblem. Induction r-esistance 
Table 1 
Soecimen ResistivitY (ohm m) Conductivity <mho/m) Raw Acrv1S 
copper- 1.6 X 10-s 6.25 X 107 0.109 
aluminum 2.5 )< lo-s 4 X 107 0.152 
injn 9.0 X 10-s 1.11 X 107 1.26 
lead 19 X w-e 5.26 X 106 0.346 
Table 2 
Specimen Calculated density Theor-etical density. 
aluminum 2.70 2.82 
7.86 7.86 
copper- 8.96 8.84 
lead 11.4 11.24 
1--igur-e 2. 4. Table 1 displays the zer-o -fr-equency conductivity o-f 
the test specimens. Notice that ir-on ha.s the highest 
r-aw Acrv18 but only the thir-d highest conductivit.y. 
Table 2 con-fir-ms that the test specimens wer-e vet·y 
pur-e, as calculated densities matched theor-etical 
densities. 
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measurement techniques are discussed by rvleaden C 1965), revealing 
thaL -for success-ful quantitative resistance measurement o-f 
metals, audio -frequencies, rather than Yadio -frequencies Cie. 114 
kHz) are required. When radio -frequencies are used, currents only 
-flow through the regions o-f the conductoY near the sur-face o-f a 
specimen <"skin e-f-fect"). This is the most likely explanation -for 
the data obtained -for the Cl"lS measurements on the metal spheres. 
For example, the -ferrimagnetic character o-f iron allows deeper 
penetration, giving it higher K". The1re is a slim possibility 
that the di-f-ferences -from expected results weye in-fluenced by 
impurities and de-fects in the specimens, but in all likelihood 
the variations would have been less spectacular, especially in 
the case o-f iron. 
Despite the -fact that CMS values can not be related simply 
to resistivity,the -four metal specimens can be used as standar-d 
specimens, since their CMS values are consistent -for numerous 
measurements. Thus the co i 1 can be tested -fay 11 dri-ft '1 •• 
Nor does this data mean that there is a problem with 
anisotropy data, since -for a given specimen, bulk CMS is not a 
-factor in anisotropy. The data -for experiments in -following 
chapters bear this out. However, the "skin e-f-fect" means that not 
the entire sample is measured in any test. Thus larger specimen 
size is desirable. The skin e-f-fect also may explain why thet··e was 
no u ntit ti ~ con-elation between ACI"lS data -for the aluminum 
specimens in the previous section. 
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2.3. Plasticene Plus Aluminum ~ ~e i e ef ~m ti n e~iment  
2.3.1. te~i l  and e ~~e 
The first set of deformation experiments were e~f me  on 
~e te  consistinD of Harbutt's plasticene as used by Puumala 
<1989), mixed with .3.2 mm diameter aluminum disks 0.076 mm thick 
(aspect ratio = 42) cut f~ m an aluminUm pie plate. The ICP 
analysis data of figure 2.5 show that the pie plate mater-ial 
contained more than 98% aluminum. Manganese and iron were the 
main im u~itie  Varying numbers of disks were placed in the 
plasticene m t~i  to obtain a strong ACMS signal. In all, seven 
experiments were ~un successfully in which u~e and simple shear 
e~e simulated ~ im tel  
The pw-e shear exped ments e~e accomp 1 i shed by using a 
piston press which produced e e~ l quantifiable in ~ement  of 
deformation. After each ef ~m ti n  ACMS me u~ement  were 
performed to me u~e the development of anisotropy within each 
specimen. In order to facilitate measurement, specimens were 
tYimmed using a utility knife and placed into a sample holder. 
The specimens were then analysed in six iffe~ent orientations to 
ete~mine their ACf"IS. As a result of the flattening, the 
specimens ~ me thinner and wider after eacll successive 
ef t~m ti n  However, in these specimens, shape was deter-mined to 
have a negligible effect on ACMS values. A single thin wedge of 
plasticene and a cut and "stacked" wedge of the same degree of 
deformation were analysed and found to have essentially the sarne 















Figu1re 2.5. These are the results o-f ICP analyE;is on a piece of 
aluminum pie plate. This confirms that the mater·ial 
is relatively pure, with iron and manganese being the 
only significant impurities. 
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ACMS. This occurs in these samples since the aluminum disks are 
not numerous enough to impinge on one another, and the 
measurement device measures resistance across the same cross-
sectional area ~ disks regardless ~ their n~i u ti n  
Simple shear experiments were e ~ me  using a shear box 
constructed ~ m a pair ~ door hinges. The walls ~ the shear 
box were pushed against a cubic block ~ plasticene to allow it 
to shear. ACMS was measured ~  a number ~ strain increments in 
each experiment. ~te  some shear increments, the block was cut, 
with the ut ~~ piece replaced on the opposite side ~ the 
specimen as illustrated in ~i u e 2.6. This cutting allowed for 
greater strains to be produced and made measurement easier. It is 
important to note that the cutting of specimens sometimes led to 
difficulties in sample measurement, as the aluminum disks were 
quite large and prone to disturbance when specimens were cut. The 
cutting process often caused anomalous anisotropy values. 
2.3.2. Pure shear data 
Four pure shear e~ m ti n experiments were run. The data 
will be presented separately for each experiment. 
Experiment #1 <PLOS-15) 
This was the ~i t successful pure shear e~ m ti n 










i u~e 2.6.- This i ~ m illu t~ te  the ~ ~e i n o+ a 
plasticene plus aluminum disks specimen ~ m the (1) 
un e ~me  state to the (2) fUlly e ~e  state with 
subsequent (3) cutting and (4) ~e em l  This 
~ e u~e was +allowed a num e~ o+ times u~in  each 
simple e ~ e e~iment  
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65% ~tenin  e~e imposed upon a single plasticene + l ~inum 
specimen. The specimen contained 40 aluminum disks within a total 
volume OT ~ u l  8 cm3 • e ~e t~ inin  it was shaped into a 
cube. The ~e ult  OT the e e~iment ~e umm ~i e  in i u~e 2.7 
by a te~e net and a eline ~ ~ u  i ~ m  The te~e net 
illu t~ te  ~ ~e i e motion OT the t ~ee ~in i l axes OT the 
ACMS ellipsoid as a ~e ult OT e ~m t n  The i ~ m le ~l  
shows that the minimum susceptibility ~ t te  t ~  the 
e~ti l  which is the i~e ti n OT maximum m ~e i e t~ in ~ 
~tenin  The inte~me i te and maximum susceptibilities ~ t te 
to become ~ llel to the plane OT Tlattening <"Tal iation" >. The 
P'-T plot shows a ene~ l  although e~~ ti  in ~e e in the 
e ~ee OT ni t~  <P'> OT the ACMS ellipsoid as e ~m ti n 
~ ee  The e ~m ti n e ~  to be ~ im tel  in the 
Tield OT plane t~ in <equal L and 8 ~ te~~ e e~  an 
in ~e e  e ~ee OT oblateness is noticed ~ the t~ in 
in ~ement  OT ~e te~ than 40% ~tenin  Thus the ACI"lS 
ellipsoid is behaving in ~ u l  the same way as the t~ in 
ellipsoid, obtaining a ~e te~ oblateness with e ~m ti n  
It is le ~ ~ m the P'-T i ~ m that t e~e is not a simple 
quantitative ~el ti n i  between the Tinite t~ in and the 
e ~ee OT ni t~  OT ACMS. It is im ~t nt to ~e ni e that 
the ACMS ~i  will not mi~~ ~ that OT the t~ in ellipsoid 
~e i el  This is due to tht-: Tact that the specimen had an 
initial ~e e~~e  ~ient ti n OT aluminum disks which had an 
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Figure 2.7. (a) P'-T diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression ~ ~ m le  magnetic susceptibility 
~ i  during the ~i t pure shear experiment 
e ~ me  on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains ~  each defOrmation 
increment are shown in the P'-T diagram. 
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2.8 <Ramsay and Huber, 1983; Bon·adaile, 1988) show how initial 
-fabrics can be a-f-fected by sb--ain. Methods such as the R-f/0 
destraining method discussed by Borradaile (1987) must be used to 
obtain accw·ate strain estimates in such cases e~ e t--andom 
particle m·ientations were not present. Also, the e-f-fec;ts o-f 
interaction between the relatively large aluminum disks, the it~ 
small numbers, and the possibility o-f ''satw·ation" alignment at 
high strain contribute to the non-quantitative relationship. This 
is a similar interpr·etation to that made by Puumala <1989) -fm· 
magnetic -fabrics in experimentally de-formed plasticene. 
Experiment # 2 <PL16-23> 
This experiment utilized exactly the same materials as the 
-first success-ful pure shear experiment. The same strain 
in t~ement  were pt--oduced, resulting in the data pr-esented in 
-Figw·e 2. 9. As be-fore, K",.., 1 .., proceeded to become e~ ti l  while 
the other principal susceptibilities de-fined thE:: plane o-f 
-flattening. In this experiment, a much stronget ... oblate -fabric was 
gener·ated than in the -fit·st ~ e iment  The initial inD--ements 
pt--oduced little increase in anisotropy, however, a rapid change 
-ft·om pt·olate to oblate anisotv-opy was observed. The sample 
t··eached a maximum degv-ee o-F oblateness, a-fter which P' increased 
r· ap idly. Once again, there was no· apparent quanti tat i ve 
t---elationship between ACI"IS and stt·ain. This can be atti--ibuted to 
the same possible reasons cited -for the -first experiment. 
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Figure 10.24. Progressive stages in fabric development arising from the tectonic deformation of a shale. A, initial compactec 
shale; 8, earliest deformation stage; C, pencil structure stage; D, embryonic cleavage stage; E. cleavage stage; F, cleavag< 
with stretching lineation. 
-srylolitic cleavoQe ·dcmoin 
Fig. 8. Where a tectonic fabric develops a doma.inal texture. 
such as in stylolitic le ~ e  there may be distinct contribu-
tions of magnetic :1nisotropy from different pans of the rock. 
Clea\'age zones may contribute a tectonic susceptibility ani-
sotropy wil.ile inter-cleavage domains may still retain a sedi-8 mentary m ~ neti  fabric. The susceptibility determination for 
the rock blends the two fabrics. 
i u~e 2.8. This i ~ m illu t~ te  two cases in which (a) 
~i  develops a num e~ OT i e~ent ni t~ ie  
u~in  deTorrnation due to the relationship between 
initial ~i  and t~ in <Ramsay and u e~  1983) 
and (b) in magnetic ~i  e~e a dornainal ~i  
exists. 0iTT9rent magnetic ~i  ~e ~e ent in the 
bedding and cleavage domains ~~ ile  1988). 
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Figure 2.9. (a) P'-T diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression OT complex magnetic susceptibility 
Tabrics during the second pure shear experiment 
perTormed on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains Tor each deTormation 
increment are shown in the P'-T diagram. 
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Experiment # 3 <PL24-30) 
The method ~  this experiment was similar to that ~  the 
previous ones, except that 5 cm3 ~ plasticene containing only 25 
aluminum disks was used. This size ~ sample allowed ~  a 
greater degree ~ strain to be achieved, with increments ~ 0, 
12.5, 25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, and 75% ~enin  
The e~ m ti n proceeded in a similar pattern to that ~ 
the previous experiments as seen in ~i u e 2.10. The P'-T diagram 
illustrates a somewhat erratic increase in anisotropy and 
oblateness ~ ~ i  The accompanying stereo-net illustrates the 
expected steady migration ~ the axis ~ minimum susceptibility 
towards parallelism with the compression direction. 
Experiment # 4 <PL39-45) 
This experiment made use ~ the same materials used in the 
~i t two pure shear experiments. The procedure was approximately 
the same, except that e~ m ti n ceased ~te  60% shortening. 
The overall pattern ~ e~ m ti n was very similar to that in 
experiment# 3 as ~i u e 2.11 illustrates. 
2.3.3. Discussion ~ pure shear results 
Each experiment shows distinct changes in the characte1 ... ~ 
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Figure 2.10. <a> P'-T diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression ~ complex magnetic susceptibility 
Tabrics during the third pure shear experiment 
e ~ me  on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains ~  each e~ m ti n 
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Figure 2.11. (a) P'-T diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression ~ complex magnetic susceptibility 
Tabrics during the Tourth pure shear experiment 
perfOrmed on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains TOr each e~ m ti n 
increment are shown in the P'-T diagram. 
ef ~m ti n ~e ult  show in ~e e  anisotropies with deformat1on 
as we 11 as the genet· a 1 deve 1 opment of s 1 i ght 1 y ob 1 ate fabrics. 
The fabrics developed were not quite as oblate in cha1··acter as 
expected, especially if one considers the kinetics of plasticene 
deformation to t5e the same as that fm· the study by Puumala 
C 1 989) in which Af"IS ~  studied using magnetite embedded i n a 
plasticene matrix. In these experiments, the AMS f ~i  for 
magnetite developed a very strongly oblate character in pure 
shear experiments ~  shown in figure 2.12. 
The fact that the aluminum particles had perfect disk shape 
would lead one to believe that t~ n l  oblate ACMS fabr·ics 
should develop with increasing preferred dimensional orientation. 
However, the fabrics were less oblate than expected. This could 
be a function of the initial fabrics, which in general were 
prolate. It is also possible that the disks may have had some 
conductivity anisotropy derived from impurities in the aluminum 
or structur-al defects. f l ~e e  T values are small due to en ~  
in definition of the principal susceptibility ~ e  
Susceptibility values from the X-Y plane of strain were sometimes 
very low and difficult to reproduce. Standard deviations for some 
axial etet~min ti n  were above 10%. It was also noticed that 
f<"IT1i.n was generally de-Fined with greater· e~t int  CR95 often 
less than 5") than K"i.nt and K"m ... ><• This is a common occurence 
for specimens of highly oblate anisotropy. 
The migration of the principal susceptibility axes indicates 





magnetite in plasticene 
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Figure 8. (a) Note the consistency in orientation of principal 
susceptibilities during e e iment ~~ 1. (b) The fabric becomes 
consistent 1 y more anisotropic ·vvith increasing deformation. 
Figure 2.12. The development ~ magnetic susceptibility ~ i  in 
pure shear experiments e ~ me  on plasticene plus 
magnetite mixtures <Puumala, 1989) shows a similar 
pattern to that observed in the pure shear produced 
complex magnetic susceptibility ~ i  in ~i u e  
2.7, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11. 
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axes o+ the strain ellipsoid. This is particularly evident in the 
correspondence between the K" min and X strain directions. 
The sense o+ anisotropy in these experiments tend to mimic 
that o+ strain, with both being described by oblate ellipsoids. 
However, ACIVIS +abrics in these experiments tended to be less 
oblate .than strain +abrics. This is to be expected, as the 
strains were assumed. to have been per+ectly oblate in character. 
2.3.4 Simple shear data 
Three success+ul simple shear experiments were per+ormed. 
These will also be discussed individually. 
Experiment # 1 <PL50-62) 
The initial simple shear experiment utilized 8 cm3 o+ 
plasticene containing 50 aluminum disks. Shear strains were 
applied to the specimen in increments o+ 0.3 +rom 0 to 3.2. In 
order to achieve shear strains o+ up to 3.2, the specimen had to 
be cut and re-assembled a+ter approximately every three strain 
increments as illustrated previously in +igure 2.6. 
The stereo--net o+ +igure 2.13 shows that K"m 1 n was 
originally in a position much di++erent +rom the shearing 
direction. As de+ormation proceeded, K"min rotated progressively 
into the shearing direction with a plunge o+ approximatoly 45°. 
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Figure 2.13. <a> ~  diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression of complex magnetic susceptibility 
~ i  during the ~i t simple shear experiment 
performed on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains ~  each deformation 
increment are shown in the P' -T diagt·am. 
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the vertical as expected in simple shear. This is a very similar 
result to that discovered TOr AMS by Borradaile and Puumala 
( 1989) . Oesp i te the ordered movement OT K" mi.,, the other 
principal susceptibilities showed erratic development. 
Figure 2.12 also illustrates a Jelinek-Hrouda diagram. This 
shows an erratic pattern OT Tabric development with strain. 
However, the diagram illustrates a tendency TOr the Tabric to 
approach plane strain <T = 0) as is typical in simple shear, 
after beginning in the oblate Tield. The degree OT anisotropy P' 
tended to increase with deTormation, but was very erratic. This 
was undoubtedly due to the disruptive eTTect OT specimen-cutting 
discussed earlier. The initial Tabric also appears to have had a 
major eTTect upon the Tirst Tew strain increments. 
Experiment # 2 <PL63-73) 
The materials and procedure were identical to those TOr the 
Tirst simple shear experiment, except that the maximum shear 
strain produced was only 3.0. The relevant data pertaining to 
this experiment are illustrated in Tigure 2.14. The stereo-net 
shows rapid migration OT the minimum resistive susceptibility 
towar·d near-parallelism with the shear direction. There was also 
a very slow subsequent rotation toward the vertical. The other 
principal axes also display a well deTined migration as strain 
progressed. The P'-T diagram shows an interesting pattern OT 
Tabric development. Fabrics progressed Tram extreme prolateness 
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Figw·e 2.14. (a) P'-T diagram and (b) stereonet illustrating the 
progression OT complex magnetic susceptibility 
Tabrics during the second simple shear experiment 
perfOrmed on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains T"or each defOrmation 
increment are shown in the P'-T ·diagram. 
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Figure 2.15. <a> P'-T diagram and (bl stereonet illustrating the 
progression ~ complex magnetic susceptibility 
~ i  during the third simple shear experiment 
e ~ me  on plasticene plus aluminum disks. Note 
that the calculated strains ~  each defOrmation 
increment are shown in the P'-T diagram. 
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t ~  plane t~ in  with a sudden jump into the oblate ~iel  ~~ 
the ~in l t~ in in ~ement  The ~i~ t t~ in in ~ement ~ u e  a 
l ~ e jump ~~ m plane t~ in to the ~ l te ~iel  ~el te  to the 
initial shape and ~ient ti n ~ the ACMS ellipsoid. e~e ~e 
t ~ee m ~ e  discontinuities in the development ~ ~ ~i  e~e 
the ni t~  <P') ~ the ellipsoid e ~e e  These all 
con-espond to the t~ in in ~ement  between which the specimen 
was cut. Thus cutting has a m ~ e~~e t on ni t~  causing a 
e ~e e  likely ~e ultin  ~~ m the i tu~ n e ~ a num e~ ~ 
aluminum disks. e~e is an ~ent tendency t ~  plane t~ in 
imil ~ to the ~i~ t e e~iment i~ the ~in l in ~ement ~ t~ in  
This may also be ~ti~i i l i~ the t e~ cuts ~~e t the ~ ~i  
imil ~l  
e~iment # 3 <PL74-PL83) 
This e e~iment was identical to the t e~ simple e ~ 
e e~iment  except it only achieved a e ~ t~ in ~ 2.7. 
~tun tel  ~ ~i  development was e t~emel  er-r-atic, with 
little patter-n evident in the P'-T i ~ m ~ ~i u e 2.15. The 
l te~ in ~ement  ~ e ~ do appear to show a ene~ l ni t~  
in ~e e  though. The ~ ~ ~i  e~e probably ~el te  to the 
specimen cut e~~e t  Despite the e~~ ti  development ~ 
ni t~  the mi ~ ti n ~ K"min illustr-ated in ~i u e 2.15 was 
once again well e~ine  ~ ee in  as in the ~e i u  
e e~iment  The sudden ~e e l ~ K"int. and K"min shows a 
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su.dden change in the ellipsoid related to its initial shape ot-
motre likely the cut -following the third increment o-f stt·ain. 
2.3.5. Discussion of simple shear e~ et i nent  
The simple shear· de-formation experiments appeat- to show that 
the K"rnin axis of the ACI"lS ellipsoid tends to approach 
parallelism with the shear direction as de-fan-nation begins. Once 
this is achieved, this axis rotates progressively toward the 
vertical as is known to occur in nature. This also confirms the 
findings of AI"IS studies on plasticene-based aggregates 
<Borradai le and Puumala, 1989). 
Unfortunately, ACI"'S fabric development in these exper-iments 
was erratic. This can be attributed largely to the experimental 
conditions, which were far fr-om ideal. The small number-s of 
aluminum disks do not allow for- statistical alignment o-f gtrains 
cor-r-esponding to str-ain. Also, only the disks within a few 
mill imetres of the sur-face o-f each specimen ar-e measur-ed by tile 
in tt ~ment due to the "skin effect". Ptrobably 100 to 1000 much 
smaller- gt-ains per- specimen would incr-ease the con·espondence 
tetween ACMS and str-ain. Despite these pr-oblems, ther-e appear- to 
be tr-ends towar-d gr-eater- anisottropy with sttrain in each o-f the 
thr-ee exper-iments. Also, two expetriments showed some evidence -fo1r 
a tendency toward plane str-ain -fabr-ics, which wer-e also observed 
by Bot-r-adai le and Puumala ( 1989). 
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2.4. Geological Implications 
One might assume that aluminum is analogous to nearly 
electrically isotropic ore minerals such as pyrrhotite which has 
an anisotropy o+ only about 10% according to Krontiras et al. 
<1984). There+ore the +oregoing experiments may have some 
geological relevance. The plasticene plus aluminum observations 
indicate that the principal axes o+ complex susceptibility should 
t~e n  to the principal strain axes in geological materials 
which contain conductive minerals having a shape-controlled 
anisotropy. This is assuming that de+ormed ore minerals develop 
pre+erred orientations as a result o+ tectonic strain. This 
indeed does occur and is summarized +or a number o+ ore minerals 
in the reviews by Clark and Kelly <1976), McClay <1983>, and 
Siemes and Hennig-Michaeli <1985). The pre+erred orientations 
developed are both dimensional and crystallographic. Which type 
occurs depends upon the conditions o+ stress and temperature at 
the time o+ de+ormation. 
Pre+erred orientations o+ conductive minerals developed 
during de+ormation events thus should produce ACMS +abrics 
showing some relationship to strain, even i+ these are 
crystallographically controlled. It is possible that there may be 
di++iculties in using ACMS to estimate strain values similar to 
that +or AMS discussed by Borradaile and ~l t e ill <1984), but 
valuable data may be derived +rom the principal susceptibility 
axes. ~  can provide use+ul strain estimates in mineralogically 
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homogeneous rocks <Hrouda, 1987>, especially where a single phase 
is responsible ~  the ~ i  Since most ores contain only a 
limited number ~ highly conductive minerals such as chalcopyrite 
and pyrrhotite, it may be easier to obtain quantitative strain 
estimates using ACMS. 
The success ~ the preceding experiments suggest that study 
~ experimentally e~ me  ore minerals is u ti~ie  
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3. EXPERIMENTALLY DEFORf"IED PYRRHOTITE AGGREGATES 
3.1. f"later-ials and Method 
A number- ~ e~ m ti n exper-iments wer-e e ~ me  on 
aggr-egates ~ loose pyr-r-hotite having a gr-ainsize in the r-ange ~ 
0.15 to 1.0 mm. The pyr-r-hotite was obtained by CJ'"ushing specimens 
~ massive sulphide From Shebandowan, Ontario which contained 
mostly pyrrhotite, and washing and sieving the grain aggregates. 
The specimens wer-e each e~ me  to varying degrees in a 
Donath triaxial e~ m ti n rig by pure shear. Specimens wer-e 
protected in cylindrical te~l n jackets with Berea sandstone 
disks at both ends to contain the aggl'"egate. The purpose ~ the 
study was to determine H the ACMS ~ i  measured in the 
e~ me  specimens showed any correspondence to calculated strain 
values and AMS ~ i  At-IS ~ i  have already been shown to 
have a cor-relation with strain (ie. Borradaile and l~  1987; 
Hrouda, 1987; Borradaile and Mother-sill, 1984; Wood et al., 1976; 
and many others). Pyrrhotite was chosen ~  this experiment, as 
it is highly conductive and has a i ni~i nt  measurable 
magnetic susceptibility. Its resistivity is only 2 to 160 x 10-6 
n-m <l<eller, 1982) and its magnetic susceptibility is 1.5 
SI/volume <Cal'"michael, 1982). The specimen measurement procedure 
was the same as ~  the pi'"evious e e~ iment  and the raw ACfviS 
conductivity data were converted to resistive values ~  the 
purpose ~ graphical anisotropy interpretation in P'-T diagrams. 
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Two separate batches o-f pyrrhotite were used in these 
experiments. The -first batch was used -for specimens P002 to POOB. 
This material contains many. impurities which were recognized in 
polished section -following ACMS measurement. There was about 70% 
pyrrhotite containing some pentlandite, 15% magnetite, and 15% 
chalcopyrite. The second batch was o-f much greater purity, 
containing about 95% pyrrhotite, with the remaining volume being 
comprised o-f pentlandite and chalcopyrite. The composition 
di-f-ferences mean that the data -for the two sample sets must be 
analysed separate1y. 
Initially a specimen o-f known mass was hydrostatically 
compacted at a con-fining pressure o-f 150 MPa (1.5 kbars) in the 
triaxial rig -for each batch o-f pyrrhotite. This allowed -for 
determination o-f the ratio o-f mass : length o-f an "unde-formed", 
but hydrostatically compacted specimen. "Unde-formed" means that 
no di-f-ferential stress was applied, although some pre-ferred 
orientation o-f grains did develop in some cases due to initial 
pouring o-f aggregate into te-flon tubes. By doing this test, the 
mass o-f specimens de-formed using an applied di-f-ferential stress 
could be used to calculate what the initial length o-f the 
specimen under a con-fining pressure o-f 1.5 kbars would be. Thus 
the measured length o-f a de-formed specimen could be subtracted 
-From its predicted initial length to calculate shortening. These 
measured strains were very unreliable, as the specimens typically 
cracked upon depressurization. One o-f these -features is 
illustrated in the photomicrograph o-f -figure 3.15. Thus other 
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means a+ strain calculation were used. These included the use a+ 
R+/0 analysis and chart recordings a+ piston displacement +rom 
the triaxial rig. 
Di++erential stress was applied to specimens a+ 3/4" and 
1/2" diameter under 1.5 kbars a+ con+ining pressure. This was 
done at a strain rate a+ approximately 10-4 s-1 • The 1/2" 
specimens provided greater strains, as 'they built up di++erential 
stress much more slowly and did not reach high enough values to 
potentially damage the triaxial rig. There was one drawback to 
the smaller specimens. This was that they did not provide as 
large an ACMS signal. Also, the de+ormation a+ specimens meant 
that they were variable in their shapes. However, this was not 
considered to be a+ great importance, as the conductive material 
was a number a+ grains much smaller than the bulk volume, similar 
to the situation in the aluminum plus plasticene experiments. 
Figure 3.1 shows a typical di++erential stress versus strain 
curve. These charts were used as another method to calculate 
strains, a+ter the elastic strain represented by the steeply 
sloping line at the end a+ the de+ormation (obtained during 
unloading) was subtracted. These charts were only obtained +or 
de+ormations a+ter experiment P013, as the chart recorder was not 
previously operational. 
A+ter each de+ormation experiment was completed, the 
specimens were impregnated with epoxy so that the specimens would 
remain intact +or ACMS n ~l  measurement. This process was also 
used in polished section preparation. 
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SPEC I MEi\J FO 16 
STRAIN (.01 inches/em) 
Total Plastic e ~m ti n (.150 inches) 
plastic e ~m ti n .150 
e = ~ = -- = 22. 1/. Rs = 1.454 
initial length .679 
e~e Rs = (1 - e)- 1 • 5 f t~ t ~ee dimensional pure shear 
Figure 3.1. A typical chart recording o-f a t~i i l de-formation 
is illustrated. Strain is plotted on the X-axis 
against di-f-ferential stress. Rs is calculated by 
dividing the initial specimen length minus the total 
plastic de+Ormation illustrated above by the initial 
estimated specimen length. Initial specimen length is 
calculated -from a -factor related to mass obtained 












The electrical and mechanical properties o-f the materials 
used in these experiments will be discussed be-fore the 
experimental data is presented. 
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3.2. Electrical Properties o+ Pyrrhotite 
Pyrrhotite is a mineral which is variable in composition, 
having the chemical formula Fe1-xS. Stoichiometric FeS is known 
as troilite and has many important di++erences +rom pyrrhotite. 
Magnetically, it is anti+erromagnetic, while pyrrhotite is 
+errimagnetic <Hirahara and Murakami, i958). Troilite also has a 
much higher electrical anisotropy than pyrrhotite. Troilite is 
not commonly +ound on the surface o+ the earth, but is an 
important component o+ meteorites <Shuey, 1975). The structure o+ 
troilite, however, is similar to that o+ pyrrhotite, which has an 
iron deficiency. Natural pyrrhotite can be o+ hexagonal or 
monoclinic symmetry depending on the degree o+ iron deficiency. 
When iron comprises less than 47.2 % atomic weight, hexagonal 
symmetry gives way to monoclinic symmetry. Natural pyrrhotites 
are commonly intergrowths o+ these two varieties. 
Three separate specimens o+ pyrrhotite were analysed using 
the X-ray diffraction technique in an e++ort to determine their 
composition. The +irst two specimens were obtained +rom the two 
batches o+ pyrrhotite used in this chapter, while the third 
e in~n is representative o+ the Shebandowan ore +or which ~  
data was obtained in chapter 5. Samples were prepared by crushing 
them to a +ine powder along with approximately 40% by volume o+ 
NaCl which acts as a bu++er. The specimens were then mounted on 
microscope slides in nail polish. The samples were analysed using 
Fe tu.be radiation. Results +or each specimen are illustrated in 
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Tigures 3.2 to 3.4. Note that each specimen exhibits a double 
peak between the 2e values 55.5 and 57. These are at the <102) 
reTlection OT hexagonal pyrrhotite <Scott, 1974). This double 
peak is characteristic OT monoclinic pyrrhotite. IT hexagonal 
pyrrhotite were present, only a single peak would appear and the 
iron content OT the pyrrhotite could be estimated Tram the d-
space value TOr this peak (Scott, 1974)·. However, the presence of 
monoclinic pyrrhotite and the resultant double peak TOr each 
specimen makes this calculation impossible. Although this data 
does not give an indication OT the actual chemical formula of the 
three pyrrhotites, it does provide some valuable inTormation 
about these specimens. For instance, the nearly equal intensities 
OT the two peaks in Tigures 3.2 and 3.4 indicate that the 
pyrrhotite in these specimens is probably almost exclusively 
monoclinic (S. Kissin, personal communication). The unequal peaks 
OT Tigure 3.3 indicate that monoclinic and hexagonal symmetries 
are probably both present. This may be part OT the reason TOr the 
slightly lower magnetic susceptibilities of specimens from the 
second batch of pyrrhotite aggregate discussed later in this 
chapter. This is because monoclinic pyrrhotite is much more 
magnetically susceptible than hexagonal pyrrhotite (Shuey, 1975). 
X-ray Tluorescence <XRF), scanning electron microscope 
(SEM), atomic absorption <AA>, and inductively coupled plasma 
<ICP) analyses were also attempted to determine the chemical 
composition OT the pyrrhotites, but all obtained unsatisTactory 
results. UnTortunately, this means that no possible correlations 
ts:- 147 
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55 56 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Figure 3.2. This is the X-ray i~~ ti n trace ~  the 
pyrrhotite used in specimens P002 to POOS discussed 
in this chapter. The double peak indicates the 
presence ~ monoclinic pyrrhotite. 
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Figure 
55 56 ~ ~ 5 
This pyrrhotite was used in specimens P009 to P028. 
e i~fe en e in height between the two peaks 
between 55.5 and 57 indicates that both hexagonal and 
monoclinic pyrrhotite were present in this specimen. 
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Figure 3.4. This massive pyrrhotite specimen ~ m the Shebandowan 
mine is discussed in chapter 5 and, like the specimen 
~ ~i u e 3.2, contains monoclinic pyrrhotite. 
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between chemical composition and ACI"'S response for pyv-r-hoti te can 
be made in this study. 
The resistivity o-f pyrrhotite is quoted as 2 to 160 X 10-6 
o-m <Keller, 1982). Four pieces o-f the pyn-hoti te specimen 8802 
were measured on a Hewlett-Packard 4192A impedance anal yset· upon 
which a resistivity of approximately 3.45 X 10-3 n-m was 
determined for each specimen. This is Higher- than e>:pected, 
probably because o-f insuf-ficient contact between specimen and 
inst1··ument 0'1. Hawton, personal communication). Thus the tt·ue 
resistivities o-f the specimens ar·e probably much lower. 
Pyrrhotite is a mineral with an extremely high 
crystallographically controlled magnetic suscsptibility 
anisotropy <Schwartz, 1974), however, it only has a small 
elect1·· ical anisotr-opy of about 10%. The highest resistivity is 
par-allel to the c-crystallographic axis <Kr-ontiras et al., 1984), 
~ i  is also the axis o-f least magnetic susceptibility. It is 
also important to note that the c-axis tends to become parallel 
to the maximum compressive strain axis during plastic de-formation 
<Siemes and Hennig-f•Jichael i, 1985; McClay, 1983; and Clark and 
t<:elly, 1976). l"lonoclinic and hexagonal pyrrhotite 1.--Je1..-e considered 
essent i a 11 y i sotr·op i c by Shuey ( 1975 > • 
Pyrrhotite is a semiconductor. It has usually been assumed 
that charge can·iers in pyrrhotite are holes associated with the 
iron vacancies. However, this is probably not. the case, as 
conductivity should incr·ea:·>e proportionately witn iron 
de-ficiency, but pyr-rhotite has neady the same conductivity as 
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troilite <Shuey, 1975). This would make it essentially an 
intrinsic semiconductor. Sakkopolous et al. <1984) have shown 
that there probably is i ni~i nt impurity-band or extrinsic 
semiconduction in pyrrhotite. They attribute this e~~e t to the 
presence ~ such common impurities as Ni, Co, and Cu, as well as 
lattice e~e t  < ie. vacancies). 
The presence ~ pentlandite exsolution ~l me  which are 
illustrated in the photo ~ ~i u e 3.16, should also ~~e t the 
conductivity ~ the specimens used in this study, as pentlandite 
has a slightly lower resistivity ~ 1 to 11 x 1Q-o n-m (Keller, 
1982). Also, pentlandite is cubic and should thus have an 
exclusively shape controlled anisotropy. 
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3.3. ElectYical Response o+ Magnetite and ChalcopvYite 
The electYical pYopeYties o+ magnetite and chalcopyYite will 
be discussed bYie+ly, as they aye pYesent in some o+ the 
specimens studied. 
Magnetite has the lowest Yesistivity o+ any oxide, o+ the 
oYdeY o+ 52 x 10-= n-m <KelleY, 1982). 'This is in the same Yange 
o+ magnitude as +oY pyYYhotite, and theYe+oye should have little 
e++ect on specimen bulk Yesistivities pYovided that this is also 
the case at the +Yequencies used by the ACMS coil. It is also 
cubic and should have no electYical anisotYopy. Magnetite o+ten 
contains exsolution lamellae o+ ilmenite which changes its 
oveYall Yesistivity. FiguYe 3.5 shows how Yesistivity incYeases 
with FeTi04 content. 
ChalcopyYite has a Yesistivity o+ 150 to 9000 x 10-= n-m. 
This is higheY than the Yesistivity o+ pyYYhotite. MeasuYements 
on specimens o+ tYiaxially compacted loose chalcopyYite aggYegate 
give loweY conductive ACMS than measuYements on similaYly 
pYepaYed pyYYhotite as shown in +iguYe 3.6. Thus chalcopyYite in 
these specimens may have little e++ect on the Yesults as it is a 
Yelatively minoY constituent o+ most samples. ChalcopyYite also 
has a cYystallogyaphic Yesistivity anisotYopy, with loweY 
Yesistivity along its cyystallogyaphic c-axis. The yatio o+ 
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Fig. 22-1. Room-temperature resistivity of synthetic titano-
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mics of O'Reilly and Banerjee (1965), circles are for single 
crystals of Stephenson (1969). 
i u~e 3.5. This i ~ m ~~ m Shuey (1975) shows that the 
~e i ti it  ~ magnetitE! in ~e e  i ni~i ntl  with 
FeTiD .... content. 
P01B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R85 EV SDEV 
MIN 60.63 5m13 63.0 8. 1601E-05 1. 6 7 3E -:-04 
INT 32'3.80 '3. 18 63. 1 4.2061E-04 1.2'36E-04 
MAX 35'3.47 -7'3.46 5.4 3.0'37'3E-03 1.'370E-04 
CP1B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v tr1= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 283. (>3 -22.64 58.2 8.3754E-05 '3.803E-05 
INT 17.87 -11.46 5'3.6 1.403'3E-04 1.024E-04 
MAX 312.82 64.33 15.'3 6.3130E-04 5.023E-05 
Figure 3.6. The data above are the determinations oT the three 
principal conductive ~  values fOr a specimen OT 
crushed pyrrhotite <POlS) and a similarly prepared 
specimen OT chalcopyrite <CP18). Each was triaxially 
deTormed to a shortening OT 5%. Notice that the EV 
values ~ in SI/mass) are higher fOr pyrrhotite, 
indicating that at least in this case, pyrrhotite has 
a higher conductive ACMS than chalcopyrite. 
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3.4. DefOrmation Characteristics ~ Pyrrhotite 
t ~ and Skinner <1970) experimentally e~ me  pyrrhotite 
to i enti~  its methods ~ e~ m ti n  It was ~ un  to defOrm 
plastically in their tests at low tempet·atures and rapid strain 
rates. Cataclasis is only important at the lowest temperatures. 
Up to 250°C, translation gliding along .(0001) and kinking 
dominate. Kinking results in striking deformation bands visible 
in cross-polarized light in polished section <Clark and Kelly, 
1976). All ~ these ~e tu e  were apparent in the e~ m ti n 
experiments ~ this study. Above 250°C, at high pressures, 
pyrrhotite suddenly weakens and twinning develops. This 
transition is due to a change in the number and ordering of 
vacancies in pyrrhotite <Siemes and Hennig-l"lichael i, 1985). ~ 
and Skinner <1970) also observed development ~ pyrite exsolution 
parallel to the basal plane ~ pyrrhotite at low temperatures. 
This was not observed in this study. 
Slip along (0001>, which is the only operative slip plane 
under most conditions will result in the rotation of these planes 
towards the plane ~ ~l ttenin  This is a strain induced 
e~e e  crystallographic orientation as described by Buerger 
<1928). Thus, since pyt-r-hotite has an electrical anisotropy, 
strained massive samples may exhibit ACMS ~ i  with highest 
r-esistive susceptibility parallel to the maximum compressive 
str-ain. This is the opposite ~ what would be expected i ~ 
anisotropy were strictly grain shape controlled. In loose 
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~e te  the ~ t ll ~ i  ni t~  should not be a m ~ 
~ t ~  
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3.5. De-formation Characteristics o-f fvJagneti te and Chalcopyrite 
Once again, magnetite and chalcopyrite will be discussed, as 
they may have an e-f-fect on the -first set o-f results. Room 
temperatur-e de-formation o-f magnetite results in twinning and slip 
along {111} <Siemes and Hennig-Michaeli, 1985). Also, the [110] 
cr-ystallographic axis tends to become parallel to the axis o-f 
shortening. As magnetite has no cr-ystallographic conductivity 
anisotropy, pr-e-fer-r-ed cr-ystallographic orientation has little 
e-f-fect on ACMS -fabrics. 
Chalcopyrite has been shown to develop strong pr-e-fer-r-ed 
cr-ystallographic orientations in natural specimens <Cox and 
Etheridge, 1983) as the result o-f glide along {112}. Hennig-
Michaeli and Siemes (1987> -found similar results in 
experimentally de-formed chalcopyrite. As a result o-f this slip, 
{112} becomes parallel to the -flattening plane. This combined 
with the strong resistivity anisotropy o-f chalcopyrite means that 
in massive specimens, the K"min r-esistive complex susceptibility 
may not correspond to the axis o-f shortening. 
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3.6. Experimental Data 
3.6.1. Complex magnetic susceptibility values 
The values for bulk complex magnetic susceptibility TOr the 
specimens P002 to P028 range Tram 0.604 x 10-6 SI/mass to 7.56 x 
l0-6 SI/mass. This indicates that the conductivities OT the 
specimens are extremely variable. There are many possible 
explanations Tor the disparity. The most likely reason is the 
presence OT diTTerent shapes and sizes OT spaces between grains 
as shown in the photomicrographs OT Tigure 3.14. These spaces 
limit intergrain contacts and reduce the eTT8ctive conducting 
surTace area OT the material being measured. The degree OT strain 
should result in an increase OT conductive CMS values with 
strain, as one would expect the grain contacts to become better, 
increasing conductivity. The graph OT Tigure 3.7 shows the 
expected correlation when chart strain values are plotted against 
conductive bulk K". A number OT Tactors may be important in any 
variability between K" values. One is the actual composition OT 
the samples. The impurities such as pentlandite, magnetite, and 
chalcopyrite may have an eTTect on resistivity iT they compose 
diTTerent proportions OT diTTerent samples. Also, the internal 
Teatures OT pyrrhotite beTore and/or aTter experimental 
deformation may have some eTTect on resistivity. These features 
include dislocations, twins and microcracks. The degree OT 
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Figure 3.7. These diagrams illustrate that bulk complex magnetic 
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T0nction ~ strain calculated ~ m chart recordings. 
Note that there is nat a good linear relationship 





3.6.2. ACMS +abric characteristics 
The ACMS +abrics develop with a +airly consistent 
orientation o+ ~ e i ti e K"min parallel to the axis o+ 
compression. Each specimen had its ACMS measured 10 separate 
times to ensure that the axis o+ minimum susceptibility could be 
located consistently by the coil. The sterf?Onets shown in +igure 
3.8 show the typical distribution a+ axes +or these specimens. In 
most specimens, K"rnin could be de+ined within the 95% con+idence 
1 imi ts ( "R95") o+ better than 5°. The axes are best de+ined at 
high strains and when bulk susceptibility is high .• The stereonet 
+or the hydrostatically compacted specimen POlO shows that it 
developed a very poor +abric. This was expected, as this was one 
o+ the least de+ormed specimens. Better values were typically 
obtained +rom the most highly strained specimens. On the other 
hand, the axes o+ intermediate and maximum resistive 
susceptibility were never deTined with precision (see data in 
appendix A>. However, a plane in which these axes +all can be 
deTined in all cases. The di++icylty in de+ining these axes is in 
part due to the +abrics in most cases being nearly uniaxially 
oblate in character due to the pure shear deTormation. The coil 
also o+ten had some di+Hcul ty in detecting Cl"lS in the +ol iation 
plane, as values were sometimes close to the detection limits o+ 
the coil. High standard deviations were typical o+ the K"ma>< and 
e >> 0 
b (no chart recording available) 
e = 19.6% 
MAX : "Ull9.RE_ 
IHT =-TRIANGLE 
HIH : CIRCLE 
e = 30.4% 
Figul'"e 3.8. These al'"e -foul'" typical pl'"incipal a}<is distl'"ibutians 
~ f  ten sepal'"ate ACMS measurements an a single 
pyl'"l'"hatite aggl'"egate specimen. (a) POlO is a 
hydl'"astatically ~ me  specimen and all l'"esistive 
AC!"IS pl'"incipal axes al'"e paal'"ly de-fined. (b) POll 
(c) P013 (d) P022 all shaw the typical ell e~ine  
K"min and paal'"ly e~ine  K"1nt. and K" ...... ,. which ~ ll 
within the plane ~ ~l ttenin  
d 
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~ nt values. The P'-T diagr-am o-F -Figur-e 3.9 illustr-ates that 
almost all specimens show str-ongly oblate r-esistive anisotr-opy. 
It should be noted, though,. that standar-d deviations in T values 
wer-e o-Ften quite high as the r-esult o-F the poor- pr-ecision in 
~ nt and K"m .. ,.. deter-minations. Nonetheless, the consistency o-F 
oblate -Fabr-ics is signi-Ficant. Values o-F bulk susceptibility -For-
some specimens ar-e quite var-iable over- 'the 10 measur-ements, owing 
to the -Fact that the values ar-e appr-oaching the detection limits 
o-F the coil. This is illustr-ated by the table o-F -Figur-e 3.10. One 
un-For-tunate aspect o-F this low detection limit is that pyt·ite, 
the most common sulphide miner-al, pr-oduces no ACMS signal. 
Ther-e appear-s to be poor- r-epr-oducibility o-F r-esults when K" 
is less than about 3 x 1o-6 SI/mass. The 3/4" cor-es tend to give 
slightly better- data than the 1/2" cor-es. All specimens -Fr-om P002 
to P014 wer-e 3/4" and the r-est wer-e o-F 1/2" diameter-. 
Data obtained +r-om massive specimens containing pyr-r-hotite 
and chalcopyr-ite obtain much mor-e pr-ecise and r-epr-oducible ACMS 
values than the unconsolidated specimens, lar-gely because o-F 
their- much higher- conductivities. Massive specimens will be 
discussed in mor-e detail in chapter- 5. 
Ther-e may be a gr-ain-size dependence upon CMS in the cr-ushed 
pyr-r-hotite, as a specimen consisting o-F <0.15 mm mater-ial had a 
mean conductive ACMS o-F 7.09 x 1o-7 SI/mass ver-sus a minimum o-F 
10.34 x 10-7 SI/mass -For- P009 to P028 which used the same 
pyr-r-hotite, except in the 0.15 to 1.0 mm gr-ainsize r-ange. 
Por-e water- is not a -Factor- in ACf"'S measur-ements as the 
1 * * 
* ., * * * 0.8 ·····;,;······························-···;;···························-... ! .. * ···· ······················· 
* * * * * * 0.6 ·········*···························'1; .......................................................................... . 
** 0.4 ····*·······························-····························································.··············· 
0.2 ·····································-···········---···---·-·············-----·················-----------·-····· 
1- 0 ---· ---· ...... ·-···-.. ---.----·-----.-----------·-·-----·-·-... --.----.-----.--.. -·-·-·-·-·-·---·--------------. 
-{).2 .. ""*" ... -.. ------··--.••.•..•••.. ·-----••.•. ···--·-----·---·-. -----.. ·-.••• ----·-... ----------- ·-----------.. ·-. 
-0.4 ·····----········---------------------------------------------------·-·--··-------···-------------------·-··-··-· 
-{) .. 6 ~
-0.8 ···························-········--·-···-·-------------------------------·-···-·---·-·-·---·-·-·····-------·-· 
-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3 5 7 9 11 
p· 
Figur-e 3. 9. Th·is P'- T diagr-am shows that the tr-iaxiall y de-Far-med 
pyr-r-hotite aggr-egates typically develop str-ongly 
oblate r-esistive ACMS ~ i  typical ~ pur-e shear-. 
II P002 F'003 F'004 P005 P006 F'007 P008 
I< (bLll k) X 10E-6 
0.669 0.6479 1. 9387 0.6505 0.7223 1. 8403 0.60959 
2 1).7141 0.5653 1.8973 0.6257 0.7625 1.7455 0.63735 
3 0.6843 ·o.583 1. 9276 0.5762 0.7352 1. 7176 0.63985 
~ 0.7366 0.5746 2.0016 0.6649 0 .. 7025 1. 7423 0.62004-
5 0.7417 0.6733 1.9432 0.6071 0.7112 1.7077 0.62002 
6 0.7015 0.647 1.9 0.6185 0.7212 1. 6908 o. 602:38 
7 0.6927 0.5B25 1.9582 0.6379 1). 7526 1.7673 0.60572 
8 0.7314 0.6006 1. 9429 0.6209 1). 7264 1.7158 0.62572 
'7 0.7307 0.568 1. ~  0.6405 0.6899 1. 6929 0. ~ 
10 0.6499 1).6009 1. 9632 0.6355 0. 72'·17 1.7669 o. 64:3:35 
1<
11avg. 0.70519 0.61)431 1.9375 0.627"77 0.72535 1.73871 0.625696 
std. cjev. 0.029512 0.0362"77 0.031016 0.023332 0.020604 0.042799 0.016298 
P009 POlO POll PO:l2 POl:::. F'014 f'•(J 15 
2.3051 1.2026 4.0144 1. 0608 1. 5774 :::.5365 3.0576 
2 2.2802 1. 1894 4.051 1.059 1 .. 5585 3. 50:39 3.1381 
3 2.3063 1. 205 4.05 0.97445 1.6021 3.4853 3.0829 
4 2 .. 3278 1. 2215 3.981 1.0049 1. 5391 3.494 3.196 
5 2.2734 1. 1873 4.0739 0.98263 1.6059 3 .. 5236 .:::.. 1923 
6 2.2675 1. 2367 4.0173 1. 0473 1.544 3.5028 3.0326 
7 2.3063 1. 1857 4.0172 1. 0515 1.5588 3.5027 3.2525 
8 2.2828 1. 1366 4.085 1.0246 1. 577 3.5061 3 .. ~  
9 2.2698 1.2218 4.0411 1.0516 1.5549 3.5087 : .. 015 
10 2. 20::::;1 1. 2::::;54 4.0212 1.0844 1. 5227 3.4517 3.0107 
K"avg. 2.28223 1.2022 4.03521 1.034118 1.56404 3;50153 3. 11022 
std.dev. 0 .. 032363 0.028317 0.029482 0.034346 !). 0,25341 0.021434 0.0"79895 
P016 F'D18 P019 P020 F'D21 P022 P023 
2.0498 1.4686 7.4908 2.7274 .,.. ._ ... 1173 4.4437 2.6285 ,, 
"'- 2.0798 1.4347 7.5872 2.9181 3.0641 4.607 2.8869 
3 2.0663 1.4485 7.5011 2.9186 3.0753 4.7176 2.8581 
4 2.078 1.:3682 7.5773 2.8023 .,.. ·-"· 1804 4.6731 2.89 
5 2.0335 1. 4186 7.6094 2.9477 3. 1737 4.7373 2.6986 
6 2.0967 1.4779 7.5345 2.9251 3.0753 4.6265 2.8378 
7 2.0672 1.4183 7.6201 2.6801 .,.. ~  1586 4.6322 2.7789 
8 2.0561 1. 311 7.6072 2.8063 3.2744 4.6992 2.5731 
9 2.0565 1. 3917 7.5867 2.6061 3. 1259 4·. 681 2.564 
10 2.0615 1.4139 7.4917 2.7284 3. 1118 4.643. 2.6566 
~  2.06454 1.41514 7.5606 2.80601 3. 1351.:>8 4.64606 2.73731 
std.dev. 0.016686 0.0'+6812 0.048581 0.112931 0.060525 0.07828 0.12211 
,, P024 F'025 
f< ( bLll k) 
P026 PD27 PD28 
1. 8734 1.6188 1.4456 1.8723. 1.661"5 
2 1.8458 1.5839 1.6336 1.8205 1. 5785 .,.. !. ~  1. 4:3;72 1. 2428 1. 8896 ·-' 1.565 
4 1. 858 1. 6121 1.4092 1.7776 1. 6074 
5 1.8566 1.5864 1. 4237 1. 8895 1.6931 
6 1.7882 1. 4094 1.5297 1.807 1.6426 
7 1."76f33 1. 4762 1. 7656 1. 673"1 
!3 1. 8287 1.4994 1. 938 1. 6063 
9 1.7816 1. 3682 1.7183 1.7107 
10 1.8407 1.3769 1. 7659 1.5411 
.II 
1<. avg. 1.83769 1. 5413 1. 44053 1.82443 1.62799 
std.dev. 0.047114 0.084757 0.099817 o. 06658:; 0.054192 
Figur-e 3.10. The aver-age bulk conductive K" -for- the pyr-r-hotite 
aggr-egates is var-iable between measur-ements -for- some 
specimens as set=n by the standar-d ceviation values. 
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resistivity ~ pyrrhotite is several orders ~ magnitude lower 
than that ~ water and can not be detected on its own in the 
coil. Water typically has a. resistivity ~ at least 1 n-m as 
opposed to 2 to 160 x 1Q-b n-m in the case ~ pyrrhotite <Keller, 
1982). 
In conclusion, the ACMS method appears to be u e~ul in 
detecting the axis ~ maximum compression in the e~ me  
pyrrhotite aggregates. Thus we can conclude that e~ e  
orientations ~ pyrrhotite grains must have an e~~e t on ACMS 
despite the slight crystallographic electrical anisotropy. The P' 
values ~ up to 11 illustrated in ~i u e 3.9 attest to this. 
3.6.3. AMS ~ i  characteristics 
Anisotropy ~ magnetic susceptibility data show remarkable 
precision in the e~initi n ~ the three principal axes ~ 
susceptibility ~  all pyrrhotite specimens (see appendix 8). 
This is undoubtedly due to the high magnetic susceptibility ~ 
pyrrhotite. Reproducibility ~ results between measurements on 
the same specimen is very good. 
The Jelinek-Hrouda P'-T diagram ~ ~i u e 3.11 shows that 
all specimens developed a strongly oblate magnetic ~ i  as the 
result ~ e~ m ti n  Also, the m~n AMS axis approximates the 
shortening direction in all cases. Example stereonets are 
illustrated in ~i u e 3.12. Thus m~n  m~n  and the maximum 
compressive strain directions approximately coincide ~  all 













Figure 3.11. As with resistive ACMS +abrics, AMS +abrics +or the 
pyrrhotite aggregates at-e generally strongly oblate, 
with T values greater than 1. Note that anisotropy 
P' is much lower in AMS. 
e >> 0 
(no chart recording available 
·c 
e = 19.6% 
I 
KAX : CIRCLE 
IHI : tRIANGLE 
KIN : SQUARE 
e = 30.4% 
i u~e 3.12. These te~e net  show ell e~ine  AMS ~ ~i  ~ ~ 
(a) POlO (b) POll (c) P013 (d) P022. ~ one m ~e  
these te~e net  to those ~~ ACMS ~ ~i  ~ ~ the 
same specimens in ~i u~e 3.8, Kmi.n and K"mi.n ~e 
ne ~l  coincident. 
d 
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specimens. This result permits us to suggest that ACMS will be 
use+ul in strain analyses to be e ~ me  on these specimens 
later. 
The correspondence between AMS and strain ellipsoid axes 
indicates that there must be some crystallographic control on 
grain shapes. This is because pyrrhotite has a very strong 
crystallographic magnetic susceptibility anisotropy which 
controls its magnetic ~ i  ~ there was not a slight 
crystallographic preferred orientation, there would be no 
apparent AMS. Intracrystalline ~ m ti n is not believed to be 
much ~ a ~ t  in the AMS ~ i  ~  well e~ine  AMS is 
present in the hydrostatic specimens as well as the ~ me  
specimens. Preferred orientations in the hydrostatically e~ me  
specimens are probably due to gravity settling ~ the aggregate 
prior to the specimens being placed in the triaxial rig. 
Bulk susceptibility values are reasonably consistent ~  the 
samples P002 to P008 as seen in the table ~ figure 3.13. These 
are much higher than the values ~  P009 to P028. This is 
probably because ~ the presence ~ magnetite in the ~i t set of 
specimens. ~l netite has a magnetic susceptibility ~ 5.841 
SI/volume <Borradaile et al., 1987) versus 1.5 SI/volume for 
pyrrhotite <Carmichael, 1982). Also, the first set ~ specimens 
appear to contain little hexagonal pyrrhotite, which is less 
susceptible than monoclinic pyrrhotite. The second set ~ 
specimens apparently contains hexagonal pyrrhotite as discussed 
earlier in section 3.2. The values ~  P009 to P028 are 
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Figure 3.13. These are the bulk magnetlc susceptibility values 
~  all specimens. P002 to POOB are ~ m the ~i t 
set ~ samples, which contained magnetite. Values 
~  the samples P009 to P028 were quite consistent, 
except that the hydrostatically e~ me  specimens 
P009 and POlO are about twice as susceptible as the 
rest. 
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~e n l  consistent as well, except that the hydrostatic 
specimens have ~ u l  double the susceptibility OT the e ~me  
specimens. The ~e n  TOr this are unknown, but may be ~el te  
to the eTTects OT e ~m ti n  ~i ilit  between specimens is 
most likely due to small compositional i ~en e  between 
specimens. 
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3.7. Specimen Deformation Fabrics 
After the pyrrhotite aggregates were deformed and AMS and 
ACMS fabrics measured, the specimens were cut in half to prepare 
polished sections. The polished sections were photographed to 
allow digitization for the purpose of strain analysis. They were 
also observed to examine mineralogy and textures. 
3.7.1. P002-P008 
These samples were obtained from a single specimen of 
massive sulphide. The mineralogy of each specimen is similar, 
with the major constituent being pyrrhotite which comprises 70% 
of the specimens by volume. The other important minerals in these 
aggregates are magnetite and chalcopyrite, each of which comprise 
about 15% of the volume. There is also a minor amount of gangue 
minerals and some pentlandite exsolved from pyrrhotite. 
Chalcopyrite occurs in these specimens almost exclusively as 
composite pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite grains derived from the sample 
crushing process. ~l netite occurs as both isolated and composite 
grains with pyrrhotite and/or chalcopyrite. 
Most grains in all specimens are fractured. Many of these 
fractures were probably the result of the sample crushing 
procedure, since cracks are common in the hydrostatic sample 
P002. Otherwise, the grains in P002 show little evidence for 
prior deformation, as they lack evidence for twinning and 
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kinking. 
A+ter de+ormation, pore space is greatly reduced in all 
specimens. Each de+ormed specimen shows an increase in the amount 
o+ +racturing relative to P002, indicating that cataclasis is an 
important de+ormation mechanism. This is especially evident in 
the most highly de+ormed specimens, P004 and P007. Figure 3.14 
illustrates an unde+ormed and de+ormed 'specimen +or comparison. 
Be+ore cataclasis occurs, much o+ the de+ormation is probably 
taken up by rigid-body rotation and particulate +low <Borradaile, 
1981) to eliminate as much pore space as possible. These 
processes would be aided by the general compaction of the 
specimens. Once grains become pinned between other grains, 
cataclasis occurs. The process o+ cataclasis is made possible by 
the high strain rates o+ the experiment. A+ter breaking, the 
grains are then able to +low by cataclastic +low. Rutter (1986) 
de+ines cataclastic +low along with a number o+ other de+ormation 
mechanisms and cassi+ies them as either brittle or plastic 
processes in an e++ort to eliminate the term "ductile" which 
applies to intragranular and cataclastic +low processes. Some 
cataclasis in these specimens is also the result o+ the unloading 
o+ con+ining pressure a+ter the completion o+ de+ormation (see 
+igure 3.15). All de+ormed specimens contain pressure release 
cracks perpendicular to the direction o+ applied stress. 
Evidence +or intragranular de+ormation is present in a 
number a+ grains which demonstrate undulatory extinction under· 
cross-polarized light. However, there is no evidence +or kinks as 
A 
8 
i u~e 3.14. (a) P0)2 (b) POJ4. P002 is ~ t ti ll  compacted 
while P004 has been exposed to iffe~enti l t~e  
Note the extensive ~ in  and ~u in  of ~ in  
which has u~e  in P004 ~el ti e to P002. 
Figur-e 3.15. This photo illustrates a pressure-release Clrack in 
PD18 which developed a-fter de-formation when 
di-f-ferential stress was relaxed. This process 
contributes to cataclasis and disturbance o-f 
-fabrics. 
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described by Clark and Kelly <1976), which are probably the same 
as the corrugation lamellae described by Ramdohr <1980), or 
deformation twins. Dependent particulate flow may have occured in 
these aggregates as well. This is a process in which the movement 
of particles is dependent upon intragranular deformation. 
Many grains show more or less linear fractures similar to 
those of Graf and Skinner (1970) which 'are related to the 
directions of applied stress and are probably crystallo-
graphically controlled. Most fractures are irregular in shape, 
with some being smoothly curved and others can occur in closely 
spaced arrays sometimes being bent. Some of these features are 
illustrated i n the photo of figure 3.16. The development of 
preferred dimensional orientations in many specimens was obvious. 
These preferred orientations were later confirmed in the strain 
analysis process. 
Polishing of some specimens has resulted in some of the 
relatively unconsolidated material to be plucked from the surface 
of these sections, producing some large gaps between grains. 
The chalcopyrite and magnetite exhibit no apparent plastic 
deformation features, only cataclastic textures similar to those 
seen in pyrrhotite. 
3.7.2 P009-P028 
These specimens were obtained from a second sample of 
crushed pyrrhotite ore. The composition of this material was 
Figure 3.16. Note the concentration ~ cataclasis at the boundary 
between three grains near the top right ~ the 
photo. Cracks seem to radiate ~ m the point ~ 
contact. Note that some ~ tu e  in the photo are 
irregular while others ar·e linear·, possibly 
~ ll in  crystallographic planes. <P018) 
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vastly differ·ent fr-om that of the first set of specimens. P009 to 
P028 generally contain about 95% pyrrhotite which contains 
pentlandite exsolution lame1lae and composite chalcopyrite grains 
in approximately equal amounts. 
P009 and POlO, which were hydrostaticall y compacted, lack 
plastic defor-mation features, but many of the grains are cracked 
as a result of the specimen preparation process . The defoYmed 
specimens exhibit all of the same features as those seen in 
specimens P002 to POOB . However , there is a strik ing featuYe see.n 
.. 
in almost all of the second set of specimens in pol i shed sectf6n 
under- cross-polarized light which is absent from the first set. 
This feature appears to be kinking <corrugation lamellae) and is 
i llustr·ated in figure 3.17. The lamellae are general! y lerv.3oid in 
shape and aYe often bent. These features are developed 
spectacularly in specimen P019, which is also the most highly 
deformed specimen. ~ in boundaries have become very tight in 
this specimen <see figure 3.17), likely making plastic 
deformation the dominant deformation mechanism relative to 
cataclasis and particulate flow. The lamellae tend to be oriented 
pr-eferentially at high angles to the compressive strain a x is in 
this and other specimens. This is because kinking occurs in 
specimens which are not oriented favourably for slip to occur at 
high angles to the maximum compressive stress <Clark and Kelly, 
1976). P019 also shows evidence for strong cataclasis. 
It is unclear why specimens P009 to P028 have undergone a 
greater- degree of plastic deformation than the previous 
i u~e 3.17. This photo a+ P019 taken in ~ l ~i e  light 
i llu t~ te  kinks <car·r·ugation lamellae). Note that 
the t~ e a+ the plane of flattening in this photo 
is ~i nt l and ne ~l  ~ llel to the kink bands. 
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specimens. Perhaps compositional e~~e t  or the initial strain 
=;tate ~ the grains had an e~~e t on the ~e tu e  developed. 
3. 7 .3. Relationship ~ textures to c::MS data 
It is clear that the development ~ e~e e  orientations 
in these specimens had an impact on their ~  and AMS ~ i  
The e~~e t  ~ cataclasis and crystal slip probably had an e~~e t 
on the bulk ACMS values obtained. For example, the most highly 
e~ me  specimen, P019, had by ~  the highest bulk 
susceptibility as shown in ~i u e 3.10, owing to the tighter 
grain contacts. On the other hand, the hydrostatically ~ nne  
specimens P002, P009, POlO have some ~ the lowest susceptibility 
values, as they have a large ~ ti n ~ pore space. Some ~ the 
other low values may be attributed to grainsize reduction by 
cataclasis. 
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3.8. Strain Analysis 
The amount ~ strain t~ en up by the specimens ~ pyrrhotite 
have been calculated ~ m chart recordings fOr many or the 
specimens. Strain has also been calculated ~ m data obtained by 
digitization or grain shapes. Photomicrographs or polished 
sections were taken perpendicular to tne ~l ttenin  plane ~ most 
specimens. Calculation or strain ~ m the charts is 
t i t~  and was discussed earlier. 
3.8.1. Digitizing process 
Pyrrhotite grain outlines were traced on a Zeiss-Kontron 
digitizing tablet having an active area ~ 280 x 260 mm. 
Ferromagnetic wires.within the tablet arranged at regular 
intervals in the X andY directions emit electronically induced 
magnetic pulses ~ constant ~ e uen  at a spatial interval ~ 68 
~m  which deTines the. t ~et resolution. When the tracing stylus 
traces a grain outline on the surrace ~ the tablet, the computer 
determines coordinates Tram X and Y intercepts. The computer 
e ~ m  a number ~ arithmetic ~un ti n  which can be used in 
strain analysis. The important calculations used fOr strain 
analysis in this study include the calculation ~ major and minor 
axes or each grain and the angular orientation or these axes. 
These numbers can be subsequently applied to ~  analysis. 
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3.8.2. Rf/0 analysis 
The Rf/0 analysis tech!lique <Ramsay, 1967; Ramsay and Huber, 
1983) utilizes the shape and orientation of elliptical markers to 
obtain values for strain. This is on the assumption that the 
markers were initially spherical or elliptical. The Rf/0 analysis 
utilizes thevariables R1 , R., e, 0, arid R-r in two dimensions. 
Two analyses in, for example, the YZ and XZ planes of the finite 
strain ellipsoid can be used to obtain three-dimensional 
information. Figure 3.18 illustrates the relationship between the 
five variables above and their relationships to pre- and post-
depositional fabrics. A number of assumptions are inherent in 
this strain analysis technique. First, the strain markers are 
assumed to have been initially circular or elliptical in cross-
section. Secondly, there should be no significant viscosity 
contrast between the markers and their matrix. The third 
assumption is that the markers must undergo passive strain. 
Another matter of importance is that the principal axes of the 
strain ellipsoid must be known in order to perform the analysis. 
There can be problems in defining these axes, as preferred 
crystallographic orientations and preferred dimensional 
orientations in rock do not necessarily correspond perfectly to 
the flattening plane of the strain ellipsoid <Borradaile, 1987), 
although in most cases discrepancies are small. These problems 
can arise in rocks with non-coaxial strain histories as well as 
in rocks with e~ ef m ti n l preferred orientations. Also, the 
strain 
Rs 
long axis long axis 
Ri ------ Rf 
short axis short axis 












initial undeformed particle axial ratio 
finite strain axial ratio 
final deformed particle axial ratio 
angle between the Rl major axis and the 
maximum principle strain direction (X) 
angle between the Rf major axis and the 
maximum principle strain direction (X) 
Figw-e 3.18. This i llustl'"ation was obtained -ft'"om Spal'"k < 1990) · 
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e e~iment  of Means (1977) showed that flow of ~ in  along 
mi ~ f ult  within a m te~i l can have an effect on ~ in 
~ient ti n  
In the ~~ tite e e~iment  we know that t e~e is a 
coaxial t~ in i t ~  and it is assumed that initial ~ in 
~ient ti n  e~e ~ n m  with some ~ it ti n l settling 
~ u in  weak ~efe~~e  ~ient ti n  fn the same ~ient ti n as 
those developed u~in  ef ~m ti n  Assuming that flow along 
mi ~ f ult  was not im ~t nt (no fe tu~e  in the specimens 
suggested this type of activity on a l ~ e scale), most ~efe~~e  
~ient ti n in these specimens was ~ l  the ~e ult of ~i i
body ~ t ti n  This is what u~  in the ~  Model e ~i e  
by Tullis, 1976 and Tullis and Wood, 1975>, e e~  its 
condition of non-impingement of ~ t tin  ~ in  is violated. 
~efe~~e  orientation is also ~ l  facilitated by plastic 
ef ~m ti n and cataclasis.Taking all of the above f t ~  into 
account, it was assumed that the XY plane of the t~ in ellipsoid 
was n ~m l to the e~ti l axis of m ~e i n in the triaxial 
~i  The data f ~ phi mean in the table of fi u~e 3.19 e ~ to 
nfi~m this, as most fall close to 90°. 
The three assumptions f ~ Rf/0 analysis must be ~e e  
for these specimens. The fi~ t is not met, as the ~ in  ~e of 
i~~e ul ~ shape. e e~  the Zeiss i iti e~ n e~t  the ~ in  
to equivalent ellipses f ~ t~ in analysis. The second condition 
is met, as ~~ tite is both the m ~ e~  and the m t~i  The 
' 
t i~  condition is ~ti ll  met, as ~t of the ef ~m ti n is 
Soecimen Phi mean Angular deviation Skewness #Grains 
P002 77.88 46.46 .2714 58 
P003 87.07 45.55 -.0949 64 
P004 88.66 25.02 -.0472 60 
POOS 86.05 39.35 -.0429 105 
P006 86.27 :..;9.22 -.1301 102 
P007 89.4t.J 34.18 .0'768 85 
POOB 98.42 38.00 -.2893 81 
P009 96.03 45.88 -.4294 134 
POlO 89.16 40.56 .3219 125 
POll 91.78 29.69 .7302 81 
P012 96.73 28.87 -.5188 91 
P013 NO DATA -FAULTED 
P014 89.86 31.62 -.0307 106 
POlS 88.16 35.45 .2707 103 
P016 89.31 29.34 -.3464 113 
P017 NO DATA - FAULTED 
POlS 92.41 28.53 .0785 73 
P019 88.52 19.14 -.9215 78 
P020 98.18 25.9 -.1738 116 
P021 NO DATA - FAULTED 
P022 83.88 34.84 .0823 102 
P023 94.44 33.09 -.0032 111 
P024 86.75 42.22 .2912 117 
P025 90.41 38.22 .0583 123 
P026 88.74 35.91 .2222 93 
P027 94.71 39.18 .1336 134 
P028 89.61 33.84 -·.0215 121 
Fiqure 3.19. This data fm- the orientation of the flattening 
plane in each pyrrhotite specimen was obtained fr-om 
RT/0 data and indicates that the flattening plane 
in all specimens is t~ im tel y at dght angles to 
the dir-ection o·F compression \0°). 
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taken up by plastic de+ormation in combination with particulate 
+low, rigid-body rotation, and cataclasis. O+ course, it is 
almost impossible to meet ~l o+ these conditions in any 
geological material, however, the technique can give a reasonable 
estimate o+ strain and strain +abrics. 
Knowing whether pre+erred orientations wer·e present ( ie. was 
e random or not?) prior to strain is critical to the 
interpretation o+ R+/0 data. For example, sedimentary bedding 
+abrics often have pre+erred orientations as do earlier strain 
events <Borradaile, 1987). However, care+ul analysis o+ data, 
such as Rf versus 0 plots can make these identi+iable. 
The +allowing equations +rom Ramsay (1967) +arm the basis 
for the Rf/0 method:. 
tan 20 = 
R-r = 
tan 20 = 2JR. <Rt !)sin 28 
<Rt + 1) <R. - 1) + <Rt 1) <R. + !)cos 28 
t n~ (1 + Rt tan28) - R.<tan28 + Rt> 
t n~ <tan28 + Rt> - Cl + Rttan28) 
where R = X I Y. These equations are not solveable, as there are 
too many unknowns. Thus statistical/graphical methods are used to 
aid in their solution for a large number of particles. Tectonic 
strain can also be separated +rom initial shapes and orientations 
of markers <Ramsay, 1967; Ounnet, 1969; Lisle, 1977b; Ramsay and 
Huber, 1983). Initial bedding +abrics, etc. will not be 
considered for the pyrrhotite specimens,. as they were not a major 
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factor in fabric analysis of these specimens. 
In distribution diagrams ~ versus 0), in which initially 
random fabrics were present, there are two types of distribution 
which can occur. The first situation develops when maximum R1 is 
greater than strain <R.>. In this case, the data shows a 
fluctuation of 180° in the 0 values. The data has its highest 
concentration in the area of the maximUm ~ value. The 0 value of 
the concentration of points define3 the orientation of the long 
axis of the strain ellipse. Distribution of the data points about 
the maximum should be symmetric, or there was not an initial 
random fabric. The maximum and minimum values of the ~  
envelope can be used to calculate the strain in the following way 
<Ramsay and Huber, 1983): 
Cross-multiplying or cross-dividing obtains: 
~ ffiin ~  = R. 
Standard best-fit reference curves can also be used to determine 
the strains. 
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A second case develops when the maximum Ri is less than the 
str-ain Ra. This is what occurs when the -fluctuation o-f data is 
less than 90°. The distribution has a -form somewhat like that in 
-figure 3.20. Once again the orientation o-f maximum -frequency 
corresponds to the long axis o-f the strain ellipse. The strain 
can be calculated using the -following -formulae <Ramsay and Huber, 
1983): 
Cross-multiplying or cross-dividing obtains: 
Best--fit curves can also be used to analyse this data. 
~ versus 0 graphs -for pyrrhotite are presented in appendix 
C. Data pertaining to the 0 mean and statistics are presented in 
-figure 3.19. The 0 mean values show that the long axis o-f the 
strain ellipsoid lies approximately in the -flattening plane of 
all samples, as it -falls between 83° and 99° -for all samples 
except the hydrostatic sample P002. Most data is not 
signi-ficantly skewed, meaning that initial -fabrics were random. 
A mm. max. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
...... ,.-. • . . / .... · 




Figure 5.5. Principal features of Rltfl plots used for computing the strain R,. In A, where R; > R, the data envelope is symmetric 
about the orientation of the long axis of the strain ellipse {om.) and shows maximum and minimum R, values. In 8, where 
R, > R;, the data envelope is closed and the data points show a limited range of orientations defining the fluctuation F. 
Figure 3.20. The_ t ~ RF vet-sus 0 plots above (Ramsay and Huber, 
198..)) lllustrate the typical distribution o-F points 
when Ri > Rs and Ri < Rs t-especti vel y. The Ht-st 
case is typical o-F the distribution o-F R-F versus 0 
for the digitized pyrrhotite aggregates. 
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The highest skewness values generally are +ound in specimens in 
which the +ewest grains were digitized. In each specimen, at 
least 50 grains were i iti~e  The number a+ grains digitized 
depended on the quality a+ the specimens and availability a+ 
digitizable grains. Even the hydrostatically compacted specimens 
develop a weak pre+erred orientation parallel to the plane a+ 
settling a+ the grains in the sample's 'pt·eparation, as discussed 
earlier. These initial pre+erred orientations have no e++ect on 
RT/0 distributions, as they are parallel to the strain +abrics. 
They also may be considered the earliest part a+ the strain, 
since settling probably occured in all specimens be+ore 
de+ormation commenced. 
Almost all a+ the ~  graphs show a +luctuation on the 
order a+ 180°. This makes sense, as strains were generally low, 
and less than the maximum R1. Only sample P019, the most highly 
strained, shows a pattern with a +luctuation a+ data 
signi+icantly less than 180°. 
Curve +itting was not employed as ideal contours are 
di++icult to obtain, and the number a+ data points is probably 
not su++icient in most cases to obtain a good +it. Thus, the 
linearization method, Robin's analysis, and harmonic means have 
been used to obtain strain estimates. 
3.8.3. Linearization method 
This is a technique which can be used to estimate strain in 
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specimens in which initially random grain orientations were 
present. Yu and Zheng <1984) noticed that the rearrangement o+ 
the relationship: 
cos 0 = 
cosh ~  2E. - cosh 2Et 
sinh 2ETSinh 2E. 
wl1ere ~ = ln RT, E.= ln R., and E1 = R1, which Ounnet (1969) 
derived +rom the original Ramsay equations listed earlier, 
obtains: 
cosh 2Et 
cosh ~ = tan 2E.sinh 2ETCos 20 + --------
cosh 2E. 
when divided by the hyperbolic cosine o+ 2E •• This is o+ the +arm 
y = mx + b where cosh 2ET = y and sinh ~  20 = x. This is the 
equation o+ a line. A +itted regression line to ~  data treated 
in this manner produces approximations +or R. and Rt. Tectonic 
strain can be estimated +rom the slope by halving it and taking 
the inverse +unction arctanh. Atheoretical initial shape axial 
ratio R1 can be derived +rom the y-intercept <cosh 2E1 /cosh 2E_) 
o+ the line. 
Linearizat.ion estimates were obtained by computer analysis 
o+ the di9itized data, and results are presented in +igure 3.21. 
SPECIMEN Rs (lin) Rs (rob) Rs Char) e% chart Rs chart 
FD2 1 " 436 1 . 1 15 1 . 576 
F'03 1 . 267 1 . 147 1 . 586 
P04 < '789 1 604 1 :374 .!. . . . 
P05 1 . 4:39 1 . 229 1 . I.--.-, a.::.:.,:;. 
~  1 ::t:.s 1 2(i6 1 56 • . " " J. 
F'fl7 •I 442 1 342 1 t:.35 .L . . . 
F'0:3 1 . 28.::. 1 . 213 1 . 6(J3 
P09 1 2·:S3 1 1 1c:- 1 c::·l-. . ._.} . ._10/ 
FrJ 10 .t " -.. -: .:::...7 1 . 1 .. .,-.. .,o/ ·1 . .!J1 7 
POl 1 1 . 455 1 . 382 1 . 5:34 
PO 12 l " 41 1 1 . 416 1 . 6:37 
F01::::: of.-·. 6 1 -:'".-.-; .L'-1 . . -..:•Ol 
F'D14 1 . 403 1 . 3·!:·9 1 621 1= "":'!" 1 2E:3 . _..__lu ·-· . 
F015 i . 34.'7l L 342 1 . 646 28 .. 4 1 . ·!:·51 
PO 16 1 . 516 1 . 43 1 . 658 ·-:: ~ ~ ~ 1 1 . 454 
P018 1 548 1 486 1 728 '"?-:: 6 ' 497 . . . ..:_._Ill J. . 
PO 1 ·=t 2 .. lL!-4 1 8'=?7 .-. ()54 ..,. /f ;:::- • 88.:S . ..;:.. ~  . ._.} .!. " 
F'020 1 679 1 =··' 1 7'70 26n -. 1 5'7'? . . ...JO . I '...J ..::. . 
F'021 3()£1 8 1 . ~  
F'022 1 ~  1 364 1 641 3(>,. 4 1 722 . . ... . . 
F'023 1 . 3:7'5 1 . 364 1 . 643 ;-,.c: ~ ill :3 1 . 5.:J5 
F'024 1 . 341 1 . 1 73 1 . r:..,..r. . ...J • .:.•7 10. 6 1 . ~  
F:025 1 . 2'=t 1 . 305 1 . 68 1 1 . 7 1 . 205 
F'026 1 5()2 i 307 1 667 14. 9 1 2"74 . ... . . . 
F'027 ' ~  ' 218 1 ~  i ":!' 6 1 245 .!. . J. . .L ·-· tl . 
F'028 1 . 751 1 . 327 1 . 645 1 1 . 7 1 . 2t)5 
i u~e 3.21. These ~e the ~i u  t~ in values calculated ~~ m  
RT/0 data and ~t ~e ~ in  ~ each ~~ tite 
specimen. 
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3.8.4. ~m ni  means 
Means ~ calculated ~  values of t~ in m ~ e~  can be used 
as an estimate ~ Ra. Lisle (1977a) used m ute~ modelling to 
em n t~ te how ~i u  means e ~t ~~ m t~ue Ra values ~i u~e 
3.22). ~m ni  means ~ i e the best estimates when m ~e  
with the ~it meti  and e met~i  means. ~m ni  means ~e 
calculated ~~ m the ~ll in  ~el ti n i  
n 
H = 
1/RTl + 1/RT2 + ••• ~n 
Means ~e the simplest method ~ t~ in me u~ement  e e~  
t ei~ u~  is limited, especially ~ ~ R. values less than 2, 
e~e e~~ ~  ~e ~e te~ than 10% ~ the t~ue t~ in <Lisle, 
1977a). ~m ni  mean t~ in values in these ~~ tite 
e e~iment  e~e obtained u~in  the digitizing ~ e  and ~e 
shown in ~i u~e 3.21. t~ in  in these specimens e~e low, with 
only one ~m ni  mean ~e te~ than 2, thus these values ~e 
inte~ ~ete  to ~e tl  e~e tim te t~ in  in most cases. 
3.8.5. Robin's analysis 
Robin <1977) developed a mathematical t~e tment ~ ~ ~  
data in which ~ in shapes need not be ellipsoids. This is well-
suited to this study, as the sulphide ~ in  e~e ~ ~el  










1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 . 4.5 5.0 
Strain Ratio. Rs 
Figure 3.22. This diagram ~ m Lisle <1977a) illustrates the 
deviation ~ various means ~ m true strain as a 
fUnction ~ Rs. Harmonic means give the best 
estimates, but are only u e~ul when Rs is greater 
than 2.0. 
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ellipsoidal. Two lines parallel to the strain ellipse in a 
section being analysed are traced through the center ~ each 
grain. A logarithmic average process is used to calculate R •• 
Robin strain estimates were calculated by computer analysis ~ m 
the ~  data to obtain the strain estimates shown in ~i u e 
3.21. 
3.8.6. Comparison ~ strain analyses 
The three strain analysis numbers along with the chart 
recorded strains, where available, are compared graphically in 
~i u e 3.23 ~  the specimen set P009 to P028. Notice that in 
most cases, the strain estimates ~ m Robin's analysis are 
consistently among the lowest, and harmonic means are the 
highEJst. The linearization method, ~  the most part, gives 
intermediate values. There are a ~  exceptions to the rule, but 
note that there is a general pattern ~  all strain estimates to 
give similar relative strain estimates ~  most samples. Chart 
values appear to have a close relationship to values ~ m Robin's 
analysis. Only P015, 22, and 23 show i ni~i nt variation 
between the two. Only chart data is available ~  the ~ ulte  
e imen~ P013 and P021. They were not digitized, as their 
~ i  were too disrupted to obtain me nin ~ul strain estimates. 
P017 was not measured ~  strain or ~  as it was destroyed when 
its l~ te ti e jacket ruptured upon ~ ultin  Assuming that the 









P013 P015 P018 P020 P021 P022 P023 P024 P025 P026 P027 P028 
P012 P014 P016 P019 
Specimen Specimen 
i u~e 3.23. This i ~ m illustrates the relative magnitude ~ 
Rs as calculated ~~ m ~ u~ i~~e~ent methods ~m the 
specimens P009 to P028. 1 = chart-recorded data, 2 
= line ~i ti n method, 3 = Robin's analysis, and 4 
= harmonic means. Note: No t ~e e  data is 
available ~  P009 to P012. P013 and P021 e~e 
-faulted and not suitable ~  digitization. P017 
~ ul ted, ntpturing its te~l n jacket and making it 








best suited method for these specimens, (due to their odd shapes) 
these are probably the most reliable strain estimates. Harmonic 
means de+initely overestimate strain, and linearization probably 
provides slight overestimates as well. 
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3.9. Comparison of ACMS Fabrics to Strain 
3.9.1. P009-P028 
This sample set will be discussed first, as it contains a 
greater amount of data, and patterns are much more apparent. ACMS 
anisotropy data was plotted against the strain estimates obtained 
from the linearization method, Robin's analysis, and the chart 
recordings in order to determine if a relationship exists between 
strain and ACI"JS. The data is illustrated in figures 3. 24 to 3. 26. 
P' <ACMS) plotted against linearization R. shows that there may be 
a general increase in anisotropy with strain with the exception 
of specimens P019 and P028. P' versus Robin R. shows a much 
better correlation, with the exception of the outlier P019. This 
is clearly not a linear relationship. Linear regression obtained 
an unacceptable value for R squared of 0.33356. An exponential 
curve with the equation y = x6 • 34426 * 0.66287 was fitted in 
figure 3.25b. In figure 3.25c, where ln R. is plotted against ln 
P', the relationship is simplified to the linear form of y = 
6.34x - 0.41. The fit is not perfect, and the relationship is 
probably more complex than this, but at least it appears to 
approximate a power law relationship. Note also that errors in 
the determination of P' and R. may make this exponential 
correlation better or worse than it really is. Finally, the P' 
versus chart R ... diagram of figure 3.26 show.s a somewhat more 















1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1B 2.0 22 
Rs (Lneaizati::n) 
Figure 3.24. Rs <linearization) versus P' <ACMS) shows a possible 
weak positive correlation. 
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Rs (Rcbin) 
Figure 3.25. Rs (Robin) versus P' (ACMS> shows an interesting 
possible exponential relationship with the exception 
OT the most highly deTormed P019. (a) This diagram 
illustrates all data Tram the second set of 
specimens. (b) Note the possible exponential 
relationship. (c) Plotting ln Rs versus ln P' 
t~ u e  a possible 1 inear correlation with the 
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i u~e 3.25. Rs <Robin) e~ u  P' <ACMS) shows an inte~e tin  
possible exponential ~el ti n i  with the exception 
~ the most highly e~ ~me  P019. (a) This i ~ m 
illu t~ te  all data f~ m the second set of 
specimens. (b) Note the possible exponential 
~el ti n i  (c) Plotting ln Rs e~ u  ln P' 
t~ u e  a possible 1 ine ~ ~~el ti n with the 
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FiguYe 3.25. Rs <Robin) veYsus P' <ACMS> shows an inteyesting 
possible exponential Yelationship with the exception 
~ the most highly defOYmed P019. (a) This diagYam 
illustyates all data ~ m the second set of 
specimens. (b) Note the possible exponential 
Yelationship. (c) Plotting ln Rs veYsus ln P' 
pYoduces a possible lineal"" coYYelation with the 













Axial rotio X/Z (frc:m charts) 
Std Err c-f ,Y Est 
R Squar·ed 
No. o-f Observations 
Degr·ees o-F Freedom 
X Coe-F-Ficient(:) 4 .. 320455 
Sta Err o-F Coe-f. 2.633812 
1.8 2.0 
Figure 3.26. (a) This graph illustrates the distribution ~ chart 
strain versus P' <ACMSl fOr the second pyrrhotite 
specimen set, P009 to P028. Chat·t data was not 
available ~  P002 to P012. Note that there may be 
an initial trend toward higher P' with strain 
TOllowed by a decrease i~ P' at higher strains. (b) 
This plot shows that there is not a good exponential 
relationship between chart Rs and P' <ACI"ISl fOr the 
same data which show the possible exponential 



















1 ~ ~~ n~~~~ n~n n~ n~~ ~ ll n~ ~ 
1 . ee 1 . 20 1 . 40 1 . 60 1 . ee 2 . ee 
B Ch or t Rs 
Figure 3.26. (a) This graph illustrates the distribution ~ chart 
strain versus p• <ACMS> fOr the second pyrrhotite 
specimen set, P009 to P028. Chart data was not 
available ~  P002 to P012 •. Note that there may be 
an initial trend toward higher P' with strain 
fOllowed by a decrease i~ P' at higher strains. (b) 
This plot shows that there is not a good exporential 
relationship between chart Rs and P' <ACMS> TOY the 
same data which show the possible exponential 
relationship between Rs <Robin) and P' ~  
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The specimens P013 and P021 were ~ ulte  and are considered 
outliers due to the disturbance ~ ACMS ~ i  In general, 
there appears to be a strong positive correlation except in the 
case ~ P015, 19, and 22. Most ~ the data in this diagram is 
similar in distribution to that ~ ~i u e 3.25, except ~  P015 
and P022. Note that P009 to P012 have no chart recorded strains, 
although P009 and POlO can be said to have undergone "no strain". 
An exponential curve was ~itte  to this data as shown in ~i u e 
3.26b, but the relationship is poor. This may be attributed to 
the ~ t  noted above. This ~in in  thus raises the question: 
Which, i~ either ~ the relationships ~ ~i u e  3.25 and 3.26 is 
closer to the true relationship between P' and R.? 
Interestingly, the answer may lie in the outlier specimen 
P019. This specimen underwent a large strain, much greater than 
any ~ the other specimens, yet it developed a much smaller ACMS 
than many lesser strained specimens. Apparently the high strains 
have resulted in tighter grain contacts. This can be seen in 
~i u e 3.14. Better grain contacts would make the specimen behave 
more as a single grain, reducing anisotropy as discussed earlier. 
This observation may t e e~ e mean that there was an initial 
tendency toward greater ACI"IS as strain increased, 1 ikely 
in~luen e  by reorientation ~ grains and cataclasis, however, 
~te  strain reached some critical value, grain contacts became 
tighter as strain progressed, reducing ACMS as strain increased. 
This may explain the pattern observed in ~i u e 3.26a, as the 
three most highly strained specimens ~te  P019, namely P020, 15, 
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and 22 show a possible trend toward decreased ~  with strain. 
Such a trend is not as evident in rigures 3.24 and 3.25a, but 
P018 and P020 in each may be part or such a trend in each. Thus, 
all or the strain analysis techniques may be showing a tendency 
toward decreased anisotropy as strains reach a critical value. In 
any case, it is clear that there is not a simple relationship. 
Unrortunately, the experimental conditions or the 
e~ m ti n or P019 could not be duplicated in rurther 
experiments to determine with more certainty ir the above 
proposed explanation is true. Most specimens <ie. P013, 17, and 
21) raulted, or were determined to be in danger or raulting rrom 
chart observation e~ e such strains could be achieved. 
3.9.2. P002-P008 
The strain versus ACMS data ror these specimens are 
presented in rigure 3.27. The P' versus linearization R. plot 
shows a great amount or scatter and no apparent relationship. 
However, P' versus Robin R. is remarkably similar to the 
equivalent diagram ror P009 to P028 in rigure 3.25. There is also 
an outlier specimen <P004) which underwent the largest amount ~ 
strain but exhibits a low ~  Unrortunately, there was 
in u~ i ient chart data tn plot P' against chart R •. The data or 
rigure 3.27 appear to conrirm the belie+ that the Robin analysis 
method provides a better approximation o+ strain than the 
























Figure 3.27. These are the plots o-f strain versus P' <ACMS> fur 
specimens P002 to POOS. The data distribution 
appears to be quite similar to that observed fur 
P009 to P028, especially -for the Robin t ~ n data. 
Note that the most highly strained specimen <P004> 
is an outlier, just as P019 in the other set o-f 
specimens. 
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tte~n ~ ~ ~i  development as inte~ ~ete  ~ ~ P009 to P028. 
3.9.3. ~~ e~ u  t~ in 
The i ~ m  ~ ~i u~e 3.28 illu t~ te that in both sample 
sets t e~e is a ~el ti n i  between the magnitude ~ the maximum 
susceptibility axis and the magnitude ~ t~ in  especially when 
~t ~e ~ e  strains ~e used. This is the type ~ ~el ti n i  
e~ e  by ~~ ile and Hawton <1990) between conductivity and 
t~ in in talc ~e te  e~ ~me  by t~i i l e~ ~m ti n  The 
only i~~e~en e is that in the ~~ tite  the ~el ti n i  
e ~  to be l e~ to line ~ than l ~it mi  This type ~ 
tte~n is evidence that ~ is in~luen e  by the development ~ 
better ~e~e~~e  ~ient ti n  ~ ~ in  as e~ ~m ti n ~ ee  
Bulk susceptibility shows a similar ~el ti n i  to t~ in  as 
shown e lie~ in ~i u e 3.7. This may be because the other 
principal susceptibilities are ~~e te  by the tightening ~ 
~ in boundaries in the compression direction as well as grain 
orientation, making them increase with strain as well. ~ 
susceptibility was solely a ~un ti n ~ ~e~e e  ~ient ti n  
all specimens would have approximately the same bulk 
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Figure 3.28. These diagrams show the relationship between 
conductive K"..,..,.. and Rs for all specimens. (a) Note 
the general increase of K".....,.,. with strain for P002 
to POOB. (b) There is an approximately linear 
correlation between K",...,. and strain from chart 
recordings for P009 to P028 of: K",.,.. .. = 15.09Rs 
15.67. (c) This distribution, using Rs <Robin) 
values is quite similar to that in (b) except for 
POll and P022. 
~  
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Figure 3.28. These diagrams show the relationship between 
conductive K"m ... ,.. and Rs -For all specimens. (a) Note 
the general increase o-F K"ma>< with strain -For P002 
to POOB. (b) There is an approximately linear 
correlation between K"max and strain -From chart 
recordings -For P009 to P028 o-F: K"...,..,.. = 15.09Rs 
15.67. (c) This distribution, using Rs <Robin) 
values is quite similar to that in (b) except -For 
POll and P022. 
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3.10. Comparison o-F Al"lS Fabr-ics to Str-ain 
Similar- plots o-F P' <AMS> ver-sus the linear-ization, Robin and 
char-t str-ains wer-e plotted to deter-mine i-F a r-elationship exists. 
Once again, the sample set P009 to P028 will be discussed -Fir-st. 
3.10.1. P009-P028 
The P' (AMS) ver-sus R. data ar-e illustr-ated in -Figur-e 3.29. 
Both Robin and char-t str-ain values show -Fair-ly good linear-
r-elationships toP'. The equations -For- the lines ar-e illustr-ated 
in -Figur-e 3.29. Note that the lines ar-e o-F di-F-Fer-ing slope, but 
this can be attr-ibuted to di-F-Fer-ences in Re values deter-mined 
using two di-F-Fer-ent techniques. Thus ther-e is a near-ly linear-
cor-r-elation between str-ain and AMS at least -For- the limited 
str-ains possible in these exper-iments. Thus it can not be said 
whether- or- not this might continue to higher- values o-F R •• Note 
that ther-e is not quite as good a cor-r-elation between P' (Af"lS) and 
linear-ization str-ain. This is -Fur-ther- evidence to suggest that 
linear-ization data is not as good as that -Fr-om the two other-
str-ain analysis techniques. It appear-s that the char-t r-ecor-ded 
str-ains pr-ovide the most consistent r-esults i-F the gr-aphical 
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Figure 3.29. There appears to be a line ~ correlation between 
strain and P' ~  ~  the pyrrhotite aggregates 
P009 to P02B, especially in graphs (bl, where 
P' = 0.77Rs + 0.07 and <cl, where P' = 0.33 Rs + 
0.67. The i~ in  slopes may be a fUnction ~ the 
over- or under-estimation ~ strain by the two 
methods. Note that chart-recordings and ~  data 
were not available fOr all specimens and may account 
~  some discrepancy. In any case, there appears to 
be a strong correlation between strain and A/'18 fat· 
these specimens. This·once again illustrates the 
u e~ulne  ~ ~  as a strain analysis tool. 









Std Err of' Y Est ' 0. 034744 
R Squared ~ 0.829782 
No. of' Observations 15 
Degrees of' Freedom 13 
X Coef'f'icient<sl 0.327403 
Std Err of' Coef'. 0.041127 
1.6 1.8 2.0 
Axial mtio X/Z (frcm charts) 
Figure 3.29. There appears to be a linear correlation between 
strain and P' <AFS> +or the pyrrhotite aggregates 
P009 to P028, especially in graphs (b), where 
P' = 0.77Rs + 0.07 and (c), where P' = 0.33 Rs + 
0.67. The di++ering slopes may be a +unction o+ the 
over- or under-estimation o+ strain by the two 
methods. Note that chart-recordings and R+/0 data 
were not available +or all specimens and may account 
+or some discrepancy. In.any case, there appears to 
be a strong correlation between strain and Al"lS +m-
these specimens. This once again illustrates the 
use+ulness o+ AFS as a strain analysis-tool. 
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3.10.2. P002-POC€ 
The i ~ m  ~ ~i u~e  3.30 show that t e~e is no ~ent 
~el ti n i  between P' ~  and t~ in in these specimens. The 
mixed composition ~ these specimens may have been a ~ t ~ in 
this lack ~ a ~el ti n i  Also, no ~t ~e ~ e  strains are 
available ~  m ~i n  
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Figure 3.30. No obvious patterns are evident in these plots o-f 
strain versus P' (AM8) -for P002 to POOB. 
1.8 
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3. 11. Relationship Between P' (AM8) and P' <ACI"JS) 
The relationships between the two ni t~ ie  ~  both data 
sets are illustrated in ~i u e 3.31. In each case there is a 
slight apparent tendency toward mutual increase. This is 
attributable to the ~ t that the two anisotropies are both 
related to strain to some extent. 
Figure 3.32 illustrates dramatically that P' <ACMS) is much 
higher than P' <AMS) in most specimens. This may be an important 
~in in  as one ~ the major disadvantages ~ magnetic 
susceptibility analysis is that anisotropies are generally quite 
low <Borradaile, 1988). 
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Figure 3.31. These P' <AMS> versus P' <ACMS> plots bear some 
resemblance to strain versus P' <ACMS> plots, owing 
to the strong correlation between strain and P' CAMS> 
in P009 to P028. 
l ~
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 
P' {AMS) 
Figure 3.32. The X and Y axes ~ this diagram are ~ equal scale 
to illustrate the relative magnitudes ~ ACMS and 
Al"lS anisotropies in P009 to P028. Obviously, 
p• <ACf"JS) developed much more strongly. 
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3.12. Discussion OT Results 
The experiments perTormed on loose pyrrhotite aggregates 
showed without a doubt that there was a relationship between the 
principal directions OT the strain ellipsoid and the 
corresponding axes OT the strain ellipsoid. Thus it was possible 
to determine iT there was a correlation between the magnitude OT 
anisott·opy and calculated strain. There appears to be a 
correlation, however, it is complicated. A power law relationship 
may exist up to some critical strain, aTter which a peak ACMS is 
attained and a subsequent drop in anisotropy occurs as grain 
contacts become better. This relationship indicates that the 
prospects TOr quantitative correlation between ACMS and strain 
are not good, especially at high stJrain. At extremely high 
strains, when grain boundaries are not a major Tactor <Shuey, 
1975>, it would be expected that any anisotropy OT resistivity 
would be crystallographic. At this point, there may be a totally 
diTTerent relationship between strain and ACMS in massive 
specimens. This would probably not be so much OT a Tactor in 
disseminated sulphides, as continuity between sulphide grains is 
broken and grain shapes should continue to play a role. The 
TOllowing chapter involves experimental deTormation OT a 
partially disseminated sulphide. 
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4. PYRRHOTITE PLUS TALC EXPERII"IENTS 
4.1. Materials and Method 
These experiments were similar to those described in the 
previous chapter, except that the m te~i l  used were pyrrhotite 
-from the same source used -for specimens P009 to P028 and talc in 
the grainsize 74 to 150 ~m  The proportions by volume .were 
approximately 70% pyrrhotite and 30% talc in the unconsolidated 
state. Thus this also includes pore space between grains o-f each 
mineral and the values are not necessarily precise. They also 
changed as the result o-f compaction in the triaxial rig. The 
proportions noted above were used because smaller amounts o-f 
pyrrhotite did not provide measurable results (see.-figure 4.1). 
Once again, ACMS and AMS measurements were per-formed on these 
specimens to test their relationship to strain. 
A 
~ ~  OUTPUT• Conductivity parameters 
TP04 SITE 1 CORE 1 ~  1 UNITS• 51 m M• 6 NR• 2 131=3•50 ~  
SUSC. DEC INC R'3:S EV SDEV 
MIN &4.'33 ~  42.& 4.1220£-07 2.307E-06 
!NT 337.1:5 42.&0 61.2 :S.I077E-o7 4.310E-09 
MAX 332.32 -47.30 63.0 ~  2.:S11E-06 
RCMS OUTPUTs Conductivity p•ramet•rs 
TP04 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS• 51 M M• 6 NR- 2 13a57155 06-11-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R'3:S EV SDEV 
MIN 307.07 37.6'3 36.3 4.6400E-o7 1.271E-06 
!NT 46.&:5 14.46 44.6 :s.:S496E-o7 J.S:SIE-06 
MAX 33:5.5'3 -46.46 38.3. 6.2174E-07 4.164E-08 
ACMS OUTPUTs Conductivity ~ete  
TP04 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS• SI 11t 1'1• 6 NR• 2 14:t."12:09 06-11-1'3'3t) 
SUSC. DEC INC R'3:S EV 5DEV 
MIN 3:56.23 -13.50 22.0 3.'3050E-o7 1.987E-08 
INT 27:5.26 33.15 &9.8 4.9414E-07 5.412E-06 
MAX 67.29 ~ ~  70.8 6.2207E-Q7 8.39'3£-08 
RCMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP04 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITSa SI m M• 6 NR• 2 14:06:36 06-11-1990 
5USC. DEC INC R'3:S EV 5DEV 
MIN 314.26 S.37 37.7 3.'3738E-o7 7.36'3E-0'3 
INT ~  ~  73.3 S.S646E-07 ~ 
MRX 48.00 34.53 63.0 6.0283£-07 l.SOOE-08 
ACMS OUTPUT1 Cc•nductivity parameters 
TP04 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS• SI m l f ~ 6 NR• 2 14s12:(1.2 06-11-1990 
5USC. DEC INC R'3:S EV SDEV 
MIN 13.34 3.33 ~ 4.9736E-D7 6.037£-08 
INT 282.21 18.71 104.9 :S.1144E-07 4.817E-08 
MAX 2'33.04 -70.'38 72.9 6.2649E-07 2.620E-06 
TP94 
n : 5 
Equal area lower 
heMisphere 
stereonet 
MAX : CIRCLE 
IHT : TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
Figure 4.1. (a) This is conductive ACMS data fOr the specimen 
TP04 which contained 50 volume I. ~ pyrrhotite and 
talc. Note that the axes ~ susceptibility are poorly 
deTined and that standard deviations fOr K" values 
are high, as conductivities are very low. The 
specimen was shortened by 12 %. (b) When 70 volume I. 
pyrrhotite plus 30 volume I. talc were e~ me  as in 
TP09, conductive K",..,. (the same as resistive K"min 
used earlier) is well e~ine  and much more conduc-
tive. Despite the poor e~initi n ~ K" 1 nt. and K"min' 
they e~ine the plane of ~l ttenin  where 
conductivity is lowest. 
B 
TP0'3 BITE l CORE 1 SPEC l UNITS• 91 "'1'1• 6 NR• 2 111471.35. 07-oll:4-1'3'30 
SUSC.. DEC INC A'9:S EV SDEV 
MIN 312 .. 28 3 .. :51 8!5 .. 3 !5 .. :S296E-07 ~ .. 910£-09 
tNT Jt2 .. o\0 2. 06 8:5.3 5. ~ t  4. 776E-08 
MAX 342 .. 80 -8:5 .. '33 0 .. 2 2. 493'3E-06 4. ~  
ACMS OUTPUT 1 Conduct: lvt ty paraM•t•rs 
~  St'TE 1 CORE 1 S.,EC 2 UNITS• 51 ,. 1'1• 6 NR• 2 11 c!51a:54 Q7-a't-19'30 
SUSC.. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MtN 2'36 .. -\1 3.12 60 .. 3 5. 4C:86E-07 7. 867E-08 
tNT 26. 4'3 1. 46 60 .. 3 6. 4437E-o7 &. 442E-Q'3 
MAX 321.60 -A6. :56 0. 6 2 .. 464:5£-06 1. 259E-08 
ACI'IS ~  1 Conduct: t vt t:y par•met:t!n•w 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 ~  3 UNITS• Sl 111 M• 6 NA• 2 111:5:is:57 ~ t t 
SUSC. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 317.13 2.29 65.6 '!5.8932£-07 5.9'3&E-08 
INT 47.2.'!i 3.11 65.6 6.5303E-Q7 5. 42GE-10 
MAX 11. (11 -86. 14 1. 9 2. 4768E-06 6. 676£-08 
m.:MS ourrurs Conducl:tvtty param•t:e..-s 
TP0'3 SITE t CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS::. 51 m M• 6 NR"" 2 12,•)010(• (17-C:'•-1?3•.1 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 29'3.18 3.8& 8.'3 4.7842£-07 5.427E-08 
tNr 2"3.21t 1.03 8 .. '3 6 .. 2Bt2E-Q7 7.622£-0'9 
MAX 314 .. 24 -86.00 3.3 2.:S0'92E-06 7 .. '329E-Q'9 
OCI1S QUrPUrs Cr.-rod•Jcttvlty p•rant•ter•• 
~  SITE 1 CORE l SPEC :5 UN1TS• 51 m M• 6 NR• 2 121031!::6 01-24-19'3" 
~  DF.C INC R'35 EV 5DEV 
MIN 2'31 .. :i6 3 .. 6:5 2'3. 4 :S. 2851£-07 2 .. '378£-08 
INT 2l • .lo\ -0.1)6 2'3.6 :i.'3796E-07 7.936£-0'3 
Mn1C 2'=12.-\l -At; .. 3:S 4.2 2.•11701£-06 B.3"38E-08 
TP0'3 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS• 51 "' M• 6 NR• 2 12t071ZB t?7-24-l'3'SIO 
SUSC. DEC INC R'95 EV SDEV 
MIN 2'94. 15 3. '38 1. :i :; .. 0314£-07 2. 2:53£-08 
INT 24. 20 O. 84 2. 3 G. 6830£-07 3 .. :i05E-o8 
MAX 306 .. 27 -9!'5. '33 2. 5 2. 3596£-06 3 .. 2'36£-08 
ACl'tS OUTPUT1 Corod•tC't:ivity p•raM•t•r• 
TP0'9 SITE 1 CORE 1 ~  7 UNITS• Sl hi l'f• 6 NR• 2 121ll1(1l 1 07-2't-1'3'3(t 
SUSC. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 306 .. 83 3 .. 63 1 .. 6 4.1111£-07 6.713£-08 
INT 36. '37 2. 23 1. 7 6. 2004£-07 3. 336£-08 
MAX 338. 52 ~  73 0. 8 2. 4883£-06 2. :5:59£-08 
TP99 
R : 19 
Equal area lower 
heMisphere 
stereonet 
MAX : CIRCLE 
IHI : TRIANGLE 
HIH : SQUARE 
i u~e 4.1. <a> This is conductive ACMS data f ~ the specimen 
TP04 which contained 50 volume% of ~~ tite and 
talc. Note that the axes of susceptibility ~e ~l  
defined and that t n ~  deviations f ~ K" values 
are high, as conductivities ~e very low. The 
specimen was ~tene  by 12 %. (b) When 70 volume % 
~~ tite plus 30 volume% talc e~e ef ~me  as in 
TP09, conductive K",.. .. <the same as ~e i ti e K"m 1 ,., 
used e ~lie~  is well defined and much m ~e conduc-
tive. Despite the ~ definition of K" 1 ,.,t and K"mtn' 
they define the plane of flattening, e~e 
conductivity is lowest. 
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4.2. Electrical Properties ~ Talc 
The electrical properties ~ experimentally e~ me  talc 
aggregates were studied by Borradai le and Hawton (1.990). They 
used the same talc used in this experiment. Results ~ 
conductivity measurements on talc at 88% relative humidity are 
summarized in ~i u e 4.2. Note that ~  all strains at 105 Hz, 
which is the approximate ~ e uen  of AC!VIS measurements, 
conductivity is less than 100 x 10-6 8/m, which corresponds to 
104 n·m. This is several orders ~ magnitude higher than the 
resistivity ~ pyrrhotite, and well out ~ the sensitivity limits 
~ the ACMS coil. Figure 4.1 illustrates the e~~e t which talc 
has on measurements when greater than 30% ~ the volume of a 
specimen consists ~ talc. Thus the ACMS signals in the ~ ll in  
























·.i 2 3 4 5 
...., log 10 (f) in Hz 
6. 7 
Fig. 4. Conductivity (a) of specimens parallel to the direction 
of loading of the talc aggregates, as a function of the frequency, 
f. Measured at 88% relative humidity. 










0 0·15 0·30 0-45 0·60 
log 10 ( X/Z ) 
Fig. 6. Logaritlunic plot (base 10) of conductivity (a) vs. strain 
ratio (X/Z). The approximately linear relationship for the six 
most weakly strained specimens should be noted. 
Figure 4.2. (a) Note that conductivity in talc aggregates 
measured parallel to the direction ~ compression ~ 
triaxial e~ m ti n increases as a ~n ti n ~ 
strain and ~ e uen  Note that these conductivities 
are not detectable in the ACMS coil, as they are too 
low. (b) Notice the linear logarithmic relationship 
between strain and conductivity below 24% strain. 
This appears to have some similarity to the possible 
logarithmic relationship between strain and ACMS in 
pyrrhotite aggregates discussed in chapter 3. Both 
diagrams are ~ m Borradaile and Hawton (1990). 
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4.3. e~ m ti n Textures 
Polished sections were. prepared ~ m the seven specimens 
TP06 to TP12, ~  which ACMS and AMS were measured to study the 
textures developed in pyrrhotite. Talc was not examined as it 
does not in~luen e the ~  ~ i  The pyrrhotite plus talc 
specimens appear to have e~ me  somewhat i~ entl  than the 
pyrrhotite specimens discussed in the previous chapter. The 
i~~e en e  are due to the presence ~ the ~ine ine  talc 
matrix. Cataclasis is much less prevalent and occurs only where 
pyrrhotite grains impinge, occurs as seen in ~i u e 4.3. Some 
undulatory extinction was evident in pyrrhotite, but kinking was 
not present, even though this was the same pyrrhotite used ~  
experiments P009 to P028. This is because much ~ the e~ m ti n 
was taken up by the ~te  ~ine ine  talc. This is evident 
when one compares the relative volume ~ matrix in the 
hydrostatically compacted specimen TP07 and the most highly 
e~ me  specimen TPlO illustrated in the photomicrographs ~ 
~i u e 4.4. The specimen TP07 contains an estimated 25 to 30 
volume percent talc, while TPlO appears to contain only 10 to 15% 
talc. Very strong e~e e  orientations ~ pyrrhotite grains 
were developed in these specimens, and can be seen easily in 
~i u e  4.3 and 4.4. 
The textures observed in these specimens indicate that the 
e~ m ti n mechanisms operative in pyrrhotite were rigid-body 
rotation combined with some minor plastic and cataclastic 
A 
8 
Figure 4.3. These photos o+ (a) TP06 and (b) TP 08 illustrate 
that cataclasis is only prevalent in locations where 
pyrrhotite grains impinge on one another. This is 
evident in the concentration o+ +racturing at the 
junction o+ the three large grains at the center o+ 
photo (a ) . Cataclasis is extremel y well developed in 
the grain at the center o+ photo (b ) . 
A 
8 
Figure 4.4. The volume taken up by talc is much greater in ·the 
hydrostatically e~ me  TP07 ~ photo (a) than in 
TPlO, which was the most highly e~ me  specimen, 
i llustr·ated in photo (b). Note the strong ~e e  
dimensional orientations ~ grains. 
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de+ormation. The +ine-grained talc matrix probably helps in the 
development o+ pr-e+er-r-ed dimensional or-ientations, as it t-educes 
impingement between pyr-rhotite grains and pr-omotes r-igid-body 
r-otation. The mode o+ r-otation may appr-oximate the Mar-ch f"lodel, 
which will be discussed later-. 
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4.4. ACMS ~i  and ei~ Relationship to t~ in and AMS 
The bulk, conductive, complex-susceptibility values in these 
e e~iment  illu t~ te  in i u~e 4.5 ~e much l e~ than those 
~ ~ tite in the ~e i u  te~  This is due to the le e~ 
e ~ee o+ contact between adjacent conducting ~ in  ~e u in  
conductive u~ e ~e  Once again, dominantly oblate ACMS 
~i  e~e developed, with ~e i ti e K"min u~in  in the axis 
o+ ~tenin  as seen in i u~e 4.6. 
As in the ~~ tite e e~iment  o+ te~ 3, conductive 
K"t:>u 1 1< and K"m ...... e~e plotted against t~ in in i u~e 4.7 to 
ete~mine i+ there is a ~~el ti n  Only ~t ~e ~ e  t~ in  
e~e used ~ this data, as they e~e shown to be quite ~eli le 
in the e e~iment  o+ the ~e i u  te~  The ~~el ti n  ~e 
not as good as those obtained in P009 to P028, but t e~e seems to 
be a slight t~en  t ~  an in ~e e in K" with ~e te~ 
e ~m ti n  The ~e n ~ the ~el ti el  ~ relationship may 
be explained when one n i e~  that slightly i e~in  ~el ti e 
~ ~ti n  o+ talc and ~ tite may be ~e ent in each 
specimen. This is possible since the m te~i l was mixed at once 
~ all the samples, but it may not have been i t~i ute  
homogeneously among the specimens. Also, some specimens contain 
~e i n  o+ small-scale ete~ ene u  i t~i uti n t ~ u ut 
t ei~ volume which may a++ect t ei~ bulk conductivity ~i  
These t ~  un e~line the possible complexities o+ dealing with 
specimens o+ disseminated sulphide. It must also be noted that 
TP06 TP07 TPOB TP09 TP10 TP11 TP12 v'' vals ··. 
1 0.52387 1.1056 o. ~  o. ~  0.77196 0.30627 (). s:37·rJ .-, (>. 51:352 1. 1967 0.64265 0.95187 0. 71 <:t72 o. 3438'7> l) • 5 ~ ~~~ ::) ~  ..::. 3 0. t~~  1.1632 0.67794 0. ~  0.7575 0.4 0.5715i3 4 0.49097 1.1739 (J. 68'162 0. 91<XH 0.76262 0.37931 0.560t31 5 0.5:3018 1. 176::::: 0.71331 0.92089 0.74399 (>. 3351 0. 56511 6 o. 4899::::: 0.71241 0.92589 0.71507 0.37068 (). !:.i55s.1j l 7 0.54867 0.63185 0. ~  ().72132 (). 39453 (>. 53l ~  8 c). 48C_;'4:'_i 0. 67:305 0.90071 0.77097 0.3715 0.52641 9 0.5438 0.67593 0. 9196:3 0.78991 0.33523 ·0.54005 10 (). ~i  0.68844 0.98446 0.71916 0.31027 0.54552 
II o. 51::'i76'-J. 1.16314 0.675657 0.929307 0.747222 0.354678 0.547655 K ctVg. std.dev. 0.022187 0.030744 0.025956 0.035799 0.02569 0.031593 0. l ~l 
TP06 TP07 TP08 TP09 TP10 TP11 TP12 Kma:·: vals 
1 1.0775 1. 2622 1. 2498 2. ~  2y 1337 0.71731 L 1714 ,.., 1.0607 1.2665 1.2448 2.4645 2.0784 0.74734 1.2171 
..:.. 
3 1.0578 1.2281 1. ~  2.4768 2.0159 0.81268 1.1581 4 1.015 1.2221 1.2283 2.5092 2.1"117 o. 758:::::6 1. 11:37 r::: 1.0831 1. 2473 1.2182 2.4701 2.0271 0.77721 1.1616 ..J 6 1.1008 1.2351 2.3596 2.0489 0.70994 1.0442 7 1.1253 1.1556 2.4883 2.087 0.7625 1. l 072 8 1.1022 1.1685 2.474 2. (>725 0.76035 1.1076 9 1.1058 1. 1951 2.4445 2.0153 0.71313 1.013:1. 10 1.1499 1.2059 2. ~  2.0678 0.75092 1. O:'.i89 ,, 
Kma:·: <avg) 1.08781 1. 24524 1.21386 2.46761 2.06583 0.750974 1. 115::29 std. dev.0.036091 0.017738 0.030568 0.039939 0.03768 0.030056 0.060245 
Figur-e 4.5. Conductive bulk K" values and K"m .... x values -For- each 
pyr-r-hotite plus talc specimen and their- standar-d 
deviations ar-e listed. Note that K" values ar-e much 
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MAX: nu ~  
IHT : TRIANC1E 
MIH : CIRCLE 
Figur-e 4.6. (a) Except -For- the hydr-ostatically de-For-med specimen 
TP07, all pyr-r-hotite plus talc specimens exhibited 
oblate r-esistive ACMS -Fabr-ics. (b) This is a typical 
distr-ibution o-F r-esistive K" pr-incipal axes fur- 10 
separ-ate anisotr-opy measuYements on a single sample. 
Note that K"m:1.n is neaYly veYtical, par-allel to the 
compr-ession diYection o-F the tr-iaxial r-ig. As in the 
pyr-r-hotite specimens, ~ nt and K".....,.,. aye poor-ly 
de-Fined within the -Flattening plane. This pooY 
de-Finition is pYobably due to a combination o-F low 
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~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
Rs from charts 
Figure 4.7. ~ ~u ~  and K"m.a,.. shaw no de-finite relationships ta 
strain, but there may be a slight tendency toward 
increased K" values with strain. 
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not enough data is present in the above diagrams to make de+inite 
conclusions. 
Figure 4.8 illustrates. the relationship between resistive P' 
and chart strain. There is a very strong correlation, with an 
apparent linear correlation over the limited range o+ strains 
possible in these experiments. The greatest degree o+ shortening 
achieved was only 31.9% +or TPlO. When P' ~  is plotted 
against P' <AMS>, there is also a good correlation. This is 
because, except +or a single outlier, AMS anisotropy also appears 
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~~ e i n ut ~~  
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Std ~ ~ Y ~ 0.8:1793 
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R ~  0.780372 
No. ~ Observa"t.ions 
e ~  ~ e~ m 5 
TPOr 
* Std ~  ~ ue~  1 ~  1346 1 
1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 
P'(AMS) 
Figure 4.8. Note the apparent linear correlations between <a> 
P' <ACMS) and Rs, (b) p• <ACMS) and P' <AMS>, and <c> 
P' < Al"lS) and Rs developed in the pyrrhotite p 1 us ta 1 c 
specimens. The equations fOr the lines are, 
P' <ACMS> = 6. 57Rs 5. 40, P' <ACMS> = 47P' CAMS) - 47, 








3cj ~~  ~ Y ~ 
r;: ~  
Nc. ~ ~ ti n  
Degre9s ~ Fregcom 
Output: 
A ~~~~ n~  ~ 
Std ~  ~ ~e~  ~  
0.:::'4'?41 
0.0::1324 
o. ~  
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~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
Rs from charts 
Figure 4.8. Note the apparent linear correlations between (a) 
P' <ACMS) and Rs, <b> P' <ACMS> and P' ~  and (c) 
P' <AI"18) and Rs developed in the pyrrhotite plus talc 
specimens. The equations fOr the lines are, 
P' <ACMS> = 6.57Rs 5.40, P' <ACMS) = 47P' <AMS> - 47, 
P' <AI"lS> = 0. 098Rs + 0. 95. 
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4.5. Discussion ~ Results 
The strong correlation· between strain and r-esistive P' 
values in these experiments l~el ti e to those ~ chapter· 3 is 
undoubtedly in~luen e  by the presence ~ the talc matrix. The 
talc is ~ much lower viscosity than pyrrhotite and allows the 
pyrrhotite grains embedded within it to rotate more ~ eel  
approximating the March Model discussed by Tullis <1976). Figure 
4.9 illustrates the basic principle ~ the model. The model is 
not ~ ll e  e ~ tl  as there is extensive impingement between 
pyrrhotite grains resulting in cataclasis and intragranular 
e~ m ti n  The March lvladel requires that a logarithmic 
relationship exists between grain e~en e  orientation and 
strain <Tullis, 1976). The equation ~  this relationship is: 
lnP = -3Ed 
where ;0 is the orientation ~ poles to tabular bodies in the 
pt'incipal compressive strain direction ancl Ed is the natural 
deviatoric strain e~ine  as: 
Ed= ln [ l'/lo(V/Vo)- 1 / 3 ] 
where l • is the ~in l length ~ the str-ained matev·ial, 10 is its 
initial length, V is its volume ~te  strain, and V0 is its 





Figure 14. This diogrom shows how o plonor me ~ e  horizon would be 
expected to rotate during pure shear using the March ~ l e  
This can be related to the degree of deformation in X and Z as 
follows: tan -e-' I tan -e-0 = z I X. 
i u~e 4.9. llu t~ ti n ~ the ~ t ti n ~ passive l n ~ 
m ~ e~  explained by the ~  Model. This may 
~ti ll  explain the development ~ ~e~e~~e  
~ient ti n  ~ ~~ tite in the ~~ tite plus 
talc mi tu~e  
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will rotate mm·e quickly when they are at low angles to the 
compressive stress direction. Thus as strains become high in 
coaxial t~ in and the grains are aligned at a higher angle to 
the compressive stt-ess, they will rotate progressively mm-e 
slowly. We may be seeing evidence -for this type o-f b-end in the 
P' versus R. diagram o-f -figure 4.7, as the most highly strained 
specimen is not quite on the linear trend o-f the less highly 
strained specimens. Such an interpretation is only speculative, 
as there is not su-f-ficient data to con-firm such a trend. There is 
also no way o-f knowing what will happen at higher strains. 
Perhaps at high stt-ains a relationship similar to that in the 
pyrrhotite specimens will develop as the talc becomes -further 
compressed and contact between adjacent pyrrhotite grains 
improves. 
Despite these problems, it is clear that there is a 
relationship between the degree o-f pre-ferred orientation o-f the 
sulphide grains and ACMS. Thus disseminated sulphide pre-ferred 
orientations might potentially be analysed using the ACMS 
technique, provided that they behave in a similar -fashion to 
these experimentally defOrmed aggregates. 
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5. PRELII"IINARY INVEST! GATION OF ACfvlS IN DEFORMED MASS I VE 
PYRRHOTITE AND ITS II"IPLICATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
5.1. Introduction 
Natural massive ore specimens were obtained ~ m the !NCO 
Shebandowan mine located approximately 100 km west ~ Thunder 
Bay, Ontario. The specimens consist largely ~ strongly e~ me  
pyrrhotite containing i ni~i nt quantities ~ pentlandite and 
chalcopyrite, which make it a rich Ni-Cu ore. These minerals are 
all clearly visible in the photomicrograph ~ ~i u e 5.1. 
These specimens were obtained to provide a preliminary 
indication ~ the relationship between ACMS ~ i  and strain 
~ i  'in a tectonically e~ me  ore. The ~ t that this ore is 
largely pyrrhotite allows ~  the comparison o-F ACMS data ~  
these specimens with data obtained ~ m the experimentally 
e~ me  pyrrhotite aggregates. A detailed study ~ the mine was 
not carried out, as time was limited. 
The ore has been strongly e~ me  and exhibits a ~ i  
e~ine  by the e~e e  dimensional orientation ~ grains as 
well as by parallel bands ~ pentlandi te. Al"lS ~ i  which 
indicate e~e e  crystallographic orientation ~ pyrrhotite 
<Schwarz, 1974>, display a magnetic ~li ti n essentially 
parallel to the observed ~ i  AI"IS has been shown to be very 
u e~ul in e~inin  e~e e  orientations in massive pyrrhotite, 
·-· ,. . ... 
·' \. • .4 · '- · · ... '• \ ~ 




Figure 5. l, These t mi ~  i llu.sb-a.te the samr:: sr::ction of 
8802 under- (a) p l.3r:e-po 1 ar i zed 1 i ght and (b) cross-
pol.:>.rized 1 ight. (a) The yellow minet-al is 
chalcopy-r-ite, the white mineral is pentlandite, and 
the pr-edominant miner-al \gr-ey) is pyt-r-hcti te. f\Jotice 
the preferred m-ientation of the gangue phyllc-
si 1 icates. (b) Pyrrhotite gr-ains at-e recognizable 
under crossed polarizer-s. ~ te  that there is an 
apparent prefen-ed dimensional orientation. 
'· 
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as Kmin is known to be parallel to the c-axis or ~ tite  As 
stated earlier in section 3.4, e ~me  ~~ tite tends to 
become oriented by crystal $lip so that the c-axis is 
perpendicular to the plane or rlattening or the strain ellipsoid. 
Thus the simplest way to compare tectonic rabrics to ACMS rabrics 
is to use AI"IS rabrics to represent tectonic rabrics. The Af"'S 
ellipsoids will not give a quantitative estimate or strain, but 
will give an indication as to the orientation or the three 
principal axes or strain. Each a+ the specimens was prepared as a 
1 inch diameter core a+ length 0.82 inches to ensure that no 
specimen shape e++ect was present (Sarvas, 1988). l"lassive 
sulphide specimens have tight grain contacts which may make the 
specimens behave as a single grain electrically. Thu.s the 
specimen must be a+ nearly isotropic shape to ensure reliable 
1resul ts. 
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5. 2. Results o-f ACI"lS f"leasurements 
Figure 5.2 compares stereonet projections o-f ACI"IS -fabrics 
versus Ai"IS -fabrics -for each o-f the massive specimens studied. 
There is a slight obliquity between the principal axes o-f the 
ACMS and AMS ellipsoids -for each specimen. This observation is 
di-f-ferent -from what was seen in the de-formed pyrrhotite 
aggregates of chapter 3, where ACMS fabrics were consistently 
approximately coaxial with AMS fabrics. Another very important 
di-f-ference is that resistive K 11 m.a>< tends to be closest to Km in o-f 
AMS in all of the massive specimens. In the experimentally 
de-formed material, resistive K"min was always subparallel to Kmin 
of AI"IS. Another major dif-ference is the extremely low ACMS 
anisotropies in the massive specimens compared to the 
unconsolidated aggregates. A number of anisotropies <P') are 
illustrated in -figure 5.3 -for comparison. All o-f the above 
observations appear to indicate that crystallographically 
controlled, rather than grain shape contt-olled anisotropy is 
responsible for the ACI"E fabrics o-f the massive pyrrhotite 
specimens. Evidence -for this interpretation includes the low 
crystallographic electrical anisotropy of pyrrhotite and the 
observation of Krontiras et al. <1984) that hexagonal pyrrhotite 
is most resistive parallel to its crystallographic c-axis. It 
should be noted, however, that the specimens used in this study 
contain mostly monoclinic pyrrhotite, which has a slightly 
di-fferent crystal structure than hexagonal pyrrhotite and is not 
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Figure 5.2. Each ~ these stereonets illustrate ~ ~ i  
represented by ~ille  markers and ~  ~ i  repre-
sented by open markers. The specimens are (a) 
8801 (b) 8802 (c) 8803 (d) 8804 <e> 8805 ~  8809. 
Note the obliquity between the ACMS and AMS principal 
axes. K",.,...,.. tends to be closest to K...1.n unlike in the 
triaxially deffirmed loose aggregates. Also, K"m:Ln is 
closest to ~  in a, b, e, and ~  but closest to 
K1.nt in stereonets c and d. 8809 is a stringer 
sulphide sample which exhibits similar character-
istics to the massive specimens 8801 to 8805. 
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i u~e 5.2. Each ~ these te~e net  illu t~ te ACM8 ~ ~i  
~e ~e ente  by -filled m ~ e~  and Al"18 ~  ~e ~e
sented by open m ~ e~  The specimens ~e (a) 
8801 (b) 8802 (c) 8803 (d) 8804 (e) 8805 ~  8809. 
Note the obliquity between the ACM8 and AMS ~in i l 
axes. K",.,.,. tends to be closest to Kmin unlike in the 
t~i i ll  efu~me  loose ~e te  Also, K"min is 
closest to Km.,. in a, b, e, and ~  but closest to 
Kint in te~e net  c and d. 8809 is a t~in e~ 
sulphide sample which exhibits imil ~ ~ te~
istics to the massive specimens 8801 to 8805. 
P' (massive) P' .<loose aggr-egates) 
8801 = 1.0894 P002 to F'008: 
8802 = 1.1869 high - POO = 7.57 
8803 = 1.1215 low - P002 = 1.43 
:3804 = 1.0622 P009 to P028: 
8805 = 1.1720 high POll = 10.82 
8809 = 1.3394 low - POlO = 1.47 
Figure 5.3. Note that all massive specimens have lower- P' than 
even the least anisot1ropic loose ~ e te  -ft·om 
chapter 3. This would suggest that grain-shape is 
not a -factor- in the AC1"18 -fabr-ics obseJ·-ved in the 
massive specimens, e~ e  it is important in the. 
loose ~ e te  
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as well understood electrically. Thus, the above interpretation 
may not be entirely correct. ~ monoclinic pyrrhotite behaves 
slightly i ~e entl  Trom hexagonal pyrrhotite, this may be an 
explanation ~  the obliquity between Ai"IS and ACMS principal 
axes. This is entirely speculative, and the obliquity_may in Tact 
be inTluenced by the minerals chalcopyrite and pentlandite, which 
have di TTerent electrical properties than pyrrhotite. ACI"IS 
~ i  would be much easier to interpret in an ore which 
contains only a single conductive mineral, or a mineral which is 
less complex structurally than pyrrhotite. 
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5.3. m ~i n of Loose ~e te and Massive Specimen Data 
Obviously, the loose ~~ tite ~e te  and massive 
~~ tite ~e behaved much if e~entl  u~in  e ~m ti n to 
~ u e such widely i e~in  ACMS ~i  ~ te~i ti  It is 
~ le that the n tu~ l ~e e ~me  by plastic mechanisms 
while the e e~iment ll  e ~me  ~e te  e ~me  l ~ el  by 
~i i  body ~ t ti n  ~ti ul te flow, and cataclasis. e~ef ~e  
the way in which ele t~i l ni t~  developed in the t~i i l 
e ~m ti n e e~iment  seem to have little ~el ti n i  to how 
it developed in the massive specimens. Despite this, the t~i i l 
e ~m ti n e e~iment  did ~ i e some insight into the 
e~ ti n o+ the ~  coil and showed that it is ef+ective in 
identi+ying ele t~i l ni t~  
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5.4. Discussion 
n~ tun tel  this test ~ the ability ~ ACMS to i enti~  
strained ~ i  in a massive pyrrhotite ore was not u e ~ul  
-rhe prospects ~  the use of ACMS on other massive sulphides 
depend on the distribution ~ conducting minerals within the 
specimen and the degree to which the electrical properties 
correspond to strained ~ i  Thus it is apparent that the next 
step in the use ~ ACMS technique should be to study the ~  ~ 
single crystals ~ conducting minerals. This would provide 
further insight into the electrical propertie¥ of conducting 
minerals at high ~ e uen  (ie. monoclinic pyrrhotite) and aid in 
the interpretation ~ ~  fabrics observed in e~ me  ores 
which contain more than a single conducting phase. 
There are only a small number ~ common ore minerals which 
are u~~i ientl  conductive to be measured using the ACMS 
technique, limiting its application. It is especially un~ tun te 
that the most common sulphide mineral, pyrite cannot be detected 
by the ~  coi 1. In addition, two minerals which are 
u~~i ientl  conductive, pyrrhotite and magnetite have 
signiHcant, easily measurable magnetic susceptibilities which 
have proven relationships to strained rock ~ i  Thus the 
future use ~ ACMS shold be concentrated on investigating 
electrical properties ~ minerals. 
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8Er'ENDIX A: ACfviS Raw Data -for Loose Agg1··egates 
Tile P' and T values ca-lculated -from all ACfvls and Af"IS 
measurements on pytThoti te and pyrrhotite plus talc aggregates 
aye listed at the beginning o-f appendix A. These ~ e accompanied 
by the strain data -fo1r each specimen. These were the data used 
-for numerous diagrams in chapters 3 and 4. 
Appendix A also contains the raw data obtained -from ACf1S 
measurements per-formed on all pyrrhotite aggregates <P002 to 
P028) and all talc plus pytrrhoti te aggregates <TP06 to TP12) used 
in this study. Ten separate measurements were per-formed on all 
specimens except P025 (6) and TP07 (5). The Cf"lS values -for the 
three principal axes o-f the ACf"lS ellipsoid wer-e determined by the 
computer in each measLwement, and ~ e ~ e ente  in the -form o-f 
conductive susceptibilities. These wer-e subsequently converted to 
r-esistive susceptibilities -for- the pur-pose o-f data presentation 
in te~  3 and 4. Ster-eonets illustrating the position o-f the 
three principal conductive complex magnetic susceptibilities -for 
each measur-ement are also ~ i ded -for all specimens, except 
POlO, 11, 13, and 22, fm· ~ ~ i  ster-eonets illustrating the three 
ptrincipal resistive susceptibilities are illustrated in chapter 
3. These give an indication of how consistent the axial 
detm·minations wer-e, and hence, how well-defined the ACfvls 
ellipsoid was. The data contain a numbe1r o-f headings, the 
meanings of which ar-e listed below. 
lvliN = conductive l<"rni.n 
INT = conductive I<'' :t.nt 
!"lAX = conductive l<"m.a>< 
DEC = declination o-f principal susceptibility axis in degr·ees 
INC= inclination of principal susceptibility axis in degr-ees 
R95 =angular deviation of the principal su.sceptibility direction 
EV = magnitude of ACI"IS <in SI!volume X 1000 for P002 to POOO and 
in SI/mass f ~ all othersi 
SDEV = standard deviation o-f pr-incipal axis ACI"'S values 
SPECI!"'i=N Rs •: lin) F:s \ ~  F:s (har) el. chat--:: F:s ~ e  F·' ti4CMS) T (cond) T <re:) 
~ {AMS) 
1 4344 1). 2157 -0.2157 1 12.02 
F'0:2 1. .:;::.6 l 115 1.576 4.2894 -0.6168 0.6168 1 .. 2352 
P03 1.267 1. 147 1. 586 -0.8768 0. 8768 1 •. 3184 
1. 789 1 6t)4 1 374 4. !2C•4 F'J4 3.3178 -0.6551 Q.6:S5l 1. 1627 
F'05 1. 489 l.229 1. 622 -0 .. 67t)9 0.6709 1.21!)1 
1. ~  1.206 1. 561 4 .. C?1.95 F''J6 6.2121 -0 .. 8801 0.8801 1. 3973 
F·07 1. 442 1 .342 :!. .. 635 -i). 8337 0 .. 2337 1. 221 7.:::7::7 
~  l . 266 1. 21:: . 1.o03 -(1.7536 0.7=:36 1. 0431 
1. 263 1 115 1. 567 1.5663 F'O'i' • 4 . S74 -o . 4025 <).4025 1.0475 :=·o1o . 29 1. 187 1. 617 - 0.9543 . 1853 ::.0.8:58 -0.954::: .. POl: 1 .. 455 1.::.82 i.584 -C:. 772S 0. --.--:!;" 1 1125 
.411 1. ~  1. 667 7 .32::7 
/ , .... _ 
F'Ol2 1 :!..8673 -0. 5696 o. 5696 1. :!.113 19.6 1. 357 F'01 :: 
15.3 1" 283 ... 9689 -(1 .. 9=:::::: 0. ~  1. ~  .369 1.621 F'Q14 1 .403 l 4.054q; -0. 3552 (i. 8552 l. !612 342 l. 646 ~  4 1. 651 F'0!5 1. 349 1. -0.76.!.3 0.7613 l. 14 1 ,43 1 • 658 22. 1 1.454 ... 732 F'Ol6 1. 516 < 1903 
.486 • 72E 23 . 6 i. ~  8. 4773 -0 .. 723 0.723 F'018 1.548 1 .i. 1.3407 
144 1. 8''17 2 .. 054 34.5 ::. 886 3. 7063 -0. 9131 
<). 9131 
FO.L9 2 .. 1931 26.2 1. 57!' 7.::::::1 -r). 797 0.7?7 l. F'020 1. 679 1 .. 56 1 .778 . 1739 30.8 1 • 737 3. 3029 -(l., 7218 0.7218 . . F'021 
30.4 1. 7:.2 ~ 7'917 -o. 860::.2 0.86(i2 1. 2354 1. 364 1 .641 "'' F'O:.: 1.248 1. 1982 8 1 a 565 8.7834 -0. 8833 r) • 8833 F'0=3 ! .. 395 1. 364 1.643 25. 1. 0451 183 1. 8919 -0. 4636 0.4.S36 ?024 1.341 1. 173 1. 539 10.6 1. 1.036 11.7 1 .. 205 1.6668 -o. 176 0. 176 F'025 1 .29 1 .305 1.68 1. 1413 4.624 -0.6632 0.6632 
P026 1.502 1.307 1.667 14.9 1. 274 1. 0539 
1. 218 1.565 13. 6 1 .. 245 2.0985 -0.4462 0.4462 F'027. 1.347 -0.7256 0.7256 1.0842 
F'028 1 .. 751 1.327 1.645 11.7 1 .. 205 
2.6161 
19.6 1.3939 3. 7877 -0.6068 <), 6068 1. 081 TP06 
I) 1 1. 1797 0.3975 -0.3975 1.0484 TP07 
1 1.3012 2.8351 -0.6278 0.6278 1. 057 16. TF'08 24.7 1.5304 5.5305 -o. 7478 0.7478 1. 1325 TF'09 
31.9 1. 7794 5.9246 -0.746 0.746 1. 1059 TF' 10 1.44(>5 3, ·99Lf -0. 4977 i ~  1. 1081 21.6 TF'11 
19.9 1. 3949 :: 5991 -;),4999 0. 499''? 1. 0748 TF'12 
This table summarizes all strain data as well as all complex 
magnetic susceptibility and magnetic susceptibility data fOr each 
pyrrhotite aggregate and each talt plus pyrrhotite aggregate 
discussed in chapters 3 and 4. Rs <lin) = liearization strain, Rs 
<rob) = Robin strain, Rs Char) = strain Tram harmonic means, e/. 
chart = I. shortening Tram chart recording data, Rs char-t = tl~ in 
calculated Tram charts by the fur-mula Rs = Cl-e)- 1 ·:s, P' <ACMS> = 
anisotropy degree OT the ACMS ellipsoid, T<cond) = anisotropy 
sense DT the conductive ACMS ·ellipsoid, T<res) = anisotropv sense 
OT the resistive ACMS ellipsoid, P' (Af"!S) = anisotropy degree OT 
the AlviS e 11 ipso i d, and T ( AMS) = ani sot ropy sense aT the PJ'18 
ellipsoid. Graphical relationships e~ een many OT these 
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l~ . ,::;oeclmen P' std. dev. T std. dev. 
P002 1.4344 .2186 -.2157 .-5031 
P002 4.2894 .4919 .6168 .1331 
P004 4.1204 .1363 .8768 .0477 
POOS 3.3178 .3081 .6551 .2368 
P006 4.9195 .3070 .6709 .1318 
P007 6.2121 .2397 .8801 .0545 
P008 7.5727 .3374 .8337 .1044 
P009 1.5663 .0404 . ~l  .1297 
POlO 1.4674 .0939 .4025 .2060 
POll 10.8158 .1492 .9543 .0164 
P012 7.8827 .5856 .7725 .1101 
F'Ol3 1.8673 .0529 .5696 .1550 
P014 4.9689 .0665 .9532 .0287 
POlS 4.0549 .1630 .8552 .0784 
P016 4.7320 .1732 .7613 .1089 
FD18 8.4773 .4357 .7230 .1772 
P019 3.7063 .0715 .9131 .0437 
P020 7.2921 .4558 .7970 .1181 
P021 3.3029 .1400 .7218 .1136 
P022 5.9917 .2501 .8602 .0967 
P023 8.7834 .6287 .8833 .0618 
P024 1.8919 .1320 .4636 .1717 
P025 1.6668 .1180 .1760 .3104 
P026 4.6240 . 7137 .6632 .1616 
P027 2.0985 .1355 .4462 .1499 
P028 2.6161 .1939 .7256 .1894· 
TP06 3.7877 .2750 .6068 .2519 
TP07 1.1797 .0878 -.3975 .1576 
TP08 2.8351 .2342 .6278 .2057 
TP09 5.5305 .4605 .7478 .1031 
TP10 5.9246 .4247 .7460 .0915 
TP11 3.9940 .7754 .4977 .2736 
TP12 3.5991 .3258 .4999 .2154 
The ACI"IS P' and T data wel'"e calculated fl'"om ten sepat'"ate ACf"18 
measu!'"ements pel'"fol'"med on each specimen, except in the cases of 
P025 and TP07 whet'"e six and five measu!'"ements we!'"e made 
r·espectively due to e>:tr·emely weak and difficult to ~ e l u e 
fabdcs. This table i llustr·ates the standal'"d deviations fm· each 
va.lu.e. Note that some standat·d deviations a!'"e quite high, 
especially for- T. This can be attl'"ibuted to the ~ el ti el  low 
conductivities of some specimens. T values have been n e ~te  
fr·om conductive to l'"esistive (achieved by multiplying by -1). 
Similar· data was not campi led fat'" Af"IS, as l'esul ts wer-e highly 
n ~ t u  i b l e and on 1 y ti.'JO measu.!'"ements lt'Jer·e per-fo!'"med on each 
specimen. 
P002 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:18:36 12-18-1989 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 302.54 21.85 33.8 1.6004E-03 9.692E-05 fl ~  /_,/,c../(; 
!NT 32.07 -1. 19 37.6 2.0393E-03 7.508E-05 
MAX 299.08 -68. 12 19.7 2.5553E-03 2.846E-05 ~  .. vf ;o 
P02E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 11:45:26 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 23.92 32.69 58.6 1.8275E-03 2.021E-04 
!NT 87.08 -35. 13 71.4 2.3483E-03 1.060E-04 
MAX 323.88 -37.88 48.6 2.6481E-03 6.695E-05 
P02F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 11:51:27 01-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 320.11 7.79 19.8 1.8052E-03 1.806E-04 
!NT 51.78 12.03 33.2 2. 1846E-03 9.852E-05 
MAX 17.89 -75.60 35.'3 2.4381E-03 3.409E-05 
P02G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 11:56:06 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 276.92 48.92 54.4 1. 7919E-03 3.795E-05 
!NT 28.35 17.67 88.4 2. 1314E-03 1. 440E-04 
MAX 311.56 -35.65 73.9 2.4242E-03 3.235E-04 
P02H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:05:53 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 0.70 -8.o8· 33.0 1.8059E-03 6.080E-05 
!NT 84.86 35.61 87.0 2.2453E-03 2.048E-04 
MAX 281.63 53.20 82.7 2.6875E-03 1.600E-04 
P02I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:12:22 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 344.80 34.91 19.4 2.0051E-03 2.527E-04 
!NT 57.08 -23.56 61.8 2.2166E-03 8.402E-05 
MAX 300.51 -45.73 58.0 2.4455E-03 1.223E-04 
P02J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:16:50 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 319.05 -9.21 5.8 1. 3487E-03 1.461E-04 
!NT 57.74 -43.00 49.6 2.2E.27E-03 1.372E-04 
MAX 39.54 45.53 49.8 2.5057E-03 E..002E-05 
P02B SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 302.71 1. 66 
INT 34.(15 38.87 
MAX 30.66 -51.08 
P02C SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 313.79 19.83 
INT 315.'38 -70.16 
MAX 44.(14 (1.69 
P02D SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 41. (13 17. 11 
!NT 289.63 49.86 
MAX ·323.49 -35.01 
P02J 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
























































MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
P03E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 
.-, 12:28:02 01-11-1'3'30 .::. 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 68.0'3 6. 18 2'3.6 1. 4207E-03 5.28'3E-06 
INT 337.73 3.32 2'3.8 1.6255E-03 '3.256E-05 
MAX 3'3.63 -82.'38 4.3 4.4543E-03 1.002E-04 
P03F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:32:35 
01-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 62.29 2.27 45.3 1. 287'3E-03 7.253E-05 
INT 332.42 -3.31 45.3 1.6141E-03 1.370E-05 
MAX 2'37.'33 85.'38 2. 1 4.3'312E-03 5. 158E-05 
P03G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= 51 v M= 6 NR= 2 12:37:07 
01-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 284.17 -o. 13 52 .. 3 1. 1373E-03 1. 124E-04 
!NT 14. 17 0.74 52 .. 3 1.4040E-03 2.885E-05 
MAX 20.72 -89.25 2.6 4. 1705E-03 5.076E-05 
P03H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= 51 v M= 6 NR= 2 12:42:10 
01-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 71.08 2.48 34.0 1. 070'3E -03 '3.732E-05 
INT 340.'3'3 2.10 35.2 1. 5636E-03 1.257E-04 
MAX 30.78 -86.75 '3. 1 4.3603E-03 1. 46'3E-04 
P03I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 12:46:32 
01-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 317.0'3 -3.32 7. 1 1.0025E-03 1. 449E-04 
INT 46.77 5.43 10.6 1.4025E-03 7.653E-05 
MAX 78.43 -83.63 8.0 4.3'327E-03 1.749E-04 
P03J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= 51 v M= 6 NR= 2 12:50:47 
01-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 334.'3'3 -2.64 77.1 1.1752E-03 1. 155E-04 
INT 65.07 -1.87 76.6 1. 350'3E-03 6.463E-05 
MAX 10.47 86.77 '3.7 4.6070E-03 2.411E-05 
~ --
P003 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPE(: 1 UNITS= 51 v M= 6 NR= 2 12:25:55 12-18-1'38'3 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 345.'33 2.'36 84.1 1.3186E-03 3.876E-05 sfr.:air.e./ /t? 
INT 76.3'3 8.'33 84.1 1. 5474E-03 1.8'35E-04 ;6 ~ 
MAX 57.76 -80.5'3 0.8 4.4'312E-03 2.182E-04 
P03B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
sus c. DEC INC R95 
MIN 1'3.32 2.66 20.6 
INT 289.45 -2.69 18.8 
MAX 64.67 -86.21 9.2 
P03C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 320.69 -2. 13 32.6 
INT 50.58 3.20 32.7 
MAX 84.24 -86.16 2.7 
P0 3D SITE 1 CORE 1 SI=•EC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 310.46 -2.58 5.4 
INT 40.34 2.,51 5 .. 6 
MAX 86. 10 -86.39 4. 1 
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MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
P04D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:15:04 01-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 33.06 0.52 8.3 3,7691E-03 7.469E-06 
INT 303.06 -0.62 7.6 4.0459E-03 2.025E-05 
MAX 84.06 -89.18 1.8 1.2702E-02 2.214E-04 
P04E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:20:04 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 63.39 -0.64 1. 5 3.5798E-03 5.,302E-05 
INT 333.39 1. 48 1 -=-~ 3.8535E-03 1.381E-04 
MAX 310. 14 -88.39 1.1 1. 2846E-02 7.396E-05 
P04F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:25:44 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 282.98 2.21 14.2 3.4708E-03 1. 350E-05 
INT 13.07 -0.01 14. 1 3.7955E-03 3a485E-05 
MAX 280.77 -87.79 0.6 1.2576E-02 4.240E-05 
P04G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:30:34 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 327.72 0.13 85.7 3.7351E-03 4.925E-05 
INT 57.83 -2.38 85.8 3.8662E-03 1. 787E-04 
MAX 59.'33 87.62 1. 9 1.2558E-02 7.120E-05 
P04H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:36:13 01-11-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 53.17 -3.88 11. 1 3.51'30E-03 1.076E-06 
INT 323 .. 24 1.22 11.2 4.0845E-03 1.526E-04 
MAX 70.72 85.94 2.'3 1.2323E-02 3.747E-05 
P04I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:41:41 01-11-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 286.26 3.05 27.6 3.4551E-03 4.774E-05 
INT 16. 17 -1.87 27.8 3.7650E-03 1.08'3E-04 
MAX 74.53 85.43 2. 1 1.2782E-02 3.7'31E-04 
P04J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:45:16 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 68.20 -0.70 33.5 3.6428E-03 5.851E-05 
INT 338.21 1.88 33.5 3.8'384E-03 1. 571E-04 
MAX 317.88 -87.99 0.8 1.2869E-02 8.979E-05 
P04A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 
MIN 7E..E.7 -1.55 23.0 
INT 346.78 4.72 23 .. 0 
MAX 328.59 -85.0.3 0.9 
P04B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 
MIN 317.92 3.58 30 .. 5 
!NT 47.81 -1.98 30.5 
MAX 288.87 -85.90 0.9 
P04C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 
MIN 270.72 4.01 1E..O 
!NT 1. 23 1. 98 15.7 
MAX 297.48 -85.51 1. 6 
P04J 




































MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
POSD SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:S7:4S 01-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 55.89 -1.20 B. 2 1. 1111E-03 B.B09E-OS 
INT 32S.99 4.69 1S. 1 1.7289E-03 1.172E-04 
MAX 311.SB -es. 16 14.9 3.4SS3E-03 4.870E-OS 
POSE SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 15:02:20 01-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 3S9.09 -6.94 35.,8 ~  S.961E-OS 
INT 89.31 -2.06 35119 1.4S77E-03 1.771E-04 
MAX 1S.79 82.76 3.6 3.S203E-03 !.261E-04 
POSF SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 1S:06:36 (11-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 86.47 -6.76 29.0 1.2267E-03 6.B19E-06 
!NT 3S6.72 2.36 28.8 1.3476E-03 6.377E-OS 
MAX 2BS.91 -82.84 7.0 3.2317E-03 B.040E-OS 
POSG SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 1S:10:S1 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 29.83 2.,23 56 .. 2 1. 1320E-03 1. 416E-04 
!NT 299.S7 6.73 56 .. 3 1.S271E-03 1.7BSE-04 
MAX > 318.02 -82.90 9.6 3.3906E-03 2.S9BE-04 
POSH SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 lS: 1S:S2 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 44.S1 -5.21 67.4 1.2024E-03 6.444E-05 
INT 314.61 1. 48 67.4 1.2322E-03 4.227E-OS 
MAX 60.48 84.59 2.S 3.6476E-03 2.2BBE-OS 
POSI SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 1S: 19:38 01-11-1990 
susc. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 39.89 -0.20 S4.9 1.2S9BE-03 9.6S1E-OS 
!NT 309.90 -0.18 SS.4 1.33S9E-03 5.367E-OS 
MAX 349.66 89.72 12.0 3.S2S1E-03 3.83BE-OS 
POSJ SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 15:23:18 01-11-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R9S EV SDEV 
MIN 8.13 1.99 49. 1 1. 172SE-03 1. B27E-04 
!NT 278. 13 -o. 19 49.2 1.40S6E-03 1.9S1E-04 
MAX 14.6S -ee.oo 3.9 3.S167E-03 1. 111E-04 
P05A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R'35 
MIN 358.22 5. 16 35 .. 6 
INT 87.51 -7.70 35.0 
MAX 301. 74 -80.71 
PD5B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 326.77 -1. 11 
!NT 56.74 1. 39 
MAX 275.03 88.22 
P05C SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 330.04 5.51 
INT 5'3.69 -3.68 
MAX 296.08 -83.37 
P05J 
n : 19 
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ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•rodw::t i vi ty par•ameters 
P06D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:08:22 01-15-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 1'3.66 3.1'3 20.3 3.6600E-04 '3.822E-06 
INT 28'3.33 5.'32 20.6 5.2668E-04 1. 1'38E-05 
MAX 317.7'3 -83.27 5 .. 0 1. 7'382E-03 4.0'37E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P06E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M=; 6 NR= 2 11:13:15 01-15-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 347.30 7.05 24.5 3.'3106E-04 4.223E-05 
INT 77.26 -0.47 24.5 4.'3364E-04 4.268E-07 
MAX 343.36 -82.'33 2. 2 1.8630E-03 4.'381E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P06F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:17:47 01-15-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 31'3.74 7.86 58 .. 5 3.83'38E-04 1.026E-04 
INT 4'3.6'3 -0.47 58.5 5. 3811E-04 3.887E-05 
MAX 316.1'3 -82. 12 2. 1 1. 8150E-03 '3.485E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cond•.tct i vi ty parameter's 
PO E.G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:23:16 01-15-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 40.36 3.56 11.2 4.0'385E-04 3.460E-05 
INT 30'3.'38 6.03 8.9 5.8'3'35E-04 1.242E-04 
MAX 340.75 -82.9'3 6.8 1.7624E-03 '3.592E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nduct i vi ty parameters 
POGH SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:28:04 01-15-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 312.31 5.69 34.6 3.8962E-04 4.788E-05 
!NT 42.59 2.86 34.8 5.4'312E-04 2.'306E-05 
MAX 339.21 -83.63 5.4 1. 7907E-03 E..254E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ ti it  parameters 
P06I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:32:31 01-15-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 323.20 5.96 72.8 4. 1160E-04 7.876E-05 
INT 53.50 0.02 73 .. 2 4.6193E-04 3.642E-05 
MAX 322.59 -84.04 4.9 1.7264E-03 4.717E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P06J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:36:59 01-15-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 60.65 0.67 5-:, c: '"-•-' 4.5011E-04 1. 350E-05 
INT 330.58 9. 13 52.5 4.8471E-04 3.474E-05 
MAX 334.81 -80.84 2.9 1.7805E-03 7.862E-OE. 
P06A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 60.90 1 ·=··=-~ 12.0 1.0428E-03 
INT .330.71 8.82 11.8 1. 3723E-03 
MAX 338.69 -81. 10 2.2 4.8215E-03 
P06B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= sr v susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 32. 10 6.42 3.6 1. 1701E-03 
INT 301.39 6.31 7.9 1.4870E-03 
MAX 347.23 -80.97 7.9 4.6652E-03 
P06C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 23.84 5.77 70.7 1. 1E.35E-03 
INT 293.04 7.93 70.7 1.3177E-03 
MAX .329.50 -80. 17 2.3 4.7451E-03 
P06J 
n : 19 ,.....--
Equal ~e  l ~~ A 
e i e~e , = ~ 
te~e net = 
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MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 




338. 16 -1. 98 
68.23 -2.40 
28.72 86.89 
1.6 9.7240E-04- 2.687E-05 
1.6 1. 1433E-03 1.925E-06 
0.5 4.9644E-03 7.763E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 











1. 1 902E -03 
4.9999E-03 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 58.65 -3. 12 45.6 9.8187E-04 
INT 328.62 -0.86 45.6 1. 0799E-03 
MAX 43.02 86.76 1.3 5.0144E-03 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co:•r1d ~t t i vi t y paramet et•s 
P07C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 11.05 -2.46 59.7 9.9941E-04 
INT 281. 13 1. 71 59.7 1. 0210E-03 
MAX 45.91 87.00 1. 5 4.9651E-03 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 311.27 .-0. 72 8.9 9.9271E-04 
INT 41.27 -1.25 9.0 1. 0661 E -03 
MAX 11.53 88.56 0.4 4.9964E-03 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor,duct i vi ty pat·ametet•s 
P07E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 315.05 -0.34 24.9 9.7517E-04 
INT 44.99 -4.74 24.9 1. 0245E-03 
MAX 41.08 85.25 2 .. 3 4.9840E-03 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co:•r,duct i vi ty parameters 
P07F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 310.59 -0. 19 14.4 9. 1002E-04 














2 .. 506E-05 




2 .. 537E-05 
















P07H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI fll M= 6 NR= 2 12:3'3:14 01-15-1'3'30 
INC R'35 EV SDEV 
-2 .. 53 4'3.3 '3.6617E-04 4.784E-05 
-2.21 4'3.3 1. 0468E-03 7.471E-05 
86.63 1.3 4.'3'340E-03 1. 125E-05 
SUSC. DEC 
MIN 86.23 
INT 356. 10 
MAX 44.'37 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn ·M= 6 NR= 2 12:42:45 
01-15-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 316.82 -0.68 74.3 9.2533E-04 5.981E-05 
INT 46.85 -3 .. 38 74.2 1. 0570E-03 6.753E-05 
MAX 35.50 86.56 0.5 4.95'32E-03 2 .. 7'33E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P07J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:46:40 01-15-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 62.66 -2.80 50 .. 9 1. 0166E-03 5.219E-05 
INT 332 .. 63 -0.92 50.9 1.0946E-03 1.538E-05 
~l  44.24 87.05 1.2 4 .. '3558E-03 4.884E-05 
PO?J n - 19 ___ -----+---.._,_ 




MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: C.:•r,duct i vi ty ~ net e~  
POSD SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:13:50 01-15-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 49.57 3.20 79.6 3.2831E-04 7.280E-06 
!NT 319.47 1. 99 79.7 3.6256E-04 4.014E-05 
MAX 17.55 -S6.23 2.4 2.0022E-03 3.237E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:•r•d uct i vi t y ~ net ers 
POSE SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M;= 6 NR= 2 14:19:30 01-15-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 4S.S1 2 .. 35 40.6 3. 1160E-04 4.7'36E-05 
INT 31S.6S 3 .. 15 39 .. 5 3.S242E-04 1.511E-05 
~l  355.58 -86.06 5 .. 2 1. 99'3SE-03 S.6SSE-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:<r•d •.tct i vi t y ~ met e~  
POl::IF SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:24:53 0 1-15-! '390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 26 .. 57 1. '35 41.7 3.0024E-04 4.267E-05 
!NT 296 .. 53 1. 1S 41.9 3.73'37E-04 1. 31SE-06 
MAX 355 .. 07 -S7.72 3.6 1. 9463E-03 3.222E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co:•r,duct i vi ty parameters 
POSG SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI ~ M= 6 NR= 2 14:29:29 01-15-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 301.07 2.33 74.3 3,097SE-04 3.751E-05 
!NT 31.24 4.40 74.3 3.55S1E-04 S.957E-06 
MAX 3.22 -85.02 1. '3 2.015SE-03 2.526E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:.nduct ivity ~ met e~  
POSH SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:33:41 01-15-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 43.29 1. 45 62.9 3. 3184E-<)4 1.73SE-05 
INT 313.22 3.07 62.9 3.6S26E-04 4.332E-05 
~l  338.52 -86.61 2.7 2.0042E-03 1. 830E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:•r•d •.tct i vi t y mete~  
P08I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:47:06 01-15-1 '390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 357.0S 4.07 6'3.2 3.642'3E-04 4.240E-05 
!NT S6.9'3 0.69 6'3.4 3.8232E-04 2.6'3'3E-05 
MAX 6.71 -85.S7 7 ·::o -"•'-' 1. '3982E-03 1.364E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor.d •.tct i vi t y ~ met ers 
P08J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:51:33 01-15-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 60. 15 3.22 20.8 2.'3115E-04 3.667E-05 
INT 329.74 7.24 20.5 4.4338E-04 7.316E-05 
MAX 353.96 -82.07 3.'3 2.0623E-03 6. 151E-05 
P08A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 78.09 0.70 50.3 
INT 348.04 4.80 50 .. 3 
MAX 356.32 -85. 15 6.3 
P08B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 273.30 0.53 42.8 
INT 3.37 5.65 42 .. 5 
MAX 358.02 -84.32 5.4 
P08C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 46.78 4.60 80.8 
INT 316.55 3.07 80.8 
MAX 12.86 -84.47 1.9 
\ 
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M= 6 NR= 2 
SDEV 
3 .. 855E-05 
7.928E-05 
9.218E-05 
M= 6 NR= 2 
SDEV 
l.009E-04 
2 .. 01'3E-05 
6.089E-05 





11:50:34 <) 1-03-1 ':3 1:30 
11:56:36 01-<)3-1990 




MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE / 
__ / -----
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity ~ mete  
P09A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:11:14 03-07-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 326.15 -11.13 86.9 1.9958E-06 3.860E-08 
!NT 55. 01 5. 83 86. 8 2. 0556E-06 1. 178E-08 
MAX 297. 81 77. 40 11. 4 2. 8886E-06 6. 068E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor•d•.1ct i vi ty parameters 
P09B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:18:26 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 89.20 17.32 66.4 1.9972E-06 2.643E-08 
INT 1. 61 -6.95 66.2 2.0340E-06 5.242E-08 
MAX 292.63 71.22 5.5 3.0140E-06 1.263E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ t ivi ty pat•ameter•s 
P09C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:22:55 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 0.57 -8.30 48.3 1.9930E-06 5.488E-09 
INT 87.67 15.87 48.3 2.0532E-06 9.526E-09 
MAX 297.08 71.93 C' ·:o ""•'- 2.9967E-06 8.869E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P09D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:27:13 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 308.99 -14.15 9.6 1.9B37E-06 5.32BE-08 
INT 37.88 4.41 9.5 2. 1290E-06 2.951E-09 
MAX 290.97 75. 15 2. 1 2.9856E-06 2.872E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc·nduct i vi ty parameters 
P09E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:31:31 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 270.89 -16.68 10.3 1. 9503E-06 1. 762E-08 
INT 3.43 -8.48 10.2 2.0454E-06 2.781E-08 
MAX 299.37 71. 18 4.2 2.9441E-06 1. 236E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P09F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:36:11 03-07-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 333.54 -14.23 6. 1 1. 8631E-06 8.360E-09 
INT 61.77 6.95 10.4 2.0873E-06 2.329E-OB 
MAX 306.42 74.10 10.9 2.9967E-06 5.893E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nduct i vi ty pat•amet er•s 
P09G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 15:41:36 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 294.22 -13.69 16.2 1. 9791E-06 3.898E-OB 
INT 24.61 -1.61 16.9 2.0812E-06 3.413E-OB 
MAX 301.19 76.21 6.0 2.9772E-06 3.286E-09 
P0'3H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 31'3.13 -16.87 3.3 1.'3574E-06 
INT 46.55 8.45 '3 -· . .::. 2.0430E-06 
MAX 2'30.'34 71.02 8.8 2.'3734E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P0'3I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 311.28 -15.81 12.6 1. 8'355E-06 
INT 40.21 3.7'3 13.'3 2.0'33'3E-06 
MAX 2'37.08 73.72 10.4 2.'3453E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•r•d t.1ct i vi t y parameters 
P0'3J SITE 1 





n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
INC R'35 EV 
11.75 77. 1 2.0306E-06 
-6.24 76.'3 2.0716E-06 
76.66 5 .. 3 2. '3030E-C>6 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•r•duct ivi ty par•amet ers 
P10A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 16:57:57 03-07-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 48.54 -1.'33 81.8 1.0286E-06 3.058E-08 
!NT 318.54 0.24 83.2 1. 1663E-06 1. 021E-07 
MAX 56.71 88.05 15.3 1.4493E-06 4.904E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P10B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 01 M= 6 NR= 2 17:01:59 03-07-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 'SDEV 
MIN 7.42 -10.61 35.4 1.0561E-06 1.035E-08 
!NT 279.06 8.67 36.8 1. 1705E-06 2.756E-08 
i'lAX 47.54 76.23 11.3 1.3607E-06 2.271E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cconduct ivity parameters 
PlOC SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 17:06:21 03-07-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 346.27 -1.60 34.0 1.0154E-06 4.819E-08 
INT 75.89 13.31 35.1 1. 1477E-06 2.703E-08 
MAX 83.00 -76.59 8.8 1. 5008E-06 1.369E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor.duct i vi ty parameters 
PlOD SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 17.:10:48 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 61.99 -3.77 86.7 1.0938E-06 1.808E-09 
INT 332.22 3.52 88.0 1.1256E-06 3.0691;-08 
MAX 285. 16 -84.84 14.5 1. 47'3'3E-06 3.640E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P10E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 01 M= 6 NR= 2 17:15:00 03-07-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 81.55 8.48 46.2 l.0038E-06 1.563E-08 
INT 34'3.89 10.'38 4'3.2 1. 0847E-06 2.073E-0'3 
MAX 28.47 -76.06 16.'3 1.5363E-06 7.717E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~t t ivi ty parameters 
P10F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 17:19:10 03-07-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 53 .. 72 11.73 5 .. 3 1.0353E-06 3.'343E-08 
INT 321.47 10.6'3 7.4 1. 1638E-06 3.746E-08 
MAX 10.21 -74.02 7.6 1.5693E-06 4.215E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~t ti it  parameters 
P10G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 17:23:20 03-07-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 69.67 -9.81 22.6 1.0376E-06 5.266E-08 
INT 341.50 10.46 16.5 1. 1148E-06 1.802E-08 
MAX 2'37.41 -75.58 15.8 1.4403E-06 1.328E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•r•duct i vi ty parameters ~  -.: 0'7" 
. .:.::- ~ 
.. . ----="'=' .. ' ... ,--.--='·= - .. ··-·-= ~ it ~ ·--=· ~ ~ '·-:.-:- .. ~ ~ ·::.-:=:·· 
MIN 323.5'3 0.85 12.4 '3.0421E-07 8.'378E-08 
!NT 53.38 -20.54 16.0 1. 1058E-06 4.767E-08 
MAX 55.'34 5'3.44 11.7 1.4665E-06 8.441E-0'3 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parametet•s 
PlOI SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 17:31:07 
03-07-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 36.36 2.08 15.4 1.0054E-06 2.318E-08 
!NT 305.'32 -15.20 28.7 1.1'336E-06 1. 556E-08 
MAX 2'38.77 74.65 25.8 1. 51 '33E-06 5.65e.'E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Ceor,d uct i vi t y pararnet er•s 
P10J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 44.17 6.07 41.6 1.0664E-06 3.864E-08 
INT 314.07 0.91 45.7 l.1780E-06 9.259E-09 
MAX 35.50 -83.87 1'3.5 1.5004E-06 2. 511E-08 
17:37:39 03-07-1'3'30 
ACMS OUTPUT: Corrduct i vi ty parameters 
P11A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:46:30 03-08-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 46.78 5.86 3. 1 1. '37'30E-06 4.338E-08 
INT 317.05 0.48 6. 1 2.0415E-06 3.272E-08 
MAX 42.26 -84. 13 0.4 1.6007E-05 6.'382E-0'3 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
PllB SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:51:08 03-08-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 38.5'3 5.85 16.6 1. '3837E-06 '3.352E-10 
INT 311.01 0.0'3 15.5 2.0'33'3E-06 5.820E-08 
MAX 38.28 -84. 16 0.2 1.6000E-05 2.'367E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cconduct i vi ty parameters 
P11C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:55:31 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 80.'31 4.54 36.6 1.'3873E-06 6.146E-09 
INT 350.57 4.08 36.7 2.0887E-06 2.879E-08 
MAX 38.76 -83.89 0.3 1.5998E-05 4.510E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P11D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11 :01 :00 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 339.27 2.96 1. 6 1.9285£-06 9.945E-09 
INT 69.50 5.15 1. 5 2.0494E-06 2.538E-08 
MAX 39.51 -84.05 0.5 1.5958E-05 3.754E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P11E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:05:02 03-08-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 71.30 4.83 47.4 2.0103E-06 7.781E-09 
INT 341.06 2.97 47.4 2.1123E-06 6.209E-08 
MAX 39.55 -84.32 0. 1 1.5916E-05 3. 142E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P11F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:09:15 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 353.63 3.82 38.3 1. 951 '3E-06 3.836E-08 
INT 83.87 4.56 38.3 2.0836E-06 1.254E-08 
MAX 43.80 -84.05 0.2 1. 5936E-05 6.449E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Corrd liCt i vi t y ~ net e~  
P11G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:13:30 03-08-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 32. 93. 5. 79 59.3 2. 0064E-06 1. 499E-08 
INT 302.18 -0.99 58.9 2.0236E-06 3.478E-09 
MAX 42.03 -84.14 0.7 1.5960E-05 2.840E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•rtd uct i vi t y · pararnet ers 
P11H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:18:35 03-08-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 71.6'3 5.15 31.7 2.00'31E-06 4.032E-08 
!NT 341.41 3.25 31.7 2. 1272E-06 1. 017E-08 
MAX 39 .. 25 -83.91 o. 1 1.5944E-05 4.468E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cortd uct i vi t y parameters 
Plli SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m l'lt= 6 NR= 2 11:22:48 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 31.07 5.81 17.4 1. 9702E-06 4.348E-08 
!NT 301. 14 -1.24 17.9 2. 1053E-06 5. 116E-08 
MAX 43.19 -84.06 0.3 1.5904E-05 2. 132E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity pat•ameter·s 
PllJ SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:27:06 03-08-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 296.90 -2.06 23.1 1.9912E-06 1. 586E-08 
INT 16.70 5.14 23.3 2.0610E-06 3.268E-08 
MAX 38.57 -84.47 0.3 1. 5839E-05 2.469E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•ndo.1ctivity parametet•s 
P12A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 12:48:13 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 10. 12 -1.29 21.8 5.2568E-07 6.611E-10 
INT 280.08 -2.29 21.9 6.8391E-07 5.048E-09 
MAX 309.37 87.38 2.4 3.3190E-06 6.231E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod uct i vi t y parameters 
P12B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 12:52:08 03-08-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 'soEv 
MIN 55.08 1. 10 4. 1 5.2694E-07 2.083E-08 
INT 325.02 0.10 4.3 6.7414E-07 5.544E-08 
MAX 57.55 -88.90 1. 5 3.3424E-06 1.234E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conduct i vi t y pat•amet ers 
P12C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 12:56:10 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 340.62 -3.40 40.6 4.5163E-07 6.458E-08 
INT 70.45 2.83 40.7 5.9816E-07 8.020E-09 
MAX 300.72 85.57 1. 7 3.4237E-06 3.356E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P12D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 13:00:11 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 320.44 -2.35 2.7 4.4447E-07 1.571E-08 
INT 50.36 2.00 3.0 6.7596E-07 1.697E-08 
MAX 279.90 86.92 2.0 3.3759E-06 9.714E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
I 
P12E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 13:07:08 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 21.02 -0.74 44.4 4.7863E-07 1. 456E-08 
INT 290.98 -3.96 44.4 5.9076E-07 2.373E-08 
MAX 301.55 85.97 0.7 3.3542E-06 3.839E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT : Cc•nd LICt i vi t y parameters 
P12F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 13: 12:28 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 13.86 1. 76 52."1 5.4873E-07 3.402E-08 
INT 283.94 -2.54 52.2 6.0805E-07 4.611E-08 
MAX 69.23 -86.91 2.4 3.4414E-06 4.353E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P12G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 13:16:53 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 289.69 -3.09 70.4 5.8193E-07 7.345E-09 
!NT 19.78 0.41 68. 1 6.0708E-07 2.944E-08 
MAX 281.91 86.88 1. 1 3.2892E-06 2.255E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conduct1vity parameters 
P12H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS== SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 40.20 -0.41 82.7 5.3055E-07 
INT 310.19 -3. 18 82.8 6.1775E-07 
MAX 317.36 86.79 1.8 3.2809E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P12I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS== SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 44.46 3.26 13.9 4.8318E-07 
INT 314.60 -2.56 13.9 6.9278E-07 
MAX 82.67 -85.85 1. 4 3.4727E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 






n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS== SI rn 
INC R95 EV 
1. 99 e.e.. 1 5.7930E-07 
-4. 13 66.1 6.4577E-07 
-85.41 3 .. 2 3.4068E-06 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod uct i vi t y parameters 
P13A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:1'3:40 03-08-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 11.52 5.08 24. 1 1.262'3E-06 1.875E-08 
INT 281.81 -3 .. 24 23.6 1.3854E-06 2.362E-08 
MAX 44.21 -83.'37 6.7 2.2427E-06 5.018E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroduct i vi ty parameters 
P13B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M=,6 NR= 2 16:23:41 03-08-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 21.57 3.7'3 2.8 1.2273E-06 3.678E-0'3 
INT 2'.31.87 -4.53 3.2 1. 4287E-06 2.486E-08 
MAX 71.83 -84.0'3 2. 4 2. 1578E-06 4. 1'37E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P13C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:27:54 03-08-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 23.07 4.69 8.7 1.2'362E-06 1.353E-08 
INT 292.'35 1.50 1. 7 1.424'3E-06 6.2'34E-0'3 
MAX 5.22 -85.08 8.8 2.2258E-06 3.035E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P13D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:35:22 03-08-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 356.13 4.80 12.3 1.1827E-06 3.414E-08 
INT 86.01 -1.40 11.7 1.382'3E-06 8.84'3E-10 
MAX 339.68 -85.00 4.0 2.2282E-06 3.622E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ t i vi ty parameters 
P13E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:3'3:57 03-08-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 18.0'3 7.71 9.2 1.240'3E-06 l. 755E-08 
INT 288.41 -2.38 8.6 1.475'3E-06 4.294E-08 
MAX 35.47 -81.'32 3.8 2.2606E-06 7. 178E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P13F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:44:17 03-08-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 353.72 3.15 20.1 1.1786E-06 2.67'3E-08 
INT 83.80 1. 49 20.2 1.38'35E-06 2.452E-0'3 
MAX 19.20 -86.52 4.6 2.2465E-06 3. 160E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CondLictivity parameters 
P13G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 16:48:38 03-08-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 50.47 0.16 80.3 1.2960E-06 1. 630E-08 
INT 320.60 5.48 80.2 1.3160E-06 3.825E-08 
MAX 321.83 -84.52 4.3 2.2198E-06 8.6'36E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P13H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 




22 .. 72 7.39 
292.84 -0.95 
30.19 -82.54 
2.6 1.2008E-06 3.280E-08 
3.2 1.4490E-06 7.815E-08 
2.0 2.2529E-06 2.677E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•roduct i vi ty parameters 
P13I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI M. M= 6 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 3.58 4.89 35.7 1.2371E-06 1. 538E-08 
INT 273.67 -1.04 35.7 1.3715E-06 3.876E-08 
MAX 15.74 -85.00 2.9 2.2149E-06 6.479E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nductivity parameters 
2 
P13J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 348.35 0.14 12012 1. 1803E-06 4. 155E-08 
INT 78.34 -0.05 12.,5 1.3759E-06 2.690E-08 




ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity pat•ameters 
P14A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. .DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 56.'38 0.27 34. 1 2. 1585E-06 1.2'30E-08 
!NT 326.'38 1. 47 34.4 2.3268E-06 1.207E-07 
MAX 336.84 -88.50 0.6 8.8030E-06 4.308E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroductivity parameters 
P14B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M=. 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 25. 10 0.'31 82.0 2. 1'327E-06 3.437E-10 
INT 295.24 0.38 a-=· -=-~ ~ 2.2115E-06 1.'323E-08 
MAX 1.55 -8'3.01 0.7 8.8680E-06 5 .. 253E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroductivity parameters 
P14C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
SUSC. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 71.25 0.13 35.0 2.1512E-06 
INT 341.38 1.26 34.'3 2.2260E-06 
MAX 343.78 -88.74 0.8 8.8378E-06 





P14D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 33.24 0.4'3 35.1 2. 1690E-06 1.946E-08 
INT 303.25 0.96 35.0 2.2343E-06 1. 115E-08 
MAX 330.04 -88.'32 o. 1 8.7'384E-06 1. 323E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ t ivi ty parameters 
P14E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 11.5'3 0.'35 61.2 2.1'388E-06 2.637E-08 
INT 281.54 -o. 16 61. 1 2.2451E-06 6. 132E-08 
MAX 23.07 -8'3.03 0.6 8.8586E-06 7.537E-0'3 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conduct i vi t y pat•amet ers 
P14F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 45.68 0.31 61.5 2. 1648E-06 3.853E-0'3 
INT 315.74 -o. 10 61.6 2.2648E-06 '3.777E-08 
MAX 36.42 -8'3.70 1. 0 8.7626E-06 1.326E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nd uct i vi t y pararnet ers 
P14G SITE 1 . CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 320.36 0.82 75.4 2.1'378E-06 2.303E-08 
!NT 50o26 0.41 75.6 2.2132E-06 '3.300E-0'3 
MAX 347.6'3 -8'3.0'3 0.7 8.8313E-06 6.582E-08 
11:54:22 03-13-1'3'30 






ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P14H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rol M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 279.65 0.46 3.6 2.1642E-06 4.952E-08 
INT 9.67 0.99 3.8 2.2393E-06 8.048E-09 
MAX 345.15 -88.91 1.1 8.8897E-06 5.942E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity pat•amet ers 
P14I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2. 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 32.55 0.81 43.9 2.1926E-06 4.634E-08 
INT 302.59 0.70 45.1 2.2332E-06 7.952E-09 
MAX 350.80 -88.93 1.4 8.8180E-06 2.395E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 










n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN .. SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 311.29 -6.64 75.7 1.9459E-06 7.668E-08 
INT 40.98 2.74 75.8 2. 1146E-06 8.558E-08 
MAX 288.62 82.81 2.4 6.9444E-06 2.489E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M';' 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 28.46 0.24 21. a 2.0603E-06 4.686E-09 
INT 298.43 -6.96 21.7 2.2110E-06 9.685E-08 
MAX 296.62 83.04 2.9 6.7812E-06 3.245E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 12.08 -0.53 16.8 1.9153E-06 5.449E-08 
INT 282.03 -7.28 16.8 2.2219E-06 1.482E-08 
MAX 286.15 82.70 1. 4 6.8826E-06 4.762E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
EV 












ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 35.60 5.43 21.6 2.0151E-06 
INT 306.26 -6.97 21.6 2.2674E-06 
MAX 88.01 -81. 14 o.8 7.1173E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 50.50 4.21 84.4 1.9681E-06 
INT 320.99 -6.91 84.4 2.0250E-06 
MAX 289.40 81.90 1.7 6.9954E-06 
















P15G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 55.49 6.17 13.4 2.0233E-06 6. 126E-08 
INT 325.97 -4.50 13.4 2.4421E-06 1.308E-07 









.-ll.,o • ...; -'-' • ,-- • • ~  <' .0. w.f ,-J'-'\1 ·-'\lloC'",.,.;:j',:. 
P15H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 314.39 -7. 18 68.6 1.'3936E-06 
INT 43.61 6.29 68.6 2.1417E-06 
MAX 272.78 80.44 2.0 7.1413E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 48.81 3.85 51.3 1. 9767E-06 
INT 31'3.16 -5.44 51.2 2.0261E-06 
MAX 283.71 83.33 a.7 6.8402E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P15J SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 331.56 -4.92 
INT 61.29 3.18 
MAX 298.47 84.14 
P15J 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
R95 EV 
30.5 1.8733E-06 
30.6 2. lOBlE-06 
1. 6 6.9081E-06 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:07:12 03-14-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 308.03 -1.89 71.2 1.2361E-06 1.016E-07 
INT 38.23 -5.89 71.2 1. 4127E-06 6.338E-08 
MAX 20.30 83.81 1. 3 4.9300E-06 8.290E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Ccond uct i vi t y parameters 
P16B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M=; 6 NR= 2 14:11:55 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 354.41 -5.65 21.0 1. 2235E-06 1.507E-09 
INT 84. 12 2.88 21.6 1.4579E-06 9.853E-08 
MAX 327.19 83.65 5.0 5.0413E-06 1.667E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:16:26 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 22.45 -7.19 63.4 1.1569E-06 9.407E-08 
INT 292.06 -3. 12 63.3 1.4876E-06 2. 144E-07 
MAX 358.72 82. 15 2.7 5. 1240E-06 7.810E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:20:56 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 57.84 -5.47 25.1 1.2363E-06 8.902E-08 
INT 327.47 -3.88 25.1 1.4518E-06 9.G97E-08 
MAX 22.28 83.28 3.6 4.9972E-06 2.797E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:25:19 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 45.00 -5.44 13.2 1.0826E-06 2.419E-08 
INT 314.62 -3.96 13. 1 1.5310E-06 1. 865E-07 
MAX 8.73 83.27 1. 6 5.0715E-06 4.680E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:29:39 03-14-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 40.08 -3.22 29.8 1.1989E-06 5.713E-09 
INT 310.02 -1.23 29.9 1.5562E-06 3.140E-08 
MAX 19. 11 86.55 2.4 4.9385E-06 1.096E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:33:58 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 49.51 -3.41 8.2 1.2649E-06 1.023E-07 
!NT 319.21 -5.00 7.6 1.3909E-06 1.221E-07 
MAX 353.67 83.95 3.7 5.0194E-06 3.672E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: n u ~ t  me~e  
Pl6H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 35.11 -4.04 76.6 1.2109E-06 
INT 304.86 -3.60 76.5 1.4006E-06 
MAX 353.27 84.58 5.4 5.1234E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 26.96 -6.89 52.0 1.2693E-06 
INT 296.66 -2.62 52. 1 1.3921E-06 
MAX 5.96 82.62 0.3 4.9199E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P16J SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 61.14 -3.43 
INT 330.93 -3.51 
MAX 15.33 85.09 
P16J 
n: 11 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 




1. 3 5.1168E-06 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cond•.1ct i vi ty parameters 
P18A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= e. NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 300.65 -7. 13 45.1 7.8327E-07 2. 106E-08 
INT 30.90 -2. 12 45.2 8.6300E-07 4.901E-08 
MAX 317.35 82.56 3.2 4.6841E-06 9. l:SOE-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= e. NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 37.47 -4.17 7.5 5.8919E-07 7.807E-08 
INT 306.88 -7.98 3.9 1.045SE-06 2.075E-07 
MAX 334.78 80.98 6.9 4.7906E-06 1.221E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 



















ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= e. NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 297.73 -5.36 17.6 5.9144E-07 5.001E-08 
INT 28.17 -4.68 18.1 9.1387E-07 5.148E-08 
MAX 339.09 82.88 4.6 4.7365E-06 1.402E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 299.55 -7.53 87.3 7.2842E-07 3.571E-08 
INT 29.57 -0.63 87.4 a. 1915E-07 4.377E-08 
MAX 304.40 82.45 6. 1 4.7829E-06 3.747E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 45.04 -1.15 59.9 6.1759E-07 1.474E-08 
INT 314.91 -6.64 59.8 1.oaoaE-oe. 4.200E-07 
MAX 324.78 83.26 6.2 4.8341E-06 9.072E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= e. NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 354.95 -6.59 61.1 7.5722E-07 9.680E-08 
INT 84.67 2.24 61. 1 7.7696E-07 9.647E-08 
MAX 335.96 83.03 2. 1 4.8470E-06 1.391E-07 
11:28:09 03-15-1990 





1l :59:18 03-15-1990 
~  OUTPUT: n u ~i ~  me~e  
P18H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 38.82 -4.57 53.4 6.5082E-07 1. 626E-07 
!NT 308.31 -6.42 53.4 7.3585E-07 1. 943E-07 
MAX 344.07 82.11 3.2 4.7029E-06 6.243E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 50.25 -3.05 20.9 6.2374E-07 1.706E-08 
!NT 319.90 -6.70 20.9 9.1569E-07 1.089E-07 
MAX 344.60 82.64 1. 1 4.7176E-06 9.358E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P18J SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 41.25 -4.83 
!NT 310.69 -6.68 
MAX 346.86 81.74 
P18J 
n : 19 



















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nd uct i vi t y pat•arnet et•s 
P1'3A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:00:27 03-27-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 310.23 8.23 18.7 4.'3433E-06 '3.76'3E-08 
INT 41.37 7.85 18.7 5.2852E-06 4.466E-08 
MAX 354.45 -78.58 1. 5 1. 6083E-05 1.221E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P1'3B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M=; 6 NR= 2 14:05:41 03-27-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 7.16 11. '39 52.0 5.0757E-06 1.050E-07 
INT 276.71 2.38 52 .. 0 5.3284E-06 2.095E-07 
MAX 355.63 -77.77 2.0 1.6144E-05 2.400E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYoductivity parameters 
P19C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:10:34 03-27-19'30 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 311.09 9.45 5.3 4.8810E-06 5.80'3E-08 
INT 42.33 7.41 5.3 5.3972E-06 1.558E-07 
MAX 349.84 -77.95 0.5 1.6016E-05 8.629E-10 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYoduct i vi ty parameters 
P19D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:15:27 03-27-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 26.07 10.7';} 12.0 5.0078E-06 a.361E-oa 
INT ~~  5.17 12 .. 0 5.3451E-06 1.091E-07 
MAX 359.86 -78.01 1. 4 1.6247E-05 1.619E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P19E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M'!' 6 NR= 2 14:20:19 03-27-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 37.29 8.61 15.7 5.0778E-06 2.295E-09 
INT 305.99 8.52 15.7 5.4672E-06 1.213E-08 
MAX 351.92 -77.84 0.6 1. 5866E-05 1. 531E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYoductivity parameters 
P19F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:26:01 03-27-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 45.27 7.57 67.6 5. 1142E-06 6.784E-09 
INT 314.08 9.06 67.5 5.2025E-06 7.552E-08 
MAX 354.60 -78. 16 1. 3 1. 6070E-05 1. 826E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYod uct i vi t y pararnet ers 
P19G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 0 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 14:31:12 03-27-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R':J5 EV SDEV 
MIN 67.63 3.55 71.5 5.1474E-06 8.001E-08 
INT 336.93 11.32 71.5 5.3807E-06 1. 398E-07 
MAX 354.77 -78. 12 0.9 1.5970E-05 1.407E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: n u ~l lt  me~e  
P1'3H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INO R'35 EV 
MIN 333.66 10.20 78.6 5.1247E-06 
INT 64.54 4.'38 78.6 5.345'3E-06 
MAX 0.20 -78.63 1. '3 1.6063E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parametet•s 
P1'3I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 22.58 11.76 1'3.2 5.167'3E-06 
INT 291.50 5.75 1 '3. 1 5.20'35E-06 
MAX 355.8'3 -76.88 1.1 1. 6214E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity .parametet•s 
P1'3J SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 80.08 0.60 
INT 350.01 11.63 
MAX 352.97 -78.36 
P19J 
n : 19 
Equal aPea loweP 
heMisphePe 
stePeonet 




1. 0 1.6256E-05 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P20A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC ·1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 83.83 -0.24 53.6 1.4265E-06 7.755E-08 
INT 353.80 1. 56 53.6 1.6379E-06 1.402E-07 
MAX 345.69 -88.42 1. 9 8.6803E-06 4.889E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P20B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 
MIN 298.22 -1.48 49.0 
INT 28.18 2.13 49.0 
MAX 62.93 -87.40 1.1 









ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P20C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 56.03 0.86 26.3 1.4876E-06 7.815E-08 
INT 325.99 2.75 26.3 1.9458E-06 1.883E-07 
MAX 343.31 -87.11 2.9 8.5854E-06 6. 191E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 



















ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P20E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 52.21 4.03 10.2 1.4995E-06 1.041E-07 
INT 322.01 2.93 10. 1 1.9041E-06 1.498E-07 
MAX 16.08 -85.02 1. 8 8.9670E-06 9.967E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P20F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI IR M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 63.11 2.47 4.3 1.3614E-06 1.027E-07 
INT 333.00 2.45 4.6 2.0751E-06 9. 148E-08 
MAX 18.31 -86.52 1.4 8.8564E-06 1.224E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ t ivi ty parameters 
P20G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 339.60 -0.83 70.2 1.4719E-06 1.059E-07 
INT 69.28 0.05 70.4 1.5134E-06 7.045E-08 








P20H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI n1 M= 6 ~  2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 277.07 -0.76 45.2 1.47'39E-06 3.577E-08 
INT 7.05 3.08 45 .. 3 1.6752E-06 3.776E-08 
MAX 20.89 -86.83 2.7 8.'3108E-06 1.348E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod uct i vi t y pararnet ers 
P20I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 285.5'3 0.75 15 .. 5. 1.2325E-06 7. 152E-08 
INT 15.65 4.2'3 15.5 1.6376E-06 5.526E-08 
MAX ~~  -85.65 1. 4 8.7663E-06 2.35'3E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 






n : 19 


















MAX · CIRCLE 
INT · TRIANGLE 
MIN · SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P21A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:15:58 04-12-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 278.44 3.06 9.2 2.1239E-06 9.403E-09 
INT 8.27 -3 .. 58 9.5 2.2571E-06 2. 195E-08 
MAX 48.86 85.2'3 2.4 6.3164E-06 8.952E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: C·onduct i vi ty parameters 
P218 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M=' 6 NR= 2 10:20:06 04-12-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 2'30.95 1. 04 29.0 1.9768E-06 1.394E-07 
INT 20.93 -1.65 2'3. 1 2.2983E-06 4.766E-08 
MAX 53.17 88.05 2.7 6.3295E-06 1.294E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P21C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:24:50 04-12-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV ·SDEV 
MIN 271.72 3.99 8.9 1.9757E-06 1.458E-07 
INT 1. 42 -4.73 '3.0 2.4150E-06 8.718E-08 
MAX 41.66 83.81 1. 3 6.0934E-06 1.424E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nduct ivity parameters 
P21D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:29:21 04-12-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 296.77 0.14 39.1 2. 1810E-06 8.401E-08 
INT 26.78 -0.35 39. 1 2.3788E-06 5.969E-08 
MAX 41.96 89.62 6.5 6. 1981E-06 1.965E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor1duct ivity parameters 
P21E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 10:34:03 04-12-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 52.56 -2.'36 35.1 2.1182E-06 6.568E-08 
INT 322.51 -1. 10 35.2 2.4129E-06 2.131E-07 
MAX 31.93 86.84 4.7 6.2524E-06 8.754E-08 
ACMS OUTI=•UT: Conductivity parameters 
P21F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 10:39:12 04-12-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 78.47 -6.45 13.4 1.'3482E-06 6.647E-08 
INT 348.27 -1.85 13.7 2.3905E-06 3.181E-08 
MAX 62.34 83.28 3.3 6.2423E-06 1. 916E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc·nduct i vi ty parameters 
P21G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 10:46:00 04-12-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 74.6'3 -5.02 1 '3. 1 2.0078E-06 1.547E-07 
INT 344.73 0.51 18.9 2.5435E-06 1. 217E-07 
MAX 80.66 84.95 3. 3 6.1683E-06 2.642E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P21H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 66.36 -3.70 '3.0 2.1285E-06 1.6'38E-07 
INT 336.32 -0.03 7 -=-... 2.7018E-06 6.5'30E-0'3 
MAX 67.51 86.30 5. 4 6.1025E-06 1. 342E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P21I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 280.41 3.68 7.3 2.0476E-06 1.03'3E-07 
INT 1 o. 11 -4.63 7.3 2.4152E-06 6.003E-08 
MAX 48.72 84.08 1. 6 6.173'3E-06 1. 127E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•rodt..lctivity nete~  






n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
stenonet 
INC R'35 EV SDEV 
-6.2'3 25.'3 2.1412E-06 1.087E-07 
-5.55 25.'3 2.284'3E-06 1.187E-07 







MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity par·amet ers 
F='22A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:11:20 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 313.55 -5.62 6.8 2.2355E-06 2.736E-08 
INT 43.66 -1.22 6.8 3.0357E-06 4.685E-08 
MAX 325.96 84.24 1.0 1.2925E-05 1.157E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod uct i vi t y parameters 
P22B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:15:44 04-10-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 321o54 -5.52 14.7 2.4400E-06 7.312E-08 
INT 51.38 1. 68 14.6 3.0287E-06 1.048E-07 
MAX 304.50 84.23 1. 0 1.3226E-05 2. 133E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:20:16 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 37.64 -1.57 8.7 2.6766E-06 3.021E-08 
INT 307.49 -5.82 8.9 3.0396E-06 1.616E-09 
MAX 322.66 83.97 2.0 1.2901E-05 5.264E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:24:43 04-10-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 43.56 -2.00 19.9 2.6099E-06 7.988E-08 
INT 313.39 -5.69 19.9 3.0220E-06 4.563E-06 
MAX 332.82 83.97 0.7 1.2934E-05 6.367E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11 :29: 16 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 70.02 1. 34 60.0 2.7601E-06 9.738E-08 
INT 340. 13 -5.43 60.0 2.9725E-06 2.353E-07 
MAX 326.24 84.41 0.7 1.2953E-05 8.417E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 2 11:33:37 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 88.56 3.32 54.6 2.6967E-06 1. 531E-07 
INT 358.23 -4.08 54.8 2.7896E-06 1. 946E-07 
MAX 319.28 84.76 1. 9 1.3159E-05 5.737E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:36:09 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 47.70 0.62 62.6 2.6055E-06 5.064E-08 
INT 317.74 -5.85 62.8 2.9162E-06 2.342E-07 
MAX 311.66 84.12 1. 3 1. 3066E-05 1. 529E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity ~ mete  
P22H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:42:46 04-10-199(1 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 85.60 3. 14 70.0 2.7849E-06 3.032E-08 
INT 355.71 -3.68 70. 1 2.9010E-06 1.336E-07 
MAX 315.24 85.17 1. 3 1. 2839E-05 8.978E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:46:53 04-10-199(1 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 326.87 -5.64 86.6 2.7662E-06 1.824E-07 
INT 57.14 0.38 86.9 2.8276E-06 1.203E-07 
MAX 323.13 84.35 0.8 1. 31 09E -05 9.397E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P22J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 11:50:52 04-10-199(1 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 80.02 1. 72 29.8 2.6813E-06 3.731E-08 
INT 350.15 -5.42 29.8 2.8730E-06 4.542E-08 
MAX 332.52 84.32 1. 6 1.2989E-05 1. 199E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 


















ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rol 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 15.37 1. 60 26.6 1. 4909E-06 
INT 285.46 -3.27 26.6 1.6958E-06 
MAX 79.37 -86.35 1. 8 9.5126E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 44.48 2.80 0.7 1. 3982E-06 
INT 314.52 -0.95 1. 1 1.7569E-06 
MAX 63.45 -87.04 0.8 '3.5062E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:•Yod uct i vi t y paramet et•s 
P23D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 80.31 2.26 56.1 1. 5089E-06 
INT 350a22 1. 97 56.3 1. 6572E-06 
MAX 39. 12 -87.00 -=- "" """'"' 9.6488E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 26 .. 15 3.02 -JC' -=-~  1. 3775E-06 
INT 296 .. 25 -2.07 25.2 1.4903E-06 
MAX 60.67 -86.34 0.4 9.56'34E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 62.82 2.6'3 10.5 1. 4162E-06 
!NT 332.80 (1.68 10.5 1.6857E-06 
MAX 48.31 -87.23 1 -=-.... '3.5689E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 52 .. 98 3.34 57.2 1.4629E-06 
INT 322 .. 94 -0.77 57.2 1.5128E-06 
MAX 65.98 -86.57 1.7 9.6926E-o6 









































10:56: 12 04-24-1'390 
11:00:28 04-24-1990 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductiv1ty parameters 
P23H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 280.57 -2.28 35. 1 1. 2478E-05 
INT 10.58 0.51 36.2 1.4277E-OE. 
MAX 87.57 -87.67 1 ·::< . '- ~  
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P23I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 34.41 1. 4'3 50.'3 1.3055E-OE. 
!NT 304.43 -1.42 51.0 1. 3843E-05 
MAX 78.14 -87.'34 3.2 '3.323'3E-05 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•::.rod o.tct i vi t y pat·arnet et·s 
P23J SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 85.51 1. 7'3 
INT 356 .. 54 0.32 
MAX 75.77 -88. 18 
P23J 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
R'35 EV 
55.9 1.3775E-OE. 
55.9 1. 4347E-05 
1.4 '3.4825E-05 
• 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 









60. 2 1. 5016E-06 
58.9 1.7507E-06 
18.3 2.5003E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 111 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 315.16 -8.28 51.3 1.4068E-06 
!NT 46.27 -7.56 51.5 1. 6966E-06 
MAX 358. 14 78.76 6 ., ~ 2.6336E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod ~ t i vi t y pat• a met et•s 
P24C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 17. 18 4.80 19.0 1.5453E-06 
INT 287.60 -4.88 18.9 1. 7280E-06 
MAX 62.85 -83. 14 3 -:. .... 2.7146E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 336.72 0.76 61.'3 1. 4754E-06 
!NT 66.83 8.7'3 61.2 1. 6278E-06 
MAX 61.85 -81.17 11.8 2.6695E-06 






















P24E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 335.02 -1.76 12.6 1.4344E-06 9.018E-08 
INT 65.08 -1.'32 15.7 1.6704E-06 2.784E-08 
MAX 22.65 87.39 '3.5 2.66'37E-06 5.592E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24F SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI fo1 M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 303.22 3.74 6.0 1. 2243E-06 2.237E-07 
!NT 33.56 5. 18 1 ., .... 1.7228E-06 6.244E-08 
MAX 357.59 -83.60 5.9 2.709'3E-06 1. 282E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•:•nd•.1ctivity parameters 
P24G SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 348.98 -12.59 72.7 1.4249E-06 7.876E-08 
INT 80. 41 -6. 38 72. 8 1. 5754E-06 5. 803E-08 





12:58: 10 04-25-1'3'30 
13:02:13 04-25-1990 
13:08:16 04-25-1990 
P24H SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 316.93 8.35 33.8 1. 4075E-06 
INT 46.22 -4.82 29.7 1. 6419E-06 
MAX 286.50 -80.34 16.9 2.6454E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24I SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rol 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 287.80 3.99 43.4 1. 4142E-06 
INT 17.61 -2.81 49.0 1. 5954E-06 
MAX 72.52 85. 12 23.7 2.5051E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P24J SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 313.54 -2.74 25.9 1.3502E-06 
INT 43.74 -4.09 28.7 1. 7EA6E-06 
MAX 9.78 85.07 13. (l 2.6165E-06 
P24J 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e / 
te~e net = 


















13:17:29 04-25-1 '390 
13:21:5..3 04-25-1990 
13:29:34 04-25-1990 
MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P25A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 59.22 11.28 60.1 1. 4072E-06 3.945E-08 
INT 327.55 8.32 61.2 1. 4681E-06 4. 112E-08 
MAX 21.87 -75.92 23.7 2.0527E-06 4. 989E·-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 





INC R95 EV SDEV 
9.06 60.7 1.2176E-06 3.409E-08 
-22.29 62.6 1.6119E-06 3.258E-07 
65.75 15.6 2.0239E-06 2.284E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cond•.1ct i vi ty parameters 
P25B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI Ill M= 6 NR= 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 291.53 28.46 12.7 1. 1053E-06 5.941E-08 
INT 7.77 -23.70 21.9 1.3909E-06 1. 904E-07 
MAX 64.37 51.44 18.0 1.9302E-06 4.910E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parametet•s 
2 
P25C SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 20.03 13.34 54.0 .1. 2854E-06 5. 604E-09 
INT 292.98 -12.25 54.0 1. 5758E-06 1. 920E-07 
MAX 64.10 -71.73 9.2 2.0676E-06 7.999E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT : Cor•d uct i vi t y parameters 
P25D SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 301.06 5.62 79.6 1. 2866E-06 1. 368E-07 
INT 32.70 16.20 81.7 1. 5260E-06 3.810E-08 
MAX 12.53 -72.81 32.9 2.0327E-06 7.062E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•r•ductivity pat•ametet•s 
P25E SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 313.68 5.71 ..-.C" -::. ~  1. 0111E-06 1. 131E-07 
INT 43.97 2.94 27.0 1. 4655E-06 2.454E-08 
MAX 341. 13 -83.57 10.4 1.8883E-06 1.017E-08 
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n : 6 
u~l ~e  l e~ 








MAX : CIRCLE 
INT : TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= 51 rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 278.96 1. 81 31.6 8.7307E-07 4.860E-08 
INT a. a1 -4.98 31.6 1.0571E-06 2.917E-08 
MAX 28.82 84.70 4.8 3.2720E-06 1.081E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Condl!Ctivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE. 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI rn M=.6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 19.83 1.65 37.4 1.0622E-06 7.309E-08 
INT 289.83 0.27 37.5 1.2558E-06 5.707E-09 
MAX 9.65 -88.33 3. 1 3.2671E-06 7.797E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 325.36 -5.18 254115 5.7521E-07 2.013E-07 
INT 56. 18 -8.96 25.6 9.9'384E-07 1. 300E-08 
MAX 25.68 7'3.63 2.8 3.3364E-06 7.256E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 
INC R'35 
-13.14 17.5 











- ACMS OUTPUT: Conduct i vi t y parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 311.17 0.32 37.3 7.468'3E-07 
INT 41.15 -4.75 38.7 1.0694E-06 
MAX 44.'34 85.24 11.6 3.6114E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT : Ccond llct i vi t y parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI rn 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 3.50 -3.64 53.6 '3.8551E-07 
INT 273.38 -2.4'3 53.5 1.0551E-06 
MAX 32'3.00 85.5'3 4.0 3.4411E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Condllctivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI m 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 49.22 -4.8'3 16.5 '3.2373E-07 
INT 318.83 -4.60 16.5 1.0061E-06 






























HC,•i::O t.lU i"PU f: C•:•r.a uct 1 v 1 -e y par•ame-e et'S 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 3'3.47 -5.33 53.7 9. 1237E-07 
INT 30'3.26 -2.31 53.6 1.0264E-06 
MAX 15.'31 84.1'3 2. 4' 3.5'382E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cor,duct i vi ty parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC '3 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 322.31 -3.33 59.5 7.2456E-07 
INT 52 .. 90 -'3.93 5'3.7 1.0565E-06 
MAX 34.01 79.52 4.8 3.3440E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P026 SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 2'35 .. 9a 0.12 
INT 25.95 -3.88 
MAX 26.'3'3 86.11 
P026 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 

























MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: c,:.Yid uc::t i vi t y parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 0'3: 17:42 05-02-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 48.45 -6. 15 8.8 1.3635E-06 1.382E-07 
INT 31'3.24 7.29 8.6 1.7343E-06 2.'316E-08 
MAX 278.65 -80.45 1. 7 2.7744E-06 1.473E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CcoYiduc::t i vi ty pararnet et'S 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI rn M=.6 NR= 2 0'3:22:04 05-02-1'390 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 325.87 -7.76 50. 1 1.3108E-06 2.273E-07 
INT 56.63 -5.55 48.7 1.6599E-06 6.360E-08 
MAX 1. 87 80.44 13.6 2.7717E-06 1. 131E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYiduc::tivity parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 0'3:26:5'3 05-02-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 37.15 -6.72 13.3 1.4494E-06 2.841E-08 
INT 307.'36 6.86 8.3 1.7207E-06 1. 129E-07 
MAX 83.17 80.38 10.5 2.7044E-06 '3.819E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroduc::t i vi ty parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 0'3:32:29 05-02-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 342.55 -7.28 7. 1 1.2756E-06 1.403E-07 
INT 72.93 -2.98 18.3 1. 6237E-06 6.902E-08 
MAX 5.06 92.13 17.0 2.7107E-06 2.509E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoY!duc::t i vi ty parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 0'3:37:37 05-02-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 52.42 -6. 14 86.4 1.4446E-06 5.133E-08 
INT 321.58 -7.76 86.4 1.6605E-06 2.760E-07 
MAX 0.37 80.08 6.5 2. 8111E-06 2.753E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoY!duc::t i vi ty parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= a 0'3:42:29 05-02-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 42.93 -16.06 70.3 1.3933E-06 1. 113E-07 
INT 312.96 0.36 70.3 1.4'393E-06 1.'318E-07 
MAX 44.30 73.'33 11. 9 2.8252E-06 1. 047E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•rod ~let i vi t y parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 0'3:47:13 05-02-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 34.50 -14.18 12.7 1.2881E-06 2.340E-07 
INT 304.07 -1.73 '3. 1 1.6225E-06 4.575E-08 
MAX 27.25 75.72 13.5 2.6327E-06 5.217E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI r.1 M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 41.44 0.57 19.7 (.4309E-06 1.307E-07 
INT 311.41 3.29 20.8 1. 8380E-06 1. 777E-07 
MAX 321.20 -86.66 6.8 2. 7,664E-06 1. 079E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cconduct i vi ty parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 9 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 







14.2 1.2107E-06 2.161E-08 
14.1 1.4852E-06 3.208E-08 
2.0 2.8202E-06 1.013E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P027 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 10 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 301. 31 '3.61 17.6 1.3113E-06 8.602E-08 
INT 30a2'3 -6.00 16.9 1.5798E-06 2.787E-09 
MAX 88.77 78.64 6.8 2 •. 6573E-06 1.230E-08 
P027 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 





MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
· P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 01 M= e. NR= 2 14:45:45 05-17-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 315.45 -5.58 81.0 1.2085E-06 2.737E-08 
INT 44.88 5.92 81.0 1.2503E-06 1. 418E-08 
MAX 88.46 -81.86 3.9 3.0346E-06 6.966E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI 01 M;= e. NR= 2 14:49:37 05-17-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 48.44 7.63 81.0 1. 1404E-06 5.793E-08 
INT 318.03 3.15 81.0 1.2472E-06 3.690E-08 
MAX 25.75 -81.74 6.9 2.7641E-06 3.620E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Co rod uct i vi t y parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= e. NR= 2 14:54:02 05-17-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 60.10 -5.30 59.6 1. 1543E-06 2.,052E-08 
INT 330.45 3.91 59.2 1. 2160E-06 4.056E-08 
MAX 276.70 -83.41 8.9 2.7299E-06 9.352E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI 01 M= 6 NR= 2 14:58:16 05-17-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 271.81 -2.44 58.0 1.1892E-06 1.468E-07 
INT 2.09 -5.08 57.9 1.2233E-06 1.448E-07 
MAX 336.27 84.36 3.9 2.8539E-06 8.950E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI 01 M= e. NR= 2 15:02:17 05-17-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 69.34 -0.93 52.6 1. 2119E-06 2.083E-08 
INT 339.40 4.18 53.1 1.3734E-06 9.397E-08 
MAX 326.87 -85.72 8.5 2.9148E-06 4.811E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Ccond uct i vi t y parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC e. UNITS= SI 01 M= 6 NR= 2 15:06:16 05-17-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 301.02 0.44 5.9 1.0809E-06 7.399E-09 
INT 30.79 7.85 1. 5 1. 4160E-06 2.840E-08 
MAX 30.73 -82. 15 5.7 2.8946E-06 1.994E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI 01 M= e. NR= 2 15:10:05 05-17-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 14.88 0.99 33.9 1.2210E-06 1.E.99E-08 
INT 284.87 0.69 33.8 1. 3793E-06 6.044E-08 
MAX 339.31 -88.79 14.5 2.7828E-06 2. 197E-07 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroduc:t i vi ty parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS== SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 302.58 -2.55 71.3 1.;2349E-06 
INT 32.66 -2.00 71.5 1.2759E-06 
MAX 340.74 86.75 10.5 2.6293E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cconduc:tivity parameters 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 9 UNITS== SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 60.76 -0.57 64.5 1.2133E-06 
INT 330.84 8.76 64.8 1.5190E-06 
MAX 327.07 -81.22 7.5 2.7154E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parametet•s 
P028 SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 304.43 5.61 
INT 34.64 2.07 
MAX 324.85 -84.02 
P028 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e . 
te~e net 
SPEC 10 UNITS== SI m 
R95 EV 
4.2 1.0029E-06 

























MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rol M= 6 NR= 2 15: 14:0'3 06-25-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 353.23 3.37 70.3 3.5682E-07 4.032E-08 
INT 83.07 -2.68 70.4 3.7381E-07 2.'310E-08 
MAX 314.66 -85.6'3 4.4 1. 0775E-06 6. 105E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:17:57 06-25-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 7.34 -3.86 34.7 3.2540E-07 3.614E-08 
INT 277.43 1. 32 35.0 3.'3218E-07 '3.424E-0'3 
MAX 26.34 85.'32 5.5 1. 0607E-06 1.354E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:21:55 06-25-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 4'3.34 3.04 16.'3 2.8007E-07 3.'378E-08 
INT 31'3.71 -6.87 17.3 4.060'3E-07 2.821E-08 
MAX 295.64 82.48 7 ·::0 . ~ 1.0578E-06 2.346E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:25:49 06-25-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 25.05 -1.84 4.3 2.6623E-07 5.366E-08 
INT 294.91 -4.33 3.4 4.3777E-07 7.726E-09 
MAX 317.95 85.30 3. 1 1. 0150E-06 3. 177E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:2'3:30 06-25-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 36.87 1. 86 8.2 3. 1507E-07 1.025E-08 
INT 306.86 0.46 5.9 4.3653E-07 6.225E-08 
MAX 22.44 -88.08 6.4 1. 0831E-06 5.816E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:33:07 06-25-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 78.37 2.61 63.5 3.2427E-07 4.215E-0'3 
INT 348.37 -1.74 63.8 3.2930E-07 7.5'32E-0'3 
MAX 292. 12 86.86 6.4 1. 1008E-06 1. 5'38E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameteri 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 15:36:46 06-25-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 274.08 -5. 16 67. 1 3.7913E-07 2.0'34E-08 
!NT 4.51 -4.34 66.1 3.8699E-07 8.970E-09 
MAX 314.41 83.25 13.4 1. 1253E-06 6.097E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI rol 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 332.30 -5.52 22.3 2.6090E-07 
INT 62.41 -1.23 23.8 4.0755E-07 
MAX 345.01 84.34 11. 1 1. 1022E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP06 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 9 UNITS= SI rol 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 32.71 3.09 17.3 3. 1351E-07 
INT 302.89 -3.41 18.2 4.6364E-07 
MAX 80.65 -85.39 5.7 1. 1058E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 




CORE 1 SPEC 10 
INC R95 
4.36 0.4 
o. 36 1. 3 
MAX 25.51 -85.62 1.3 
TP96 
n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 





























MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP07 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 13:21:2'3 07-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 324 .. 26 -23.04 18.5 '3.3'322E-07 6.248E-0'3 
INT 5'3.88 -12.'38 34.4 1. 13'36E-06 2.427E-08 
MAX 357.01 63. 18 30.0 1.2622E-06 2.750E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP07 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M=. 6 NR= 2 13:25:44 07-11-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 21.04 34.14 21.7 1.0'345E-06 1.43'3E-08 
!NT 2'37.'32 -10.01 62. 1 1.235'3E-06 4.820E-0'3 
MAX 42.00 -54.02 5'3.6 1. 2665E-06 1. 443E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CondLtctivity parameters 
TP07 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 13:31:3'3 07-11-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 50.05 23.59 81. '3 1.0'331E-06 1.277E-08 
!NT 310.84 20. 14 93.8 1. 1718E-06 3.0'36E-08 
MAX 4.68 -58. 14 56.0 1. 2281E-06 3.264E-08 
ACMS ·OUTPUT: Col"od uct i vi t y parameters 
TP07 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC' 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 13:35:34 07-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 330.25 -6.65 4'3.4 1. 1071E-06 8.50'3E-08 
!NT 271.41 77.26 38.5 1. 18'31E-06 1. 442E-0'3 
MAX 58.'38 10.77 57.3 1.2221E-06 3.815E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•l"oductivity parameter•s 
TP07 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 13:3'3: 10 07-11-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 53.82 33.72 53.3 1. 0'307E-06 5.7'33E-0'3 
!NT 283.68 44.01 71.8 1. 1 '35'3E-06 3.'31'3E-08 
MAX 343.'30 -27.21 4'3. 1 1. 2473E-05 5. 028E-<)8 
~ ~ 5 
Equal ~e  l e~ 






MAX : CIRCLE 
INT : TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
RCMS OUTPUT: Conductivity ~ mete  
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 308. 13 1. 61 9.4 4.1354E-07 6.016E-09 
INT 38.25 4.42 10. 1 5.3449E-07 1. 555E-08 
MAX 18.21 -85.29 4 "' .... 1. 2498E-06 5.514E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity pat·amet et•s 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M=" 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 316.34 -7.26 24.6 3.9194E-07 9.880E-09 
INT 45.02 10.31 24.,2 5.4379E-07 6.299E-09 
MAX 80.90 -77.35 4.8 1.2448E-06 2. 159E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coroduct i vi ty parameters 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 
MIN 344.56 1.09 83.3 
INT 74.77 11.45 83.2 





ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity paramet et•s 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 47.88 6.65 23.6 4.8164E-07 2. 162E-08 
INT 318.65 -6.64 23.6 5.5410E-07 3.347E-08 
MAX 273.24 80.58 4. 2 1.2283E-06 1. 175E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
2 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 




281.54 -6.54 23.1 4.'3383E-07 
10.70 7.33 23.9 6.0304E-07 
52.87 -80.16 6.4 1.2182E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nd 1.1ct i vi t y pararnet ers 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 3'3.50 8.28 14.0 "4. 5909E-07 
INT 309.73 -1.57 14.4 6.3738E-07 
MAX 50.45 -81.56 3.4 1. 2351E-06 










TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 







10.5 3.'3411E-07 4.985E-08 
10.6 5.5363E-07 4.327E-08 








RCMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 321.42 -0.31 79.7 5.0142E-07 3.217E-08 
INT 51.44 7.84 79.9 5.2016E-07 1. 461E-08 
MAX 53.54 -82. 15 "' ·=-"'""' 1. 1685E-06 1. 158E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 




MA.X 303. 13 
INC 
-3.70 













ACMS OUTPUT: Cond •.tct i vi t y parameters 
TP08 SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 71.78 12.45 
INT 341.17 2.77 
MAX 58.85 -77.24 
TP08 
n : 10 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 10 UNITS= SI ~~ M= 6 NR= 
R95 EV SDEV 
69.7 4.9504E-07 1.293E-08 
69.6 5.4633E-07 3.564E-08 





MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Col"od uct i vi t y parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:47:36 07-24-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 312.28 3.51 85.3 5.5296E-07 5.910E-09 
INT 42.40 2.06 85.3 5.9491E-07 4.776E-08 
MAX 342.80 -85.93 0.2 2.4939E-06 4.925E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:51:54 07-24-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 296.41 3el2 60.3 5.4286E-07 7.867E-08 
INT 26.49 1.46 60.3 6.4437E-07 8.442E-09 
MAX 321.60 -86.56 0.6 2.4645E-06 1. 259E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M=· 6 NR= 2 11:55:57 07-24-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 317.13 2.28 65.6 5.8832E-07 5.896E-08 
INT 47.25 3. 11 65.6 6.5303E-07 5.426E-10 
MAX 11.01 -86.14 1. 9 2.4768E-06 6.676E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:00:00 07-24-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 299.18 3.86 8.9 4.7842E-07 5.427E-08 
INT 29.24 1. 03 8.9 6.2812E-07 7.622E-09 
MAX 314.24 -86.00 3.3 2.5092E-06 7.929E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:03:56 07-24-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 291.56 3.65 29.4 5.2851E-07 2.978E-08 
INT 21.34 -0.06 29.6 5.9796E-07 7.936E-09 
MAX 292.41 -86.35 4 -=-.... 2.4701E-06 8.398E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Condo.1ctivity parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:07:28 07-24-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 294.15 3.98 1. 5 5.0314E-07 2.253E-08 
INT 24.20 0.84 2.3 6.6830E-07 3.505E-08 
MAX 306.27 -85.93 -=- "' .... ..., 2.3596E-06 3.296E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cond •.1ct i vi t y parameters 
TP09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:11:00 07-24-1990 
susc. DEC. INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 306.83 3.63 1. 6 4. 1111E-07 6.713E-08 
!NT 36.97 2.23 1. 7 6.2004E-07 3.336E-08 
MAX 338.52 -85.73 0.8 2.4883E-06 2.559E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity par•arnet ers 
TP0'3 SHE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI 01 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 31'3.15 2.01 28.4 .4. '3454E-07 
INT 4'3. 15 -0.33 28.5 5.'3701E-07 
MAX 30'3.17 -87.'36 5.5 2.4740E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP0'3 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC '3 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 325.46 2.82 57.0 5.0766E-07 
INT 55.35 -2.32 56.'3 6.2645E-07 
MAX 285.'36 -86.35 2.6 2.4445E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cond ~let i vi t y pararnet ers 






n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
et e~e 
te~e net 
CORE 1 SPEC 10 UNITS= SI rn 
INC R'35 EV 
1.01 20.'3 5.6581E-07 
3.76 20.9 6.7551E-07 
-86.11 1. 2 2.4'352E-06 
"1-----





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity ~ mete  
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:04:33 07-25-1'390 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 12.8'3 1.44 6.0 4. 16'33E-07 2.401E-08 
INT 282.76 5.45 6 .. 5 5. 16'30E-07 2.860E-08 
MAX 2'37.62 -84.36 3. 1 2.1337E-06 4.442E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:08:16 07-25-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 31'3.57 4.82 10.6 3.7482E-07 1.961E-08 
INT 4'3.10 -5a53 10.8 4.7836E-07 5.014E-08 
MAX 270.3'3 -82.65 2.0 2.0784E-06 3.007E-0'3 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:11:38 07-25-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 357.51 -1.03 53. 1 4.4257E-07 1. 352E-08 
INT 87.57 -6.51 53.0 4.8699E-07 1.817E-08 
MAX 78.63 83.41 3.2 2.0159E-06 7.076E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: n ~ t ivi ty parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:14:44 07-25-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 292.98 4.90 31.5 4.0723E-07 1.433E-08 
INT 22.95 -0.60 31.5 5.1554E-07 3.414E-08 
MAX 285.85 -85.07 1. 4 2.1117E-06 2.274E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 ·CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:22:20 07-25-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 302.96 6.79 31.7 4.1224E-07 4.046E-08 
INT 32.39 -4.82 31.5 4.9260E-07 2. 164E-08 
MAX 87.29 81.66 4.7 2.0271E-06 1. 115E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Coraductivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:25:51 07-25-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 304.97 7.32 32. 1 3.7234E-07 2.655E-09 
INT 34.2'3 -5.30 32.0 4.7907E-07 7.730E-08 
MAX 88.65 80.95 2.7 2.0489E-06 7.415E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nductivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 14:29:01 07-25-1990 
susc. DEc· INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 336.24 0.13 4.5 3.5495E-07 1.394E-08 
INT 66.30 -6.50 5.5 5.0642E-07 1. 155E-08 
MAX 66.88 83.50 3.4 2.0870E-06 3. 199E-08 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV 
MIN 284.47 5.41 53.7 4.5775E-07 
INT 14.47 0.61 53.8 4.8285E-07 
MAX 2'31. 05 -84.56 5.6 2.0725E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Condllctivity parameters 
TP10 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC '3 UNITS= SI rn 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV 
MIN 51.6'3 -2.73 6.7 4.3405E-07 
INT 321. '3'3 6.26 7.0 5.6320E-07 
MAX 298.28 -83.17 3.7 2.0153E-06 
ACMS OUTPUT: Ccorodllctivity pararnetet•s 






n : 19 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
CORE 1 SPEC 10 UNITS= SI 
INC R95 EV 
-7.78 8.3 3.8178E-07 
3.57 8.3 4.7095E-07 
81.44 1. 5 2.0678E-06 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivitj parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 302.39 0.56 5.7 1.4508E-07 7.668E-08 
INT 32 .. 36 -3.37 1 .. 5 2.7594E-07 1. 583E-08 
MAX 41.79 86.58 5 .. '3 7. 1731E-07 1.772E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: CoYad 1.1ct i vi t y pa t'amet et's 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI ra1' M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 88.44 0.61 62 .. 3 2.2E.65E-07 9.205E-09 
INT 358.31 6.49 62 .. 3 2.3999E-07 1.754E-08 
MAX 3.77 -83.48 1.3 7.4734E-07 5.072E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI rn M= E. NR= 2 sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 61.02 11. 14 28.3 2 .. 1255E-(.17 9.817E-09 
INT 328.85 10.90 33.0 3.7034E-07 9.292E-08 
MAX 15.55 -74.31 17.4 8.1268E-07 9.491E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 308.20 -2.00 9.3 2.3465E-C>7 3.605E-08 
INT 38.00 5 .. 55 8.5 3.0655E-07 4.799E-09 
MAX 57.57 -84.01 10.4 7.5836E-C>7 1.442E-C>8 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 306.57 0.53 4.7 1.6776E-07 3.426E-08 
INT 36.63 e.. 19 5.8 2.8846E-07 1.717E-08 
MAX 31.74 -83.79 4. 1 7.7721E-07 5.707E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEIJ 
MIN 50.74 -2.87 87.2 2.4004E-07 5.825E-09 
INT 321.29 10.78 87.9 2.9875E-07 7.775E-08 
MAX 306.03 -78.84 20.6 7.0994E-07 3.255E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI rn M= 6 NR= 2 
sus c. DEC 
MIN 20.98 





















ACI'IS OUTPUT: Co:or,dl.lct i vi ty pat·amet et·s 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:02:02 09-06-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 Eli SDEIJ 
MIN 58.33 0.41 52.0 2.4409E-07 1.896E-08 
!NT 328.27 13.40 50.9 2.7613E-07 3.660E-08 
MAX 330.01 -76.59 13.0 7.6035E-07 8.827E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: C•::.nd •.tct i.v it y pat•ar,Tet ers 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 9 UNITS= SI nT M= 6 NR= 2 11:05:46 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 273.26 5.06 30.4 2.0110E-07 3.981E-08 
INT 3.94 7.61 29.4 2.6257E-07 3.800E-09 
MAX 329.94 -80.85 10.2 7.1313E-07 1. 373E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•nd ~t t i vi t y pat•amet et•s 
TP11 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 10 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 11:09:32 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 309.07 -1.84 19. 1 1.3630E-07 5.882E-09 
INT 39.05 0.76 21. 6 2.9168E-07 1. 152E-08 
MAX 286.24 88.00 10. 1 7.5092E-07 3.821E-08 
TP11 
n : 19 .-----
Equal ~e  l e~ ~ 
e i e~e / ~ 
s te~e ne t ... ~ 
\ 




MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rol M= 6 NR= 2 12:37:10 09-05-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 18.60 4.28 84.4 3.4792E-07 1.632E-08 
INT 28'3.35 -9.97 84.6 3.8151E-07 1. 962E-08 
MAX 85.67 -79. 13 5.7 1. 1 714E-06 1. 516E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= ,SI m IYJ= 6 NR= 2 12:40:51 09-06-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 38. 12 7.48 57.9 3.3632E-07 4.098E-08 
INT 307.39 5.50 57.9 3.8953E-07 3.650E-09 
NAX 1. 41 -80.70 7.0 1.2171E-06 8.757E-08 
A,CMS OUTPUT: Cr.md Ltct i vi t y ~ net ers 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 3 UNITS= SI nf M= 6 NR= 2 12:44:43 09-06-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 7.58 7.35 6.0 3.6555E..;07 2.048E-08 
INT 278.01 -3.33 6.2 4.40'32E-07 2.129E-08 
MAX 32 .. 24 -81.92 4.6 1. 1581E-06 4.937E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•Yoductivity mete~  
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 4 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:48:13 0'3-06-1 990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 50.28 6.'37 21.3 3. 1205E-07 4.255E-08 
!NT 31'3.72 4.58 1 '3. 9 5.0730E-07 5.754E-08 
MAX 16.63 -81.64 12.4 1. 1137E-06 6.687E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Ccmductivity nete~  
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 5 UNITS= SI n1 M= 6 NR= 2 12:51:44 09-06-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 74.39 o. 16 6.7 3. 1852E-07 4.290E-08 
INT 344.45 7.57 '3.8 4.8754E-07 5.056E-08 
MAX 344.64 -82.43 8. 1 1. 1616E-06 5.731E-08 
ACMS OUTP0T: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 6 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 12:55:22 09-06-1990 
SUSC. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 297.71 7.27 15.8 3.4832E-07 1.816E-08 
!NT 27.27 -3.51 15.8 4.7138E-07 2. 133E-09 
MAX 271.68 -81.92 2.0 1.0442E-06 2.676E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 7 UNITS= SI rol M= 6 NR= 2 12:58:47 09-06-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 316.64 2.09 13.4 2.8579E-07 1. 944E-08 
INT 46.61 -0.96 14.3 4.7384E-07 1.068E-09 
MAX 291.67 -87.70 5.0 1.1072E-06 2.819E-08 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 





CORE 1 SPEC 8 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 
INC R95 EV SDEV 
0.89 30.6 3.0445E-07 6.961E-08 
8.23 31.4 4.3242E-07 2.851E-09 
-81.72 9.5 1. 1076E-06 8.694E-09 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 9 UNITS= SI m M= 6 NR= 2 










ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
TP12 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 10 UNITS= SI rol M= 6 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 351.38 0.42 47.7 3.5913E-07 3.316E-08 
!NT 81.41 6.27 47.2 4.2669E-07 3.442E-08 
MAX 77.66 -83.72 8.2 1. 0589E-06 4. 105E-08 
TP12 
2 








/l MAX - CIRCLE 
~~ INT - TRIANGLE 
_....,.. .. · MIN - SQUARE _..,. 
~
APPENDIX 8: ~  Raw Data for Loose Aggregates 
The data for ~  measurements on the samples P002 to P028 
and TP06 to TP12 are presented in a similar format to the 
corresponding ACMS data in appendix A. One major difference is 
that only two AMS measurements were performed on most specimens. 
This is because the signals were very strong and easily 
reproducable, with very small errors in the determination of 
magnitude and direction of the principal magnetic 
susceptibilities. 
P002A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
16: 14:04 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 327.73 -83. 18 0.3 1. 1322E -01 3.213E-05 
!NT 82.31 -2.84 0.8 1. 2457E-01 3.909E-05 
MAX 352.61 E.. 19 0.8 1.2524E-01 4.148E-05 
P002B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
15:21:35 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 329.99 -83. 12 o. 1 1. 1327E-01 4.979E-05 
!NT 83.72 -2.78 2.0 L 2454E-01 2 .. 529E-05 
MAX 354.02 6.29 2.0 1.2523E-01 3.959E-05 
P092B 
n : 2 ----;;;;-+----.. 
Equal ~e  l e~ ~ aD ~ 
e i e~e / ""'-. 
stePeonet r' ~ 
0 1-24-13'30 
01-24-1930 
MAX : CIRCLE 
INT : TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
P003A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 87.70 -86.54 
!NT 76.57 3.39 
MAX 346.61 -0.67 
P003B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 86.42 -86.68 
!NT 70.35 3. 19 
MAX 340.40 -0.92 
P093B 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 






















1.4843E-01 ~  
MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
P004A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS.= SI m M= 12 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 81.59 83. 11 0.2 1. 0592E -01 2.567E-05 
!NT 338.30 1. 60 3.8 1.336'3E-01 5.668E-05 
MAX 68. 10 -6.71 3.8 1. 3538E-01 1.809E-04 
P004B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 81.52 83.13 0.2 1.0592E-01 5 .. 024E-05 
!NT 337.'39 1. 62 4 ·::. .... 1.3370E-01 4.486E-05 
MAX 67.7'3 -6.68 4.2 1.3539E-01 1.801E-04 
P094B 
n: 2 ~~~ 
Equal ~e  l ~ 








MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
/ t /;c. ·;I' ./ 
P005A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITs= SI rn M= 12 NR= 2 15:01:05 01-24-1990 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 304c20 -77.40 0 ..,. • w 1. 1680E-01 7.7'36E-05 
INT 322.25 12.00 2.7 1. 3176E-01 1.783E-05 
MAX 51.44 -3.7'3 2.7 1.3429E-01 5.86'3E-05 
P005B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI fr1 M= 12 NR= 2 15:0'3:43 01-24-1'3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 304.33 -77.38 0.4 1. 1680E-01 7.684E-05 
INT 321.74 12.06 1. 4 1. 3180E-01 2.411E-05 
MAX 50.96 -3.67 1.4 1.3415E-01 ~  
P095B 




/ MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
POOE.A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS=:o SI ftl M= 12 NR= 2 15:20:39 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 340.80 -83.23 1.1 1. 3955E-01 2.358E-05 
!NT 290.45 4 .. 33 3.0 1. 5384E-01 1.285E-05 
MAX 20.85 5. 19 3. 1 1. 55E.OE-01 5.469E-05 
P006B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 15:29:43 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 343.91 -82.52 1.0 1. 3967E-01 3.483E-05 
INT 290.37 4.40 2.8 1. 5383E-01 3 .. 545E-05 
MAX 20.83 5.91 2.9 1. 6558E-(11 1.086E-04 
P096B _1_·. n - 2 ..-------r-----
Equal ~e  l e~ ~ ~ 






MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
.. ' .-
~  / :__ 
I ' ' I , , ___,. 
. P007A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 12 NR= 
SUSC. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 56.36 83.69 0.3 1. 1618E-01 2.477E-05 
!NT 333.80 -0.83 32.5 1. 5495E-01 4.341E-06 
MAX 63.95 -6.25 32.6 1. 5546E-01 1. 916E-04 
P007B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 12 NR= 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 55.30 83.69 0.3 1. 1616E-01 3.878E-05 
INT 333.86 -0.84 31.7 1. 5494E-01 4.594E-05 
MAX 64.01 -6.25 31.8 1.5545E-01 1,899E-04 
' I ,"" P097 B 
n : 2 . 
Equal ~e  l ~ 
et e~e 






/ MAX - CIRCLE INT : TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
P008A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R'35 Ev· SDEV 
MIN 319.62 -81.74 0.6 1. 3751E-01 7. 191E-05 
INT 1 C'·=-........ E.. 17 4.2 1. 6288E-01 '3.644E-05 
MAX 271.01 5.4'3 4.3 1. 6402E-01 '3.348E-05 
P008B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 319.23 -81.79 0.6 1. 3752E-01 5.347E-05 
INT 1. '3'3 6.05 23.5 1.628'3E-01 1.430E-04 
MAX 271.48 5.54 23.6 1. 6377E-01 1. 554E-04 
P098B ~ 
n - 2 --- IU!i. ---.. 
Equal ~e  l e~ ~ ~ 






I MAX - CIRCLE INT - TRIAKGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
I 1 i __.. :'1;: /_:; 
P009A SITE. 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 347. 13 79.20 
INT 303.25 -7.83 
MAX 34.27 -7.40 
P00'3B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 341.73 78.75 
INT 307. 16 -9.30 
MAX 38. 1'3 -6.27 
P099B 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
et e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
4. 1 4.9034E-05 
5.8 5.0365E-05 
4.8 5.1032E-05 



















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT : TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
A!)C ,;· J 
PO lOA SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 16:20:19 03-14-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 310.0'3 63.18 4. 4 4.4187E-05 5.476E-08 
INT 24.77 -7.61 a. a 4.5271E-05 9.527E-08 
MAX 291. 11 -25.55 a. 1 4.6289E-05 2.961E-08 
P010B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 16:32:55 03-14-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 308.1'3 63.57 4.8 4.4180E-05 2.'336E-08 
INT 24.03 -6.93 7. 1 4.5296E-05 4.148E-08 
MAX 2'30.73 -25.37 5.4 4.6270E-05 2.815E-08 
'1 'I C I;- /L'j _:;, 
P011A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 16:46:11 03-14-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 35.84 -ea. 12 0.6 2. 1070E-05 5.455E-09 
INT 73.89 1. 48 5o6 2.4336E-05 8.726E-09 
MAX 343.85 1. 16 5.6 2.4480E-05 1.196E-06 
POllS SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 16:54:21 03-14-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 26.95 -87.76 0.7 2. 1071'E-05 8.262E-09 
INT 74.99 1. 55 2.5 2.4339E-05 6.640E-09 
MAX 344.93 1.60 2.4 2.4464E-05 6.645E-09 
Af)3 
P012A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 83.67 -84.81 
INT 295.62 -4.41 
MAX 25.41 2.73 
P012B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 82.46 -84.88 
INT 295.30 -4.31 
MAX 25.09 2.77 
P012B 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
hetd sphel'e 
te~e net 





SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
R95 EV 
1. 2 2.3208E-05 
1. 6 2.5287E-05 
2.0 2.5594E-05 
Cl + 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
,-;/lS rJIJT!l U?? I -' / 
P013A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 11:28:54 03-13-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 73.08 85.44 1.1 2. 1814E-05 8.998E-09 
INT 4.62 -1.68 17.4 2.3813E-05 2. 104E-08 
MAX 274.76 4.24 17.4 2.3973E-05 3.298E-08 
P013B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 11:37:49 03-13-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV •SDEV 
MIN 73.82 85.42 0.9 2. 1863E-05 8.299E-09 
INT 0.97 -1.36 9.2 2.3882E-05 1. 163E-08 
MAX 270.00 4.39 a. 1 2.4030E-05 1.382E-08 
' ~
I ,_ 
P014A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 64.59 85.53 
INT 326.68 0.63 
MAX 56.63 -4.43 
P0148 SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 63.03 85.53 
INT 326.33 0.54 
MAX 56.28 -4.44 
P014B 
n : 2 
Equal apea loweP 
hetdsphePe 
stePeonet 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn 
R95 EV 
1. 2 2.3170E-05 
1. a 2.4609E-05 
2. 1 2.5338E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn 
R95 EV 
1. 2 2.3214E-05 
o. 9 2.4661E-05 
1. 5 2.5397E-05 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
-i : ' / I ·-. I .../ 











n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
~ i  ,.... 
CORE 1 SPEC 
INC R95 
88.72 o.8 
-1.24 1. 9 
-0.32 2.0 




-0.31 4. 1 

























MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
' / .·: ~ r--1;·' --I . : _./ 
P016A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 18.44 83.69 
INT 84.44 -2.58 
MAX 354.17 -5.75 
P016B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 26.11 83.52 
INT 85.17 -3.35 
MAX 354.83 -5.55 
P016B 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 




1. 9 2.5881E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
2. 1 2.2985E-05 
3.2 2.5568E-05 
2.5 2.5903E-05 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
,_ 
f i ~ 
i / ../ 
P018A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 332.30 84.17 
INT 23.88 -3.63 
MAX 293.59 -4.56 
P0188 SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 331.99 84.17 
INT 24. 18 -3.59 
MAX 293.89 -4.60 
P018B 
-'' n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
1. 1 2.1914E-05 
1. 3 2.5242E-05 
1.0 2.5683E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 


















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
11115 
P019A SITE 1 
susc. DEC 
MIN 348.43 
!NT 325 .. 47 
MAX 55.50 






n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 












SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m 
R95 EV 
0.8 1.8720E-05 
3. 8 2.3935E-05 
3.9 2.4253E-05 



















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
fl;vlS 
P020A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 1a.37 -aa.36 
INT 76.33 o.aa 
MAX 346.29 1.39 
P0208 SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 14.22 -aa.13 
INT 75.43 0.91 
MAX 345.3a 1.64 
P020B FSN= 1 LSN= 1 
P029B 
n : 2 
Equal area lowe!' 
heMisphe!'e 
ste!'eonet 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
1.6 2.0714E-05 
11. a 2.4127E-05 
11.7 2.4236E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
1. 0 2.0753E-05 
6.5 2.40a2E-05 
6 .. 5 2.41a5E-05 
D SN= 0 NT= 1 














MAX : CIRCLE 
I NT : TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
/)/'}_5 
P021A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 20. 16 88.63 
INT 4.60 -1.33 
MAX 274.61 0.37 
P021B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 23.54 88.62 
INT 4.3'3 -1.31 
MAX 274.41 0.45 
P021B 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
0.5 1.82'36E-05 
1. 1 2.06'35E-05 
1. 1 2.1271E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
0.9 1.8304E-05 
1. 0 2.0703E-05 
0.9 2.1273E-05 












~ - CIRCLE 
IHT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
·' ) ,/"' !-·-· / -. 
( I:' ·_.) 
P022A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 12 NR= 2 14:15:49 04-10-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 322.28 84.95 o.5 2.0046E-05 4.731E-09 
!NT 64.88 1. 11 2. 1 2.3967E-05 9.690E-09 
MAX 334.99 -4.93 z. 1 2.4162E-05 6.470E-09 
P022B SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI rn M= 12 NR= 2 14:24:25 04-10-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 321.29 84.80 0.6 2.0058E-05 6.809E-09 
!NT 66.20 1. 35 1. 7 2.3995E-05 6.946E-09 
MAX 336.32 -5.03 1.5 2.4186E-05 4.213E-09 
/);v'/5 
P023A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 47.66 87.84 
INT 65. 15 -2.06 
MAX 335. 12 -0.65 
P023B SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 64.34 87.41 
INT 65. 16 -2.59 
MAX 335. 13 -0.02 
P023B 
n : 2 
Equal afea lowef 
heMisphefe 
stefeonet 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
0.2 2.0361E-05 
2 .. 7 2.3751E-05 
2.7 2.3898E-05 


















11 :58: 07 04-24-1990 
MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
(11 '!j 
P024A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 308.80 -81.84 
INT 283.48 7 .. 39 
MAX 13.93 3.45 
P024B SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 306.'36 -82.26 
INT 283.30 7.0'3 
MAX 13.6'3 3.07 
P024C SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 307.4'3 -82. 10 
INT 282.10 7.15 
MAX 12.52 3.35 
P024C 
n : 3 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
5.3 3. 1047E-05 
10.8 3.!'388E-05 
11. 3 3.2367E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
3. 1 3. 1136E-05 
2 .. 8 3.2076E-05 
3.9 3.2528E-05 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
3.4 3. 1150E-05 
2.6 3.2087E-05 
3.6 3.2543E-05 





















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
~  
P025A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 41.85 69.05 
INT 306.98 1.87 
MAX 36.25 -20.85 
P025A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 42.33 69.43 
!NT 306.28 2.27 
MAX 35.42 -20.44 
P025A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
2.4 3.0850E-05 
4 ·:> •"'- 3. 1781E-05 
4.7 3. 1844E-05 
SPEC 2 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
3.0 3.0895E-05 
10. 1 3.1808E-05 
10.5 3. 1890E-05 
+ 















MAX - CIRCLE 
INI - TRIANGLE 


































Equal ~e  l e~ 
heMisphen 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
R95 EV SDEV 
1.4 2.4080E-05 4.034E-08 
6.5 2.6890E-05 2.862E-08 
6.4 2.7112E-05 8.539E-09 
SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
R95 EV SDEV 
2.2 2. 4112E-05 1.4;53E-08 
5.9 2.6940E-05 1.453E-08 





MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
A!V75 
P027A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 48.17 84.62 
INT 48.51 -5.38 
MAX 318.50 -0.01 
P027A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 47.57 84.57 
INT 50.65 -5.42 
MAX 320.62 -0.29 
P027A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
1. 3 2.6977E-05 
1. 2 2.8050E-05 
1. 0 2.8361E-05 




1. 3 2.8375E-05 












MAX · CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 

























Equal ~e  l e~ 













SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
R95 EV SDEV 
7.6 2.7976E-05 1.193E-07 
14.7 2.9773E-05 1.317E-07 
15.4 3.0075E-05 2.068E-08 
SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 
R95 EV SDEV 
8.4 2.7930E-05 8.764E-08 
11.8 2.9906E-05 5.297E-09 
14.4 3.0121E-05 2.444E-08 





MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
~ r ., ~ -\ /\ ) . ~ 
TP06A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN o. 14 84.96 1.0 
INT 12.80 -4.92 45.0 
MAX 282.72 -1. 11 45. 1 
TP06A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 357 .. 35 85.04 1.2 
INT 6.32 -4.90 57.9 
MAX 276.37 -0.78 57.9 
TP96A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l ~ . 
e i e~e 
te~e net 





UNITS= SI m 
EV 
2 .. 3509E-05 
2.5144E-05 
2 .. 5156E-05 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
ftt15 
TP07A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 14.21 -77.71 
!NT 2'38.64 3. 11 
MAX 2'3.30 11.88 
TP07A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 15.00 -77.81 
!NT 2'34.88 2. 13 
MAX 25.34 12.00 
TP9?A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net · 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
2. 1 4.4467E-05 
5 .. 8 4.6150E-05 
6. 1 4.645'3E-05 




















MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 





TP08A SITE 1 









CORE 1 SPEC 
INC R95 
77.10 2. 1 
-12.80 23.6 
1. 56 23.7 
2 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN : SQUARE 
TP0'3A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 332.18 -86.30 
INT 338.50 3.68 
MAX 68.47 -0.40 
TP0'3A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 332.83 -86.26 
INT 337.61 3.73 
MAX 67.5'3 -0.31 
TP99A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 





SPEC 2 UNITS= SI 
R'35 EV 
0.7 2.0'373E-05 
s:. 1 2.322'3E-05 
2. 1 2.3471E-05 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
TP10A SITE 1 CORE 1 
susc. DEC INC 
MIN 87.50 83.75 
INT 317.47 4.03 
MAX 47.13 -4.77 
TP10A SITE 1 CORE 1 
sus c. DEC INC 
MIN 88.16 83.80 
INT 317.95 4.01 
MAX 47.62 -4.72 
TP19A 
n : 2 
Equal ~e  l e~ 
e i e~e 
te~e net 
SPEC 1 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
0.7 2. 1775E-05 
1.0 2.3674E-05 
1 -=-•"'- 2.3839E-05 
SPEC 2 UNITS= SI 
R95 EV 
1. 2 2. 1787E-05 
1 .. 2 2.3683E-05 
1.7 2.3845E-05 
+ = 














MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
TP11A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 11:26:56 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 77.61 86.64 1.1 2.1286E-05 8.333E-0'3 
INT 25.'36 -2.0'3 32.4 2.3186E-05 5.412E-08 
MAX 2'36.06 2 .. 63 32.4 2 .. 3331E-05 2.50'3E-08 
TP11A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI m M= 12 NR= 2 11:34:56 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 72.'31 86.78 0.8 2.1308E-05 6.536E-09 
INT 28.'32 -2.32 1'3.6 2 .. 3223E-05 3.4'35E-08 
MAX 2'3'3.01 2.24 1'3.5 2.3351E-05 8.821E-0'3 
TPUA 
n: 2 ---
Equal ~e  l e~ ~~ ------
e i e~e ~ 





~  /1 
. ~ ~ _______ .,. ___ _ 
0'3-06-1'3'30 
0'3-06-1'3'30 
MAX : CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
TP12A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 
susc. DEC INC R95 
MIN 333. 18 -82.85 3.6 
INT 0.54 6.36 49.3 
lVI AX 270.33 3.28 49.5 
TP12A SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 
susc. DEC INC R95 
t>IIN 33.3.54 -83.01 2.8 
INT 357.84 6.37 41.8 
MAX 87.38 -2.83 41.7 
























MAX - CIRCLE 
INT - TRIANGLE 
MIN - SQUARE 
APPENDIX C: ~ versus 0 Plots 
~ versus 0 plots ~  each ~ the digitized pyrrhotite 
aggregates ~ ll  The variable 0 is plotted on the X-axis in 
degrees and is denoted by the symbol ANGLE AX. ~ is plotted on 
the Y-axis where ~ = the grain shape ratio X/Y. Each point on 
the graphs represents a single digitized grain. The specimen 
number can be ~ un  in the six-digit number below ID. NR .. For 
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APPENDIX D: Massive Specimen Data 
The raw ACMS and AtE data ~  the Shebandowan massive 
sulphide specimens are listed below. The format is essentially 
the same as for the loose aggregates in appendices A and 8. Data 
for each sample is found on a single page with conductive ACMS 
data, including P' and T ~ ll e  by the corresponding AI"JS data. 
Note the extremely low P' (ACI"JS) values. Also, most 
conductive ~ i  are oblate <positive T>, meaning that 
resistive fabrics are prolate <negative T>. AI"E fabrics all have 
oblate anisotropy <positive T>. This is a much i~e ent 
relationship than existed between ACI"JS and AlvJS ~ i  in the 
loose pyrrhotite aggregates. 
ACMS OUTPUT: Cc•rod uct i vi t y par• a meters 
S801 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 15:36:18 10-04-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 309.16 -74.27 0.2 6.1341E-01 5.731E-05 
INT 38.37 0.25 1.4 6.5748E-01 5.7S5E-05 
MAX 308.23 15.72 1. 3 6.6328E-01 2.299E-04 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity paramet. ers 
S801 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 2 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 15:41:12 10-04-1990 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 310.55 -74.46 0.3 6.1322E-01 4.357E-05 
INT 39.00 0.45 1 -=-•"'- 6.5745E-01 3.616E-04 
MAX 308.84 15.53 1 -=-..... 6.6297E-01 4.182E-04 
S801 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 2 NA= 2 15:42:22 10-04-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 lro<A> ln<8> P' T 
1 1 1.0088 1. 0718 0.0088 0.0694 1.0894 0.7753 
1 2 1.0084 1.0721 0.0084 0.0696 1.0894 0.7857 
mean 1.0086 1.0720 0.0086 0.0695 1.0894 0.7805 
sdev 0.0003 0.0000 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0052 
Normalised-principal and bulk susceptibilities fc•llow 
CN SN Kmax Kint Kmin K<bulk>g K<bulk)a 
1 1 1.0294 1.0204 0.9520 6.4433E-01 6.4472E-01 
1 2 1.0292 1.0206 0.9520 6.4416E-01 6.4454E-01 
S8001 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 15:55:48 10-04-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 295.21 -67.57 0.8 5.3124E-02 1. 690E-03 
INT 18.23 2.87 7.0 2.7424E-01 5o23'3E-05 
MAX 287.05 22.23 7.0 3.0910E-01 5.017E-04 
S8001 FSN= 0 ·LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 15:56:58 10-04-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> ln<8> P' T 
1 1 1. 1271 5.1623 0.1197 1. 6414 7.1566 0.8641 
mean 1. 1271 5.1623 0.1197 1.6414 7.1566 0.8641 
sdev 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Normalised-principal and bulk susceptibilities follow 
' ' 
ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity par·amet ers 
SB02 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 0'3:5'3:31 10-05-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN .288. 75 68.59 o.· o 5.8855E-01 9.628E-05 
INT 349.'34 -10.70 o.o 6.3'366E-01 1.210E-04 
MAX 76.35 18.31 o.o 6.'3856E-01 1. 633E-04 
SB02 FSN= (I LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 10:00:47 10-05-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> ln<B> P' T 
1 1 1.0921 1.0868 0.0881 0.0833 1.1869 -0.0280 
rnearo 1. 0921 1.0868 0.0881 0.0833 1. 1869 -0.0280 
sdev 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 















Kmax Kint Kmin 





SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 09:48:04 
DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
50.69 81.23 1.1 9.8753E-02 6.413E-04 
27.70 -8.08 le 5 2.7333E-01 1. 102E-03 
2'38.18 3.38 1 ~ •"'- 2.9637E-01 2.973E-05 
FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 09:49:04 10-05-19'30 
SN K1/K2 K2/K3 1ro<A> 1n<B> P' T 
1 1.0843 2.7678 0.0809 1. 0181 3.4040 0.8527 
1.0843 2.7678 0.080'3 1.0181 3.4040 0.8527 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 














ACMS OUTPUT: CondLictivity parameters 
SB03 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 10: 10:58 1·0-05-1 '3'30 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 276.96 18.93 0.2 5.9630E-01 2.503E-04 
INT 2.86 -11.79 0.5 6.4439E-01 2. 1'36E-04 
MAX 62.67 67.46 0.5 6.6695E-01 1. 502E-04 
SB03 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 10:12:11 10-05-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> lro<B> p• T 
1 1 1.0350 1.0806 0.0344 o.'0775 1. 1215 0.3852 
rnean 1.0350 1.0806 0.0344 0.0775 1. 1215 Oa3852 
sdev 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 













SB003 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 10:24:44 susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV MIN 300.80 37.16 1. 0 8.8947E-02 1. 122E-03 INT 67.91 38.52 2.9 2.5003E-01 7.348E-04 MAX 5.05 -29.82 2.7 2.7589E-01 1. 387E-04 
SB003 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 10:26:12 10-05-1'390 
CN SN K1/K2 
1 1 1. 1034 






































ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity pat•ameters 
S804 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 10:53:55 10-05-1'3'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 278.'36 34.50 0.'3 6.6451E-01 1. 184E-04 
INT 7.02 -2.83 0.'3 6.'33'36E-01 2.3'37E-04 
MAX 272.'31 -55.35 0.'3 7.0416E-01 1.878E-04 
S804 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 10:57:45 10-05-1'3'30 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> ln<8> P' T 
1 1 1.0147 1.0443 0.0146 0.0434 1.0622 0.4'364 
mean 1.0147 1.0443 0.0146 0.0434 1.0622 0.4'364 
sdev 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 



















SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 
DEC INC R'35 
30'3.'35 63.24 0.'3 
6'3.82 14.10 0.'3 
345.72 -22.25 0.7 
Kmin 
0.'3668 




1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 10:41:08 
EV SDEV 
2. 1106E-01 1.788E-03 
3.7883E-01 1. 536E-03 
4.4300E-01 1.80'3E-03 
FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 10:42:06 10-05-1'3'30 
SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> lr.<8> P' T 
1 1.16'34 1.7'34'3 0.1565 0.584'3 2.1850 0.577'3 
1.16'34 1.7'34'3 0.1565 0.584'3 2.1850 0.577'3 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 














ACMS OUTPUT: ~ t i vi ty parameters 
SB05 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 13:36:56 10-05-19'30 
susc. DEC INC R'35 EV SDEV 
MIN 40.66 -24.22 o. 1 6.3772E-Ol 1.733E-04 
INT 323.74 26.71 0.2 7.12'34E-01 ?.321E-04 
MAX 274.75 -52.52 0.2 7.4355E-01 1.7'35E-04 
SB05 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 13:37:54 10-05-19'30 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln<A> ll'"o (B) P' T 
1 1 1. 042'3 1. 1180 0.0420 o. 1115 1.1720 0.4525 
mean 1.042'3 1. 1180 0.0420 0.1115 1. 1720 0.4525 
sdev 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 







Kint Kmin K<bulk)g 
6.9663E-01 
K<bulk>a 
6.'3807E-01 1.0234 0.9154 
SB005 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 13:48:4'3 
sus c. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 55.64 -51.71 0.6 1. 5985E-01 2.199E-03 
!NT 1. 76 24.95 7.7 3.3325E-01 8.440E-05 
MAX 285.50 -26.97 7.8 3.5422E-01 1.677E-03 
SB005 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 13:4'3:28 10-05-19'30 
CN SN K1/K2 

































ACMS OUTPUT: Conductivity parameters 
SB09 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 6 NR= 2 14:08:44 10-05-1990 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 295.40 -70.55 o.o 6.1839E-01 4.484E-04 
INT 69.71 -13.86 1.'9 7.6185E-01 8.450E-04 
MAX 343.07 13.38 1. 9 a. 1944E-01 1.081E-03 
SB09 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 14:09:42 10-05-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 ln·<A> lro<B> P' T 
1 1 1.0756 1.2320 0.0729 0.2086 1.3394 0.4823 
mean 1.0756 1.2320 0.0729 0.2086 1.3394 0.4823 
sdev 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 
Normalised-principal and bulk susceptibilities follow 
CN SN Kmax Kint Kmin K<bulk)g K<bulk>a 
1 1 1.1254 1.0463 0.8493 7.2814E-01 7.3323E-01 
SB009 SITE 1 CORE 1 SPEC 1 UNITS= SI v M= 12 NR= 2 14:00:30 
susc. DEC INC R95 EV SDEV 
MIN 320.08 -71.29 0.6 9.9405E-02 9.005E-04 
INT 64.64 -4.87 11.5 2.5509E-01 8.539E-04 
MAX 336.23 18.02 11.5 2.6091E-01 1. 317E-03 
SB009 FSN= 0 LSN= 0 D SN=-1 NT= 1 NA= 1 14:01:19 10-05-1990 
CN SN K1/K2 K2/K3 
1 1 1.0228 2.5662 
mean 1.0228 2.5662 













Normalised-principal and bulk susceptibilities follow 
CN SN Kmax Kint Kmin K<bulk)g K(bulk>a 
1 1 1.3898 1.3588 0.5295 1.8773E-01 2.0513E-01 
10-05-1990 
